
and many more...

Proud Supplier of:

Sensory and 
Specialised Provisions

Empowering through advice, sensory equipment and toys



Who we work with!
We support families, charities, schools, councils, health 
trusts and large government organisations. 
All throughout the UK, Ireland and Europe.

Recommended 
supplier for the 

Education Authority

Family Fund
We are pleased to be working in partnership with the Family Fund as their sole provider of 
sensory toys and specialised equipment to support families.

Family Fund helps families across the UK who are raising a disabled or seriously ill child or young 
person aged 17 or under.

Sensory toys and specialised equipment can create a calm and motivational environment for 
your child or young person to develop.

Together, we have helped over 20,000 families in providing equipment through grants.

Our team of specialist advisors are on hand to support families every step of the way!

Do you know a child/pupil that may 
benefit from a family fund grant? 

For more information check out

www.learningspaceuk.co.uk/familyfund

Dear Practitioner, Parent or Carer,

Learning SPACE has been working with families and 
schools since 2007, providing sensory and specialised 
provisions and environments. In this booklet you will 
find sensory resources at a range of prices that will 
enable your child/pupil to explore their senses in a safe 
environment, helping them self-regulate and develop. 
Whether you are creating a new room or introducing 
sensory equipment into your environment, we are here 
to help you along this journey.

Our Story
Learning SPACE was set up in 2007 by sisters Lorraine 
(teacher) and Mary (social worker). They felt parents, 
teachers, therapists and especially children deserved 
better when it came to accessing resources and sharing 
of knowledge, hence Learning SPACE was born. The 
main spark came from supporting their amazing sister 
who has Soto Syndrome. 

Our Team
Our dedicated team of advisors are highly skilled in 
this field and come with a wealth of experience and 
qualifications. From teaching and social services 
experience to real life experience supporting family 
members with special educational needs or indeed 
have a special educational need themselves. They are 
passionate and driven to make a positive impact on 
children’s lives.

We Are Here To Help

Have fun exploring our website 
for a wider range!

www.learningspaceuk.co.uk

02890 319 360

info@learningspaceuk.co.uk

https://www.learningspaceuk.co.uk/family-fund-i37
https://www.learningspaceuk.co.uk/family-fund-i37
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Benefits include
• Improves levels of concentration, alertness,  
    calmness & general awareness.
• Provides visual, tactile and auditory     
   stimulation.
• Allows the development of fine/gross  
   motor skills.
• Allows speech to be developed.
• Promotes relaxation when required.
• Encourages and develops imaginative play.
• Provides fun and enjoyment.

As you can see, sensory areas have a variety 
of uses and benefits for all children. Have fun 
making magical memories and seeing children 
being empowered and enabled in your sensory 
room. 

See the benefits of having an area which can 
be used by all children to develop a variety of 
skills, that ultimately enriches the provision 
for children with sensory and additional needs, 
such as:

From bubble tubes to beanbags, a safe, 
calm place can be created in a busy 
environment, to enable children to explore 
their emotions and senses.

This helps children to self-regulate and 
feel more balanced so they are in a better 
place to engage and focus on tasks. 

It has a positive impact on their day, others 
around them and their learning experience.

It can also be a magical space; 
 
Where the equipment can fire their 
imagination.

Where the bubble tube can be a volcano 
and the fibre optics the lava.

Where the projector can become the night 
sky with the blue fibre optics become 
twinkling stars. 

Create a failure free, 
child led environment. 

Encouraging 
self choice and 

exploration. 

Why is sensory important?

Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD)

Speech, language and communication needs. (SLCN)

Emotional/behavior disability (EBD)

Sensory processing disorder (SPD)
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Engulfed in the sensory and education world since 
2007, our passionate team are here to help meet your 

organisation’s and families needs.

We have everything you will need to create innovative 
sensory and specialist environments to make a positive 

impact on children’s lives.

We are here to help you along this journey.

Our Service
We listen to your needs and share our knowledge to guide you through the wide range of 
cutting-edge and inspiring products from over 200+ suppliers to ensure they meet your 
needs, interests and budget.

From the initial face-to face or virtual consultation, you will have a dedicated team member 
to design and bring your vision from paper to life. You will be involved every step of   
the way, from consultation, design, production, fulfilment, training and maintaining.  
We aim to deliver a holistic approach to ensure your expectations are exceeded.

1.Consultation 2.Concept Design

3.Production 4.Fulfilment

5.Maintaining4.Training

Maintaining sensory room packages are available. 
We will discuss these options with you.

Taking projects from concept to completion.
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We are proud to offer our ASD, Sensory & 
Additional Needs Training. 

We bring our wealth of knowledge of resources, 
sensory processing and additional needs. We 
use real life home, classroom and workplace 
scenarios to ensure you gain greater insight, 
understanding and solutions.

Fantastic Feedback
100% of participants surveyed have found our 
training courses beneficial with 95.85% of people 
rating the content quality as excellent. 

School Quote: “Extremely beneficial. 
As a trainee teacher I feel it should be 

compulsory for all trainee and qualified 
teachers!”

Corporate Quote: “Many thanks for 
speaking at Unite’s recent Hidden 

disabilities seminar. Your presentation 
was amazing and I enjoyed the delivery” 

Regional Women’s & Equalities Officer - Unite The Union

Why attend?
 
• Gain real life insight of autism, sensory & 

additional needs.
• Gain greater empathy and understanding of 

needs
• Learn effective strategies, tools and coping 

mechanisms
• Gain ideas of how to use and get the most out 

of your room/equipment to make a bigger 
impact.

• Leave feeling empowered as better 
understanding of what can help and why!

Check out our next scheduled training events.
Costs £40 each for 4hr training.

 
Empower your team. 
Book your groups training session at a location 
and time that suits you. We can create bespoke 
training to suit your needs. Training outside 
Northern Ireland quoted separately. 
-2hrs £300
-4hrs £500 (More in-depth session and extra time 
to discuss with Andy about particular children’s 
needs and scenarios).

Email info@learningspaceuk.co.uk or
02890 319 360 for more information.

Who runs the training?

Andy is our ASD, Sensory and Additional Needs 
Training Specialist who has a wealth of experience 
delivering ASD training, helping families and 
training professionals. His expertise comes not 
only from his own personal experience of having 
ASD, along with having 3 children with ASD, 
but it comes from engulfing his life in attending 
courses, researching and constantly learning 
from the children, families and professionals that 
he supports. His passion in this field drives him 
so that more children can be understood and 
that those around them can put steps in place 
to support them. All with the aim of making a 
positive impact on individuals lives and being an 
advocate for ASD, Sensory and Additional Needs.

Parent Quote: “Thanks to Andy I have 
learnt how to get into the mind of my 

son and why he does the things he does” 
-D.Henderson Parent

Learning SPACE STEPS 
(Support Through Each Positive Step) Training

www.learningspaceuk.co.uk/training

Large Scale Bespoke Order Project Management

We are a very experienced agile company able to adapt to our customers needs. We source desired 
products, create bespoke products and develop marketing materials such as a training website or 
special product packaging.

We use our expertise, linking with our strong connections in the education and sensory field, to help 
manage projects so that they flow successfully and exceed your desired outcomes.

With our personal touch, experience and expertise, we 
ensure to meet your desired outcomes.

Working with the Irish government's 
Department of Children and Youth Affairs, 
the AIM Project was commissioned to ensure 
young children with special educational needs 
in Ireland are nurtured and included in activities 
in the early education setting. Learning SPACE 
successfully fulfilled the AIM Inclusive Play Pack 
Project. We created and supplied over 6500 
nursery schools with packs full of inclusive 
sensory resources. It also included hard copy 
English and Irish instructional guides, as well as 
developing an online training website. 

Dr. Anne-Marie Brooks Principal Officer Early Years Policies and Programmes 
DCYA  commented on the tailored solution that AIM received from Learning 

SPACE,“exceeded their expectations.”
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Add the following images around this page - Michelle will have them

Pg J

In cloud banner
Wellbeing
Calming Visual

Make a bubble
See Bubble tubes pg ??

Extra Giant Expandaball - Hoberman Sphere

9011072

RRP inc vat: £28.99
RRP exc vat: £24.16

Highly attractive transparent colour sensory shapes which use the flow of oil and water droplets to show
the passage of time, a dynamic that will captivate and fascinate. Turn any of these 3 colourful liquid
shapes upside down and watch the bubbles fall and bounce to the bottom. Specification Size: 70 x 45mm.

PLEASE NOTE THESE ITEMS ARE NOT SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3

Max Mindpower Junior - Meditation, Calm and Breathing Bear
36017655

RRP inc vat: £34.99
RRP exc vat: £29.16

Sensory Bubble Small Set of 3 (Not a toy) 

Highly attractive transparent colour sensory shapes which use the flow of oil and water droplets to 
show the passage of time, a dynamic that will captivate and fascinate. Turn any of these 3 colourful 
liquid shapes upside down and watch the bubbles fall and bounce to the bottom. Specification Size: 
70 x 45mm.

PLEASE NOTE THESE ITEMS ARE NOT SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3
Adult supervision required.

Product code: CN92078

£7.49 ex VAT
£8.99 inc VAT

Interactive Worry Plaque - Irish Fairy Door Company
Interactive Worry Plaque
Give your worries to the fairies with this interactive Worry Plaque! Fairy magic can take your 
worries from you with just one touch, leaving you worry-free.
The plaque glows red when you place your hand on it and think of your worry. When the fairies 
have heard it, the plaque glows green, signifying your worries have transferred to the fairies 
successfully.
Dimensions: Height (top to bottom) 27.5cm; Width (side to side) 28cm; Depth (front to back) 4cm
Batteries not included.

Product code: LSF0754340

£20.83 ex VAT
£24.99 inc VAT

Max Mindpower Junior - Meditation, Calm and Breathing Bear
Meet Max Mindpower Junior!
Great tool to help children relax and regulate their breathing. They can breathe with him watching and feeling his 
belly move up and down! Listen to his soothing voice as he guides you to calmness. This lovely little bear contains 
three guided meditations: Bodyscan, Mindfulness of Breathing and Kindly Awareness. Max also plays one Neuro-
linguistics exercise designed for children to be able to capture good feelings.
Max also comes with one free introductory rhyming book! His first title is About Max, which is the story of how Max 
came to be mindful.
Max is suitable for children 3+. Requires batteries
Product code: LSMMJ

Extra Giant Expandaball - Hoberman Sphere

Great fun visual tool not only to be mesmerised by magical motion getting larger and smaller but 
can be used as a great too to help with breathing and instil calmness.

Come with a pulley so can be hung in the classroom or at home and pulled to see getting smaller 
and released for it to get larger., 
Expands from 9” to 30” in diameter.
Product code: LSHBHS104

£29.99 ex VAT
£35.99 inc VAT

Large Sensory Bubble Dual Colour Set (Not a toy)
Turn any of these 3 colourful liquid sensory shapes upside down and watch the two streams 
of liquid cascade to the bottom to show the passage of time, a dynamic that will captivate and 
fascinate. Specification Size: 130 x 95mm.

PLEASE NOTE THESE ITEMS ARE NOT SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3. 
Adult supervision required.
Product code: CN92090

Turn any of these 3 colourful liquid sensory shapes upside down and watch the two streams of liquid
cascade to the bottom to show the passage of time, a dynamic that will captivate and fascinate.
Specification Size: 130 x 95mm.

PLEASE NOTE THESE ITEMS ARE NOT SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3. Adult supervision
required.

Sensory Bubble Small Set of 3 (These are not a toy)

9012472

RRP inc vat: £7.99
RRP exc vat: £6.66

£18.33 ex VAT
£21.99 inc VAT

Calming Visual 

£29.16 ex VAT
£34.99 inc VAT

Reasonable adjustments through 
impactful sensory and specialised provisions

Check out ouronline storefor a wider range

Push
Spin

Wriggle

Rock

Fidget

Explore

Manage Sound(silent clock)

Have FUN

Reasonable adjustments through 
impactful sensory and specialised provisions
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Glow In The Dark (shapes vary)

36024791 (Size: 12 x 12x 1.5cm approx)

Dinosaur Push Pop Bubble 
Sensory Fidget Toy 

(20cm length approx) 
Product code:YD7055
£4.99 ex VAT
£5.99 inc VAT

Calming Fidget

Your little captains can easily grab onto the spokes or the wheel to manipulate the little enclosed PVC
balls around the wheel, through the wheel or into the spokes. For an increased challenge, kids can be
asked to match the ball colors to the spoke colors. The fidget encourages fine motor control and crossing
midline.

RRP inc vat: £24.99
RRP exc vat: £20.83

Push Pop Bubble Sensory Fidgets

Perfect stress reliever and fidget toy.

Get satisfaction from popping the bubbles: Just press the bubbles down and they make a slight popping
sound, then flip the toy over and start popping bubbles again! Waterproof and washable.

2 player game idea

1.Players take turns pressing down any number of mice they wish in a single row.

2.The player who presses down the last mouse loses the round.

3.Whoever wins three of five rounds wins the game!

Similar to the Tangle Jr but this comes with a soft, rubberized texture for a unique
sensory and tactile experience Improves Focus and Concentration, develops Fine
Motor Skills

6037209

RRP inc vat: £11.99
RRP exc vat: £9.99

Tangles Therapy Relax

Relax Similar to the Tangle Jr but this comes with a soft, rubberized texture for a unique 
sensory and tactile experience. Improves focus and concentration and develops Fine 
Motor Skills. Product code: EDTANR1

£9.99 ex VAT
£11.99 inc VAT

Fidget Wheel
Your little captains can easily grab onto the spokes or the wheel to manipulate the 
little enclosed PVC balls around the wheel, through the wheel or into the spokes. 
For an increased challenge, kids can be asked to match the ball colours to the spoke 
colours. The fidget encourages fine motor control and crossing midline.
Product code: LSM592506

£22.49ex VAT
£26.99 inc VAT

Attachable Twidget

Attachable fidget with a short key chain that offers soothing visual input and captivating moving texture. 
A slight sound encourages rhythmicity. Tough and durable.
Product code: LSM592408

Keychain Push Popper

Unique keychain featuring silicone fidget buttons encourages tactile stimulation, 
calmness and concentration. Fidgety fingers can’t put it down! Mini carabiner clip makes 
it easy to attach and detach from keys, purse and backpack. One supplied, colours may 
vary.
Product code: LSSV21031

£4.58 ex VAT
£5.50  inc VAT

Tangle Jr Textured, Fuzzy or Smooth
Great for children or adults who like to fidget and need something small to help them concentrate. 
Manipulate your Tangle into different shapes enjoying the fluid movement of twisting and turning. 18cm 
long when fully extended. Colours vary and one supplied.
Product code:
Fuzzy HS2571
Textured HS2573
Smooth HS2574

Attachable fidget with a short key chain that offers soothing visual input and captivating moving texture. A
slight sound encourages rhythmicity. Tough and durable

36024277

RRP inc vat: £14.99
RRP exc vat: £12.49

Fidget Wheel

36024281

£14.15 ex VAT
£16.99 inc VAT

£4.16 ex VAT
£4.99 inc VAT

Great for children or adults who like to fidget and need something small to help them concentrate.

Manipulate your Tangle into different shapes enjoying the fluid movement of twisting and turning your

18cm long when fully extended Colours vary

FUZZY 9015121

Textured 9015125

Smooth

RRP inc vat: £4.99
RRP exc vat: £4.16

Tangles Therapy Relax

Push Pop Bubble Sensory Fidgets
Perfect stress reliever and fidget toy.
Get satisfaction from popping the bubbles: Just press the bubbles down and they make a 
slight popping sound, then flip the toy over and start popping bubbles again! 
Waterproof and washable.

2 player game idea
1 .Players take turns pressing down any number of bubbles they  
 wish in a single row. 
2.The player who presses down the last bubble loses the round. 
3. Whoever wins three of five rounds wins the game!

Glow In The Dark (shapes vary)

36024791 (Size: 12 x 12x 1.5cm approx)

Glow In The Dark  
(shapes vary)

(Size: 12 x 12x 1.5cm approx
Product code:LSSV20999 
£4.99 ex VAT
£5.99 inc VAT

Glow In The Dark (shapes vary)

36024791 (Size: 12 x 12x 1.5cm approx)

Rainbow Push Pop Bubble 
Sensory Fidget Toy

(Size: 12 x 12x 1.5cm approx) 
Product code: YD7056
£4.99 ex VAT
£5.99 inc VAT

Extreme Stretch 
Elastic Band
 
Colourful Sensory Fidget Stretch Toy
These fun, colorful, stretchy string fidget toys 
help reduce stress, anxiety and fidgeting by 
letting kids stretch, twist, and pull
Great for those who suffer from a short attention 
span, ADH D or autism,
One provided - Colours may vary
28 cm. Product code: LSOTB120913
£2.08 ex VAT
£2.50 inc VAT

Strawberry Jellyball  
Stress Toy

Squishy stress toy shaped like a strawberry. Filled 
with a gel-like liquid, this large strawberry is great 
fun to squeeze and squash, and provides a very 
satisfying tactile experience. It always returns to 
its original shape too, ready to be squeezed again 
next time.

Product code: LSTO30231
£4.16 ex VAT
£4.99 inc VAT

Calming Fidget
SEE LOTS 

MORE FIDGETS 
ONLINE
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Help your organisation make reasonable 
adjustments through impactful sensory and 
specialised provisions. Helping children get the 
sensory and wellbeing support they need. Making a 
positive impact on their life.

This starter set helps your organisation get an 
understanding of what benefits which child
and when. It contains a wide range of resources 
that help to empower and enable children. 
Helping a child self regulate their body so they are 
in a better place to focus such as wobble cushion 
and fidget feet.

Set includes:

-Light Up Sensory Fun Buddy Set
-Beat The Anxiety Buddy Bag
-Tactile and Fiddle Buddy Set
-Visual Fun Deluxe Buddy Set
-Visual Fun Buddy Set
-Sensory At Home Ball Buddy Set
-Deluxe Sensory Ball Buddy Set 
-Sensoroll, Carousel, Teeter Popper, 
-Ear Defenders, Myspace Popup Den, Wiggle cushions x 2
-Wiggle Feet x 2 and Bouncy Band for primary chair x 2.

Inclusive Pack

Inclusive Pack

Light Up Sensory Fun 
Buddy Set

Pg 70

Beat The Anxiety 
Buddy Bag

Tactile and Fiddle 
Buddy Set

Visual Fun Deluxe 
Buddy Set

Visual Fun Buddy Set Sensory At Home 
Ball Buddy Set

Deluxe Sensory Ball 
Buddy Set 

Pg 70Pg 69 Pg 72

Pg 70 Pg 71 Pg 71

Ear
Defenders

Myspace
Popup Den

Wiggle
Cusions x2

Wiggle
Feet x2

Sensoroll Carousel Teeter Popper
Bouncy Band for 
Primary Chair x2

Calming Fidget

Pencil Pushers 
These colourful pencils come with three different tops, such as a nut and bolt, to 
occupy busy fingers and allow children to focus their mind.

Product code: LSM90402

36015754

RRP inc vat: £9.50
RRP exc vat: £7.92

Porcupine Tactile Spikey Massage Ball

Porcupine ball made of hard plastic. Great for finger exercise and movement. Tactile and great for
massage therapy 5.5cm approx.Colours vary, one supplied.
9060466

RRP inc vat: £2.49
RRP exc vat: £2.08

UV Stretchy Bangles - Fidget and Tactile Toy Pack of 5

Porcupine Tactile Spikey Massage Ball

Porcupine ball made of hard plastic. Great for finger exercise and movement. Tactile and 
great for massage therapy 5.5cm approx. Colours vary, one supplied.
Product code: IC63935

UV Stretchy Bangles - Fidget and Tactile Toy Pack of  5

These fun and colourful stretchy UV bangles are sure to entertain children as they play in the 
dark. They can be placed on the wrist or the ankle, or stretched between two objects, such as 
poles. When they are exposed to UV light, they’ll start glowing, enhancing any play session in 
the dark! Size: 20/20 cm

Product code: LSSSELN

These fun and colourful stretchy UV bangles are sure to entertain children as they play
in the dark. They can be placed on the wrist or the ankle, or stretched between two
objects, such as poles. When they are exposed to UV light, they'll start glowing,
enhancing any play session in the dark!

Size: 20/20 cm.
36004778
RRP inc vat: £19.99
RRP exc vat: £16.66

Squidgy Sparkle Jelly Fish Shapes, Visual Fidget Toy

Squidgy Sparkle Jelly Fish Shapes, 
Visual Fidget Toy
Squidgy Sparkle Fish
Great for fidgeting, visual squishy. Perfect for the lightbox. Pack includes six different 
sized and shaped fish. Sizes range from 5 - 20cm.

Squidgy Sparkle Fish

Great for fidgeting visual squishy. Perfect for the lightbox. Pack includes six different sized and shaped
fish. Sizes range from 5 - 20cm.

Cicle see more squidgy shapes online

LSSD080 £12.99in 10.83 ex

Fiddle & Think Original Jar

All the items in this pack are designed to give the child an area that they can go to when
they need some time. Using a dark den, kitted out with amazing lighting, comforting
smells, and soft seating - the child can reduce anxiety themselves and learn to self
soothe.
9015297

RRP inc vat: £21.99
RRP exc vat: £18.33

Tactile and Fiddle Sensory Buddy Set

Fiddle & Think Original Jar

All the items in this pack are designed to give the child an area that they can go 
to when they need some time. Using a dark den, kitted out with amazing lighting, 
comforting smells, and soft seating - the child can reduce anxiety themselves and 
learn to self soothe.

£2.08 ex VAT
£2.49 inc VAT

Product code: LSSD080 

£12.50 ex VAT
£14.99 inc VAT

Product code: LSISP 

£1249.99 ex VAT
£1499.99 inc VAT

£18.33 ex VAT
£21.99 inc VAT

Product code: HS29753

Tactile and Fiddle Sensory Buddy Set
A wonderful simple set of tactile toys aimed at aiding those who have a tendency to 
fidget and get distracted easily. These items are small enough that they can be held 
in one hand and used to focus children’s attention. Products may vary

Product code: LSTVSS01

£49.16 ex VAT
£58.99 inc VAT

£6.66 ex VAT
£7.99 inc VAT

£19.99 ex VAT
£23.99 inc VAT
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The Time Timer Plus is perfect for active kids on the go. It features a durable case and clear lens to
protect its patented red disk. In addition to this there is also a new on-the-go handle, making it easy to
take the timer anywhere you go! Easily see how much longer you have left with a clear red visual.

9012586

RRP inc vat: £69.99
RRP exc vat: £58.33

Time Timer MOD

Time Timer Plus
The Time Timer Plus is perfect for active kids on the go. It features a durable case and clear lens to protect 
its patented red disk. In addition to this there is also a new on-the-go handle, making it easy to take the timer 
anywhere you go!  Easily see how much longer you have left with a clear red visual.
Product code: ROJAC5025

Time Timer MOD 
The Time Timer MOD® is a 60-minute visual timer that has the style and durability of the Time 
Timer PLUS® in a size that’s portable and easy to use anywhere. Easily see how much longer you 
have left with a clear red visual. Features • An on/off switch for the audible alert, for any time you 
need to hear the beep or prefer silence. • No loud ticking • A glare-free lens protects the red disk 
• Removable covers allow you to change the colour of your MOD • Size: 3.5” x 3.5” (including the 
cover) • One AA battery required for operation (not included).
Product code: LSJAC5026

Calming 
Organisation and 

Routine

Jumbo Timer
Large clear digital display (75 x 53mm) which times up or down in 1 second increments. Maximum 
time 99min 59sec. Integral stand and magnet mount with beep start / stop button. Includes 
information sheet • Size: 100 x 105 x 21mm. Size of display: 75 x 53mm. Requires 1 x AAA battery.
Product Code: LS92077

Time Timer Audible*

NOW WITH MAGNETS

The Time timer helps people understand the passing of time. As the red disc disappears a person is able
to see exactly how much time is left. There is also an optional audible signal to show that the time is
finished (beep beep).

Medium: 20cm x 20cm

36003413

RRP inc vat: £69.99
RRP exc vat: £58.33

£41.66 ex VAT
£49.99 inc VAT

£37.49 ex VAT
£44.99 inc VAT

Time Timer Audible
NOW WITH MAGNETS
The Time timer helps people understand the passing of time. As the red disc 
disappears a person is able to see exactly how much time is left. There is also 
an optional audible signal to show that the time is finished (beep beep).
Medium: 20cm x 20cm 
Product code: ROJAC5007M

£41.65 ex VAT
£49.99 inc VAT

£9.16 ex VAT
£10.99 inc VAT

The Time Timer Plus is perfect for active kids on the go. It features a durable case and clear lens to
protect its patented red disk. In addition to this there is also a new on-the-go handle, making it easy to
take the timer anywhere you go! Easily see how much longer you have left with a clear red visual.

9012586

RRP inc vat: £69.99
RRP exc vat: £58.33

Time Timer MOD

Jumbo Timer

Large clear digital display (75 x 53mm) which times up or down in 1 second increments. Maximum time
99min 59sec. Integral stand and magnet mount with beep start / stop button. Includes information sheet.

Size: 100 x 105 x 21mm. Size of display: 75 x 53mm. Requires 1 x AAA battery.

9012470

RRP inc vat: £8.99
RRP exc vat: £7.49

Learning Resources Time Tracker® 2.0 Classroom Timer

Learning Resources Time Tracker® 2.0 Classroom Timer 
Keep children on track with this visual time tracking aid. Electronic tracker lights up green, amber 
and red sections with accompanying alarms as time passes. This easy-to-use timer can be set for 
up to 24 hours in one second increments. Measures 20cm H x 8.5cm D. Requires 3 AA batteries 
(not included) 
Product code: LSLER6900

£29.16  ex VAT
£34.99 inc VAT

Ages 3 - 12

Keep children on track with this visual time tracking aid

Electronic tracker lights up green, amber and red sections with accompanying alarms as time passes

Easy-to-use, this timer can be set for up to 24 hours in one second increments

Measures 20cm H x 8.5cm D

Requires 3 AA batteries (not included)

36015344

RRP inc vat: £29.99
RRP exc vat: £24.99

Large Laminated Rainbow Calendar* - Write on/wipe off

6005354

RRP inc vat: £7.99
RRP exc vat: £6.66

Large Laminated Rainbow Calendar* - Weekly write on / wipe off planner. Large poster size
21.5cm x 28.5cm

Recordable Talking Panel

Image from here

Recordable Talking Panel 
A useful visual and auditory aid that can be used in a number of ways, for 
example, a timetable, a menu, a transition aid or a favourites board • Ideal 
for supporting transitions • Perfect as a visual timetable • Can support 
children with selected mutism
Product code: EL00153

£33.33 ex VAT
£39.99 inc VAT

Calming Set

Wellbeing Sensory Set
Perfect for reducing stress and anxiety, the calm buddy set has a range of products 
aimed at relieving tension and stress. Items may vary.

Product code: LSCBCE01

£170.83 ex VAT
£204.99 inc VAT

Beat The Anxiety Buddy Bag
Our Beat the Anxiety Buddy Bag, has been specifically designed with young users in 
mind. Anxiety can affect us at any time so we designed this fun and discrete bag filled 
with items to fidget, distract and help us cope with a stressful time or situation. The 
bag also contains a guide card to help identify what the aids do to help the user.

Set includes:
-Worry Eater Bag
-Keyring
-Mohdoh
-Traffic Light Fan
-Tangle
-Twist and Lock Block
Items and colours may vary’
Product code: LSBBABB

-World Stress Ball
-Porcupine Ball
-Visual Timer Mini
-Stretchable Bendable Man
-Simpl Dimpl

Anti-Anxiety Space Buddy Set
Using a designated safe comfortable space is a fantastic way to help with anxiety. All the items in 
this pack are designed to give the child an area that they can go to when they need some alone 
time. Using a dark den, kitted out with amazing lighting, comforting smells, and soft seating - the 
child can reduce anxiety themselves and learn to self soothe. 
It includes the following items however alternative may be given due to stock:
Aroma stream
5 x aroma scents (varied)
Anxiety buddy bag
Octagon pillow
Body Massager

Please note alternatives may be provided if an item is not available.

Sensory At Home Ball Buddy Set
This Sensory Ball Buddy Set has a range of tactile and massage balls perfect for your 
multisensory needs. The tactile balls are great for stimulating hands and feet whilst 
the light up balls are great at encouraging movement and improving reactions.
Set includes:
Mesh Ball
Swirling Ocean Ball
Light Up Smiley Ball
Strawberry Ball
Pineapple Jellyball
Sure Katchball

Deluxe Sensory Ball Buddy Set
The sensory Ball Buddy Set has a range of tactile and massage balls perfect for your 
multisensory needs. The tactile balls are great for stimulating hands and feet whilst 
the light up balls are great at encouraging movement and improving reactions.

This is the deluxe range which features some brand new items for a more advanced 
sensory ball experience.

Set includes:
Energy Cosmic Ball
Glow in the dark Sensory Ball
Sensory Ball Pk20 Assorted
Large Light Ball Set
Constellation Ball

Laser twilight
Touch Tags Bean Bag
Mohdoh unwind
Dark den

Warmies

£29.99 ex VAT
£35.99  inc VAT

Items and colours may vary’
Product code: LSSBK01
£52.49 ex VAT
£62.99 inc VAT

£416.65 ex VAT
£499.99 inc VAT

Product code: YD6752

Product code: LSDSBBS

£116.66 ex VAT
£139.99 inc VAT

Textured Mini Ball
Balloon Ball
Spikey Flashing Ball
Enerygy Ball
See Me Sensory Ball
Expandaball
Knead A Ball

Hoberman Sphere Ball
Battat Shapes and Balls Set
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Aroma Stream
The Aroma Stream offers a clean, safe and effective method for dispensing aromas, 
without using a hot ring or naked flame. 

A stream of air simply vaporises the essential oil, keeping its fragrance pure. This 
avoids heating the oil which may burn it, altering its fragrance and changing its 
properties. The 2 speed, quiet, safe operation makes the unit ideal for running 
overnight in bedrooms. 

Product code: LSBTARSMBUK

£24.99 ex VAT
£29.99  inc VAT

Colour Changing Aroma Diffuser with 
Bluetooth Speakers
This Colour Changing Aroma Diffuser Speaker certainly can bring life to any 
Sensory Room or even to your next party! It also serves as a Speaker System and 
is compatible to Android and iPhone wirelessly through Bluetooth. You can fill up 
the Diffuser Tank with liquid fragrance and the device will disperse it in the air at 
intervals.

Features:
-Compatible with Android and Apple devices via Bluetooth
-Fragrance dispersal
-Colour changing LED Lights
-Perfect for Sensory Room or even a Party.

Product code: LSAD100

£37.49 ex VAT
£44.99 inc VAT

Aroma Scents Pk 6
Pack of 6 Aroma scents to be placed into the aroma diffusers.

Scents can vary but usually contain

Rose  10ml Lavender  10ml
Vanilla 10ml Orange 10ml
Anti-Smoke 10ml Peppermint 10ml

Product code:LSSA61

£9.15 ex VAT
£10.99 inc VAT

Airdoh
A light, clean and soft modelling dough infused with carefully selected, 
certified organic essential oils.
Mould the dough for up to ten minutes to release the vapours. Return the 
dough to the pot and wash hands after use. Each pot of AirDoh Infusions 
lasts for about 30 x 10 minutes uses. At the end of its working life the dough 
can be air-dried to make a model with a strong, slightly pliable finish that can 
be painted or varnished.
Comes in Think, Sleep, Calm and Unwind.

CODES: 
AIRTHINK, Rosemary - Basil - Rosewood - Palmarosa
AIRSLEEP, Juniper - Lavender, Palmarosa, Geranium
AIRCALM, Rosewood, Ylang Ylang, Jasmine, Lavandin
AIRUNWIND Lavender, Juniper, Geranium, Rosewood

£4.99  ex VAT
£5.99  inc VAT

Hexi-Chew
Hexichew - Fidget and Chew!

The Hexichew is made of non toxic washable silicone. It has been 
designed with bumps and ridges for sensory stimulation. As well as 
being ideal if bought in a pair, as the balls can be looped through the 
rings to give a whole other dimension. One supplied.
 
Multicoloured  LSHEXTIEDYE
Camouflage  LSHEXCAMO
Purple  LSHEXPURPLE

Please ensure these are used under adult supervision and removed
from use as soon as damage appears.

£14.13 ex VAT
£16.95  inc VAT

Chewbuddy 1
Chewbuddy 1 + Lanyard

A chewy for kids who love to chew for sensory relief. The round head gives a bi-lateral 
biting surface with ridges for additional interest, the legs have raised dimples for sensory 
feedback. In addition to having great bite resistance, the chewbuddy can be stretched 
and bent, making a great tactile fidget toy. Not recommended for aggressive chewers. 
Comes with safety lanyard. Made in the UK. Formulated from FDA food contact raw 
materials. Colourants FDA approved.

Inspect regularly and discard if showing any signs of damage.

Product code: CBD01BWL

£8.33 ex VAT
£9.99 inc VAT

Chewbuddy 2
Chewbuddy 2 + Lanyard

The chewy 2 for kids who love to chew for sensory relief .
Chewbuddy Super has raised ridges and dots for additional interest and 
feedback. Designed for more aggressive chewers, the CHEWBUDDY 2 is a 
big solid hunk of a chew!

Set contains: x1 Chewbuddy Super (red) and x1 safety lanyard (black).

Product code: SDCBT01

£9.16  ex VAT
£10.99  inc VAT Child Emotion Bangle Red and Green 

A chewy cuff that can be bent, bitten, chewed and twisted to help children and 
adults who need sensory input from biting or chewing. Child can turn the colour to 
communicate to an adult how they are feeling.

These are virtually indestructible and can fit almost any size wrist. Made from an anti-
microbial thermoplastic and only need to be washed in soap and water. Non Toxic, 
bacteria resistant.

Size 18cm long and 5.5cm at widest part and 3 cm at thinnest part of the wristband.

Product code: YD0167

£14.13 ex VAT
£16.99 inc VAT

See a wider 
range of chewies 

and fidgets on 
our website

Can be sterilised or 
cleaned by popping 

them into the 
dishwasher or washed 
in hot water and mild 

soap.
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Heavy & Requires 3 
people to move

Self assembly 
required

Installation
included

Recommended  
to store indoors

Comes fully 
assembledKey
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Auditory

Skoog
A Tactile Musical Instrument! It is designed to be accessible to users who would be 
unable to play a traditional musical instrument. It is a soft cube which connects to 
a computer via a USB cable. The unique Skoog software translates movements 
to sound! You can customise sounds. You can ‘squish, squash, twist, twang, pinch, 
prod or punch’ anywhere on the skoog to get a musical response. There is a 
different musical note on each side of the cube.  
A bundle mounting pack to be used with a wheel chair is available separately.

Product code: SK16011

Light Up Strobe Bar (Sound reactive)
Play your favourite music and watch the 9 super bright LED lights on the 
sound sensor bar dance to your favourite beat. Or just talk and watch the 
lights react to the sound of your voice. Alternatively flick the switch for a 
random light show. Requires 4 x AA batteries included. Comes with AC 
jack input (adaptor not supplied) for optional mains supply. H4 x W26cm 
Suitable for age 6 +

Product code: FTLF6300

Ear Defenders 
Weighing only 190 grams, these ear defenders are light but sturdy. They can be
folded up to fit in the palm of your hand. From concerts and car races to sporting events 
and shopping centres. Use them to protect your child’s hearing or to help settle them 
when disturbed by a noisy environment. Age 6mths to Mid Teens
 
Product code:  LSCEMP Pink LSCEMG Green LSCEMS Silver

Slient EasyRead Time Teacher  
Rainbow Past & To Wall Clock
This Rainbow Past & To Wall Clock is an ideal first clock to help children learn 
to tell the time  at home. Its clear design and simple 3-step teaching system 
make it very easy for children to learn to read the time in terms of ‘minutes 
past’ and ‘minutes to’ the hour. Silent, no ticking, with ‘sweep’ second hand, 
showing that time is constant and not stop start.
 
Product code:  LSERTTEN

Music Therapy Kit
• A range of percussive instruments for music therapy
• Combination of usual and unusual sounds
• Supplied in a durable storage box
• Ideal for music groups

Product code: LSPP752

£124.99 ex VAT
£149.99 inc VAT

Percussion Workshop Sensory Pack
• Contains a wide variety of hand/tuned percussion and whistles for 

a great range of different sounds
• Can be easily stored away in the handy plastic box with lid included
• Box dimensions 380 x 230 x 270mm
• Contents may vary

Product code: LSSENSORYPK

£141.66 ex VAT
£169.99 inc VAT

Percussion World Rhythm Pack
The Percussion Plus world rhythm pack includes 14 different sounds from 
cultures across the globe. Inside your large sturdy plastic storage box comes 
a range of percussion instruments to be shaken, scraped, rattled and hit. 
Perfect for school music rooms and music clubs/workshops. Each kit comes 
with a clear plastic box to store the instruments in making them ideal for 
those with limited space.

Product code: LSPP620

£133.33 ex VAT
£159.99 inc VAT

Wak-a-Tubes 30 Player Classroom Pack
Wak-a-Tubes 30 Player Classroom Pack Fun and easy for musicians of all ages to 
play together The Wak-a-Tubes 30 player classroom pack. Get the whole class 

playing together with this school pack. Full contents are as follows: 

Product code: LSPP796

£124.99 inc VAT
£149.99 ex VAT

Vibes Hi-Fidelity Earplugs
These  reusable earplugs are used by individuals with autism and other sensory disorders 
who are sensitive to sound. Unlike earmuffs and foam earplugs that block and muffle 
sounds, Vibes reduce the volume of loud environments to a safer and more comfortable 
level (22 decibel reduction), while still allowing you to hear everything around you clearly. 
Vibes’ clear design makes them virtually invisible, so you can be discreet. Each pair of Vibes 
also includes: Three sizes of interchangeable eartips to ensure a comfortable fit for any 
sized ear Pocket-sized carrying case.

Product code: LSHIGHF

£21.66  ex VAT 
£25.99  inc VAT

£24.99  ex VAT 
£29.99  inc VAT

£13.33 ex VAT 
£15.99 inc VAT

£13.99 ex VAT 
£15.99 inc VAT

£208.33 ex VAT 
£249.99  inc VAT

Sound reactive 
connect pro 
range Pg 26

Disco Dome 
Ball Speaker 

with Bluetooth 
Pg43

Musical 
Hopscotch Pad 

Pg 53

Musical Touch 
Wall Pg 53

• 3x C40
• 1x C#(Db)41
• 3x D42
• 1x D#(Eb)43
• 2x E44
• 2x F45
• 2x F#(Gb)46
• 3x G47
• 1x G#(Ab)48
• 3x A49

• 2x A#(Bb)50
• 2x B51
• 2x C52
• 1x PP1188 Lollipop 

drum & beater
• 2x PP985 Wooden 

jingle sticks

• 1x Carry case
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Sensory Rooms

Bespoke Halo Sensory Room
Utilising the spacemaster sensory suite, colour and sound controllers, 
Learning SPACE can design your sensory room specific to your needs.
 
Contact us for a quote on 02890 319 360

What is a Halo Sensory Room?
The Halo system uses beautiful curved softplay 
wall pads and plinths to provide a comfortable 
environment for exploring interactive panels. 
Both the plinths and mats are lightweight and can 
be quickly and easily removed to allow wheelchair 
access to the panels - the combination of plinths 
and mats provides almost unlimited flexibility  
in the layout of the room. Able-bodied and 
wheelchair users can have equal access to the 
same multi-sensory environment with Halo,  
a new concept in multi-sensory room design  
which incorporates an innovative modular system. 

A wide selection of Halo Wall Effects Panels are 
available, each offering a different visual, auditory 
or tactile experience incorporating mirrors, fibre 
optics, LED and UV lighting effects, sounds, colours 

and textures. Each panel is made from soft, wipe-clean, 
flame retardant cape vinyl and can be enhanced with 
rear-fitted uplighter LED lighting which changes the 
colour of the room at the press of a switch. 

All Halo Wall panels are H1510MM X W1220MM X 
D110MM   

All plinths have 150mm legs for hoist access. They are 
H300MM X W1220MM

Three Halo systems are available and arrive complete 
and ready to use. Simply fasten the panels to the wall 
using the supplied brackets and link them together 
using interconnecting cables that tuck neatly away 
out of sight. Instructions will be sent with system.

Halo Sensory Rooms Sets

Halo Sensory Room Pack A

System A comprises:
-Bubble Tube Corner Plinth
-2x Bubble Tube Cormer Mirrors
-Interactive Bubble Tube with Wireless Switch Controller
-Softplay Wall Panel 
-Softplay Plinth
-Interactive Infinity Tunnel with Switches
-150 Strands x 2m Fibre Optic Sideglow

Total Dimensions in Corner:
H1510mm x L2560mm x W1350mm

Product code: SPK82061

£4024.99 ex VAT
£4829.99 inc VAT

Halo Sensory Room Pack B

System B comprises:
-Bubble Tube Corner Plinth
-2x Bubble Tube Cormer Mirrors
-Interactive Bubble Tube with Wireless Switch Controller
-Softplay Wall Panel 
-2x Softplay Plinth
-Interactive Infinity Tunnel with Switches
-150 Strands x 2m Fibre Optic Sideglow
-Musical Hand Wall

Total Dimensions in Corner:
H1510mm x L3790mm x W1350mm

Product code: SPK82062

£5724.99 ex VAT
£6869.99 inc VAT

Halo Sensory Room Pack C

System C comprises:
-Bubble Tube Corner Plinth
-2x Bubble Tube Cormer Mirrors
-Interactive Bubble Tube with Wireless Switch Controller
-2x Softplay Wall Panel 
-3x Softplay Plinth
-Interactive Infinity Tunnel with Switches
-150 Strands x 2m Fibre Optic Sideglow
-Musical Hand Wall
-Musical Touch Wall

Total Dimensions in Corner:
H1510mm x L3790mm x W2560mm
Product code: SPK82063

£8649.99 ex VAT
£10379.99 inc VAT

Halo Sensory Rooms Sets

bulk delivery 
charge 

included

bulk delivery 
charge 

included

bulk delivery 
charge 

included

bulk delivery 
charge 

included
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Sensory Rooms
Connect Pro Rooms

CONNECT PRO SENSORY ROOMS
‘Build as you go’ Connect Pro Sensory range.

Build your interactive sensory room using Connect 
Pro Sensory range where every piece of equipment 
can change colour at the same time when used with 
an Oval Controller or Cube Controller. 

Two added exclusive elements of the oval 
controller are: 
1. You can colour mix 
e.g yellow and blue = green 

2. All Connect Pro items can dance to music 
or react to voice as the oval controller is
 sound reactive.  

Build up your sensory room stage by stage over 
time knowing that they will work together when 
selecting Connect Pro range.

Only one controller is needed to change all colours 
of connect pro items at the same time. You can also 
control just one connect pro item at a time or add more 
controllers, creating a truly versatile room.

The Connect Pro Oval Controller
The Connect Pro Oval Controller gives the user greater 
control. Not only does it enable the user to control the colour 
of the ‘Connect Pro’ room, it can also:
•Control the brightness
•Start and stop bubbles 
•Auto colour flow or selection 
•Colour Mix - press two colours to blend
•Sound Reactive  

Connect Pro Enabled Big Beanstalk Bubble Tube
The Connect Pro Enabled Big Beanstalk Bubble Tube is optimised to be able to be used 
with a Connect Pro Switch Controller (available separately) which can link products, control 
colours, colour mix, brightness, bubbles on/off and react to sound. It can also be controlled 
by the roll of a Connect Pro Cube Controller (available separately). Can link with any connect 
pro item through an oval controller which control colours and reactions all at the same time.
1.8m x 15cm diameter.

Please note this item is available in alternative heights, please contact 
us for a quote if this is required

Excluding Controller: 

Product code: SJ9000405
£666.66 ex VAT
£799.99 inc VAT

Bracket 
Available 
SJ9000410
£45 Inc Vat 

Including Controller:
Product code: SJ9000405LS
£874.99 ex VAT
£1049.99 inc VAT

Connect Pro 1.8m LED Waterless Colour Column
A versatile column of bright LED lights with captivating colour-changing patterns. 
Visually stimulating, complete with three sound-responsive modes. An ideal 
alternative to traditional water-filled tubes. Maintenance-free.
This LED Light Column is appealing to individuals of all ages and abilities and can 
provide stimulation or relaxation. Only one provided.
Connect Pro controller needed in order to use. If you already have a controller for 
connect pro then you can use it with the colour column. Alternatively, you can add a 
controller option below.
Height 1.8m x 150mm diameter acrylic tube

Colour Column 
No Controller 

Colour Column 
With Controller

£1083.33 ex VAT
£1299.99 inc VAT

£833.33 ex VAT
£999.99 inc VAT

Product code:LSSJ9000802Product code:LSSJ9000802WC

Connect Pro Enabled Spot Light with Mirror Ball & Motor
The Connect Pro Spot light with Mirror Ball & Motor is optimised to be able to be used with a 
Connect Pro Oval Controller which can link Connect Pro products, control colours and react to 
sound. It can also be controlled by the roll of a Connect Pro Cube Controller. (Controllers not 
included and all available separately)
The LED RGBW pinspot means no colour wheel is needed. The pinspot autocycles through
the full rainbow of colours. When used standalone with autocycle through colours. When
used with Connect pro switch or cube controller can select colours. The disco ball is 30cm
diameter and has a built in loop at the top to attach to the ceiling attachment. Mains powered, 
Power supply 230Vac, 50Hz
Please note it is recommended to have the Pinspot installed by a professional for best
visual results. 

Product code: LSSJ9002195

Connect Pro Rooms

Connect Pro Enabled Rhapsody Sound Reactive Panel
Be stimulated by this visual display reacting to sound. With 10 mesmerising sound-responsive 
interactive mode patterns including Spiral Out, Rainbow Ladder, Travelling Snake and Graphic 
Equaliser. See music come to life with the music tracks provided or personalise your own. 
Even better control with your voice encouraging vocalisation, You can control colours, speed, 
brightness and volume which opens up a world of possibilities. Also compatible with connect pro 
controllers available separately e.g oval, cube

Connect Pro Enable Mood Cube
Connect Pro Enable Mood Cube is optimised to be able to be used with a Connect Pro 
Oval Controller which can link Connect Pro products, control colours and react to
sound. The colour can also be controlled by the roll of a Connect Pro Cube Controller. 
(Controllers not included and all available separately) These are completely portable and 
lasting up to 12 hours after a full charge approx. 5 hrs 
Only one provided.

Dimension of 40 x 40 x 40 cm
Product code: LSINTCUBE

Connect Pro:
£191.66 ex VAT
£229.99 inc VAT

Connect Pro Enable Mood Egg
The Connect Pro Enable Mood Egg is optimised to be able to be used with a 
Connect Pro Oval Controller which can link Connect Pro products, control colours 
and react to sound. The colour can also be controlled by the roll of a Connect Pro 
Cube Controller. (Controllers not included and all available separately) These are 
completely portable and lasting up to 12 hours after a full charge approx. 5 hrs

Connect Pro  (Large egg: 42x30cm):

Product code: LSINTEGG 
£166.66 ex VAT
£199.99 inc VAT

Product code: LSSJT002
£850.00 ex VAT
£1020.00 inc VAT

Connect Pro Enabled Bubble Wall
-  Mesmerising display of moving bubbles
-  Colour changing button to alter coloured back lighting
-  Lighting pattern is also adjustable
-  Button on the panel to turn the bubbles on and off -ideal for teaching cause and
 effect and for altering the flow of the bubbles
-  Comes complete with 10 sound tracks for added auditory stimulation alternatively
 select no sound to just hear the sounds of the moving bubbles
-  Blow into the mic and see the bubbles react to your actions
-  Teach stillness and peacefulness, as the panel will turn off and bubbles will stop
 whenever a noise is made. Excellent for encouraging quiet time.
-  Connect Pro compatible -use a Connect Pro colour controller to alter the
 background colour remotely. Not included and available separately see pg 28.

Size: 50cm x 90cm x 10cm approx

Product code: CPBW
£1099.99 ex VAT
£1319.99 inc VAT

£225.00 ex VAT
£270.00 inc VAT

bulk delivery 
charge 

included

bulk delivery 
charge 

included
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Sensory Rooms

Connect Pro Enabled Infinity Mirror Panel
Be mesmerised and stimulated by this seemingly never ending infinity tunnel with lights
spreading into the distance! With many pattern modes to choose from, being able to control 
colours speed, brightness and volume opens up a world of possibilities. Comes with sound 
effects but you can even add your own simply by changing the micro SD card.
Compatible with connect pro controllers available separately e.g oval, cube.

Dimensions 550x900x100mm

Product code: LSSJT001

Connect Pro Enabled LED Lightsource 
This is a powerful Connect pro enabled LED Light Source. It can be used with a Connect Pro 
oval or cube. Please note tails and controllers are not provided and are available separately on 
pages 28, 40 and 41

• Mains powered 
• 9W RGB LED light source slowly fades through a rainbow of colour

Connect Pro Rooms Starter Sensory Rooms

Connect Pro Enabled Oval Controller 
The Wireless Connect Pro Oval Controller has various features which 
enable you to control all connect pro items either all together  
or individually. 
•Control the brightness
•Start and stop bubbles
•Auto colour flow or selection
•Colour Mix - press two colours to blend EXCLUSIVE
•Sound Reactive EXCLUSIVE

All Connect Pro Sensory products come fully enabled so that they can link with each other when 
used with the Connect Pro Oval Controller or Connect Pro Cube Controller. 

£850.00 ex VAT
£1020.00 inc VAT

Product code: SJ9002008G

£199.99 ex VAT
£239.98 inc VAT

VAT
Relief

Simply roll and see the colours of your 
room change. Can be used with connect 
pro items to control the colours. 
Product code: YD6370
£295.00 ex VAT
£354.00 inc VAT

Connect Pro  
Enabled Dice Switch

Connect Pro Sensory Starter Set
-1.8m Bubble Tube 
-15cm Bubble Tube Wall Bracket
-Fibre optics 100 Tails x 2m with Lightsource
-8-button Oval Controller
Please note all electronic items in this pack can be controlled by the oval controller

Product code: LSCPSRS

£1333.33 ex VAT
£1599.99 inc VAT

Connect Pro Sensory Starter Plus Set
-1.8m Bubble Tube
-15cm Bubble Tube Wall Bracket
-Fibre optics 100 tails x 2m with Lightsource
-8-button Oval Controller
-Colour Wash Wall Light
-Cube Controller

Product Code: LSCPSPRS

£1916.65 ex VAT
£2299.99 inc VAT

Connect Pro Sensory Wonder Room Set 
-1.8m Bubble Tube
-15cm Bubble Tube Wall Bracket
-Fibre optics 100 tails x 2m with Lightsource
-8-button Oval Controller
-Curved Plinth 40cmH x 90cm Wx 90cmL
-High Cloud Ply-Backed Mirrors 1800mm x 900mm set of 2
-Motorised Bubble Tube Pump for filling and emptying
-BCB Liquid for sterilising water for Bubble Tube

Product code: LSCPWRS

£1999.99 ex VAT
£2399.99 inc VAT

Motorised  
Bubble  

Tube Pump

Fill & Empty 
your Bubble 

Tube with 
easeVAT

Relief

Product code: 
SJ9008101

 

£49.00 ex VAT
£58.80 inc VAT

BCB
Liquid

Product code:
SPK50692

 

£27.49 ex VAT
£32.99 inc VAT

VAT
Relief

Connect  
Pro Bracket 

15cm

Product code: 
 SJ9000410

 

£37.50 ex VAT
£45.00 inc VAT

See Plinths  
& Mirrors on  

Pg 72-73

Connect Pro Enabled Colour Wash Light
Colour Wash is an arrangement of powerful light bars that automatically washes 
your wall with colours by slowly fading through all the colours of the rainbow. 
Contains several built-in features which are accessible via the control panel on the 
side of the unit. Features also include Sound active mode, strobe, dimming and auto 
mode. It can be controlled by a connect pro oval or cube controller. These are not 
provided but available separately.

Product code: LSSJ9008112
£270.75 ex VAT
£324.90 inc VAT

bulk delivery 
charge 

included

bulk delivery 
charge 

included

bulk delivery 
charge 

included

Product Code: LSSJ9005055  

£249.99 ex VAT
£299.99 inc VAT

Connect Pro Enabled LED Strip RGB 5M kit 
5 metre Led colour changing strip that plugs in and can be controlled
by a Connect Pro controller. Not included available separately.

Product code: SJ9002100

£249.99 ex VAT
£299.99 inc VAT

51

Build your own Sensory Room

Connect Pro Enabled LED Strip RGB 5M kit 
5 metre Led colour changing strip that plugs in and can be controlled
by a Connect Pro controller. Not included available separately.

Product code: SJ9002100

£249.99 ex VAT
£299.99 inc VAT

Lighting Walls, Floors 
& Ceiling Lights

DIY LED Tape - 5m Multi  
Coloured Lighting 
5m of bright LED lights to illuminate room edges, plinths, ceilings,
doorways, stairs ... Easy to install, self-adhesive. Comes with mini 
remote.

Product code: LS153727UK

£49.99 ex VAT
£59.99 inc VAT

Ultraviolet UV LED Bar
These UV LED bars are an easy way to enhance 
lighting experience. Fitted with high output 3W 
UV LEDs

Dimensions:510 x 60 x 50mm

Product code: LS160050UK

£33.33 ex VAT
£39.99 inc VAT

Connect Pro Enabled Colour Wash Light
ColourWash is an arrangement of powerful light bars that automatically 
washes your wall with colours by slowly fading through all the colours of 
the rainbow.
Contains several built-in features which are accessible via the control 
panel on the side of the unit. Also features include: Sound active mode, 
strobe, dimming and auto mode. It can be controlled by a connect pro 
oval or cube controller. These are not provided but available separately 
see pg 16.

Product code: LSSJ9008112
With controller  Without controller
£520.75 ex VAT  £270.75 ex VAT
£624.90 inc VAT  £324.90 inc VAT

Fibre 
Optic 

Tails see 
page 41
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Sensory Rooms

Deluxe Starter Room Set
-Interactive Bubble Tube 1.5m
-8-Way Switch Controller
-Fibre Optics 100 tails x 2m with Lightsource and Remote
-15cm Bubble Tube Wall Bracket

Please note the bubble tube and fibre optics in this pack will 
both be controlled by the colour switch.

Product Code: LSDEL01

£1374.99 ex VAT
£1649.99 inc VAT

Sensory Room Add on Set

-Aura Portable Projector
-Laser Twilight Projector
-Sparkle Rug (cushions not included) 

 Worth  £620inc
SENADDON offer
£474.99 ex VAT
£569.99 inc VAT

Deluxe Wonder Room Set 
-1.5m Interactive Bubble Tube
-15cm Bubble Tube Wall Bracket
-Fibre optics 100 tails x 2m with Lightsource and Remote
-8-Way Switch Controller
-Medium Plinth curved 40 x 90cm x 90cm
-High Cloud Ply-Backed Mirrors 1800mm x 900mm set of 2
-Motorised Bubble Tube Pump for filling and emptying
-BCB Liquid for sterilising water for Bubble Tube

Product Code: LSDEL03
£2124.99 ex VAT
£2549.99 inc VAT

Sensory at Home Corner 
Package

Get your Sensory Room off to a great start. This set
includes all the items you need to make the perfect
sensory at home corner.

Set includes the following items:
Handheld Fibre Optics
105cm Bubble Tube
Bubble Tube Bracket
Bean Bag for Bubble Tube
Mood Ball

Please note alternatives may be provided  
if an item is not available

Product Code: LSSMOS
£541.65 ex VAT
£649.99 inc VAT

Home Sensory Area

Create a dynamic sensory area at home with this 
specially designed package. The items have been 
selected to allow for various combinations to maximise 
the equipment and area. Using only one or two pieces of 
equipment  at a time the child can use the sensory items 
to help self-regulate.

Giant bubble tube
Wall Bracket
Mood Cube
Space Projector
Massage Cushion

Please note alternatives may be provided if an item is not 
available

Product Code: YD6741

£499.99 ex VAT
£599.99 inc VAT

Starter Sensory Rooms Budget Sensory Rooms

bulk delivery 
charge 

included

bulk delivery 
charge 

included

bulk delivery 
charge 

included
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Sensory Centre
Fantastic Multisensory Centre has three
sensory items which are activated by pressing
their own colourful switches. Three jack sockets
allow you to use your favourite switch.

Includes:
-Bubble Tube - 65cm
-100 x 1m Fibre Optic Tails and LED lightsource
-UV Light - W300mm
-Set of Linelite Tubing
-Magic Rods and Coloured Shapes

Product code: SPK34133

£1374.99 ex VAT
£1649.99 inc VAT

Relaxation Sensory Trolley
This trolley can be wheeled into treatment rooms to provide 
a distraction, used in a relaxation environment for many to 
enjoy or used on an individual basis. This add on set includes 
5 extra buddy sets to completely fill the drawers and supply 
everything you need to make a portable relaxation area 
anywhere you go. All items on the trolley can be easily 
switched on and off via the 3 way switch.

Includes:
-Trolley 
-Mini Bubble Tube Column 65cm 
-Bubble Tube Pump 
-Fibre Optic Sideglow 150 x 2m tails 
-LED Lightsource 
-Mirage Projector 
-Wheel Rotator 
-Liquid Effect Wheel
-3 x Effect Wheels choose any combination of 3 wheels from: 
Transport, Fishes, Shapes, Space, Seaside, Planets, Fireworks, 
Birthday, Deep Sea Fully Stocked Drawers include: -Oral 
Motor Speech Therapy Set -Visual Fun Buddy Set -Sensory 
Ball Buddy Set -Light Up Sensory Buddy Set -Deluxe Sensory 
Ball Buddy Set
- Laser twilight
- Extra Items: Cosmic ball, strobe bar, soothing sounds, led 
disco ball, flashing duck, mini disco ball, rotating disco ball, 
strobe ball

Product code: BA0081                   Product code: LSRELAX2  
Empty Drawers
£1866.60 ex VAT
£2239.92 inc VAT

Fully Stocked Drawers
£2366.66 ex VAT
£2839.99 inc VAT

Portable Bubble Tube Corner with Fibre Optics

A portable softplay Bubble Tube Plinth complete with: 
-150 Strand 2m Fibre Optic Sideglow & Lightsource
-1m Standard Bubble Tube
-Fixed Acrylic Mirrors 
-Lockable Wheels

Making this a fantastic way to create an instant sensory corner.
Ideal for any School or Care Home as you can easily move it from room to room. 
Bringing the Sensory experience to anyone who finds it difficult to move around.

Bubble Tube Column: 150mm Diameter

Product code: LSPORT1

£1779.99 ex VAT
£2150.99 inc VAT

DIY Sensory Corner Package

A complete standalone DIY solution with a Colour column or Bubble tube option. Has corner 
mirrors with soft edge pads with a fibre optic side glow curtain that hangs from the soft top. 
The soft top has a mirrored underside. Soft base is 300 mm high. 2 switches one for bubble 
tube and one for the fibre optics.

Comes flatpack so you don’t have to worry if it will fit into your room.

We suggest two people assemble the corner. The only tool you will need is a Phillips head 
screw driver.

Sensory Suite
Complete sensory room experience with Bubble Tube, Fibre 
Optics, Mood Light and Infinity Tunnel 

Turn any space into an interactive multi-sensory environment with the Sensory suite 
featuring: LED Interactive Infinity Tunnel, Interactive Moodlight, Fibre Optic Sideglow 
and 1.5m Bubble Tube & Mirror. The clever design also provides seating and storage for 
your additional sensory resources. It comes blue as standard but contact us and we 
can discuss other colour choices to suit you. Size: H1800mm x W2950mm x D775mm.

Product code: 57512 
£5191.66 ex VAT
£6229.99 inc VAT

Portable & all in  
one Sensory Packs

Portable & all in  
one Sensory Packs

With Bubble Tube 
Product code: LSDIYSCPBT
£2833.33 ex VAT
£3399.99 inc VAT

With Colour Column
Product code: LSDIYSCPCC
£3041.66 ex VAT
£3649.99 inc VAT

bulk delivery 
charge 

included

bulk delivery 
charge 

included

bulk delivery 
charge 

included

bulk delivery 
charge 

included

bulk delivery 
charge 

included

Partial VAT 
exemption 
£2266.66ex

Portable Bubble Tube Corner with Accessories

A safe Softplay bubble tube plinth complete with fixed acrylic mirrors and lockable 
wheels for portability. The plinth comes with a 1m Standard Bubble Tube. 
Style and accessories may vary.
.
Product code:  LSRELAX1
£2122.80 ex VAT
£2547.36 inc VAT

bulk delivery 
charge 

included

P18

P18

P62
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Lighting

Bubble Tube 60cm x 15cm and Floating 
Balls
Be mesmerised by the balls as they float about the changing coloured 
bubbles. Comes with small remote.

Product code:LSBT60
£95.83 ex VAT
£114.99  inc VAT

15cm Bracket
Product code:PL183BR
£33.33 ex VAT
£39.99 inc VAT

Bubble Tube 105cm (comes with fish and balls)
105cm tall mesmerising bubble tube comes with fish and balls.
Bubble tube is 10cm in diameter.

Please note: The bubble tube runs off an electric motor to create the 
bubbles. When the bubble tube is in operation the motor can be heard.

PLBT100BK Black  PLBT100WT White
£66.66 ex VAT £66.66 ex VAT
£79.99 inc VAT £79.99 inc VAT

10cm Bracket
Product code: DT4240
£25.00 ex VAT
£29.99 inc VAT

Bubble Tubes

Extra Wide Bubble Tube – with floating 
balls and remote 1.5m tall x 30cm Diameter
The mix of translucent beads being carried up and floating down creates a 
beautiful display both in colour and movement.

Product code: LSBT15030

£499.99 ex VAT
£599.99 inc VAT

Giant Bubble Tube, Bracket,  
Fish and Ball Complete Set
Colour change lighting, bubbles, balls and swimming fish makes it ideal 
for any classroom or sensory zone. Whether it is in a calming room or an 
interactive room, the array of changing colours and moving bubbles gets 
everyone attracted to its relaxing effects. Popular for those with Sensory 
Processing Disorder (SPD). Creates a positive response when watching 
bubble tubes in action. 

Bubble tube is 15m diameter.

Comes with 183cm bubble tube, bracket, fish and balls.

Please note: The bubble tube runs off an electric motor to create the 
bubbles. When the bubble tube is in operation the motor can be heard.

Please note controller must be ordered at time of bubble tube to ensure 
they link together.

Including 
Controller: 
Product code: SPK50112
£333.33 ex VAT
£399.99 inc VAT

Giant Bubble Tube Large Button 
Controller 40cm
This large controller can be used with your Giant Bubble Tube 
but must be ordered at time of the bubble tube. The extra 
large buttons let children of varied ages and needs change 
the colour of the lights and even the speed at which they 
change colour, great for interaction.

Product code: LSBTLBC
£233.33 ex VAT
£279.00 inc VAT

Lighting Bubble Tubes
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Magical Bubble Tube -  
options of 1.2m and 2.2m
Bubble tubes create an amazing magical world, and therefore help 
the kids relax. They can  positively affect visual perception and 
overall emotional state. These beautiful standalone tubes auto 
cycles through an array of colours. Available 1.2m and 2.2m and 
have a 15CM DIA. Comes with mini remote

Portable Bubble Tube 800mm
A mini Bubble Tube ideal for moving from room to room or for use at  
home or school. The bubbles create a wonderful relaxing effect and the 
bubble tube automatically phases through a stunning variety of colours. 
Size: 800mm H 85mm diameter. Products to be used under the  
supervision of a professional/responsible adult at all times.

Product code: SPK50511

£483.33 ex VAT
£579.99 inc VAT

Lighting Bubble Tubes

15cm Bracket
Product code: PL183BR
£33.33 ex VAT
£39.99 inc VAT

Magical Bubble Tube 1.2m
Product code: e18071

£416.66 ex VAT
£499.99 inc VAT

Magical Bubble Tube 2.2m
Product code: e18073

£499.99 ex VAT
£599.99 inc VAT

Lighting Bubble Tubes  
& accessories

Including Controller:
Product code: SJ9000405
£874.99 ex VAT
£1049.99inc VAT

Excluding Controller: 

Product code: SJ9000405LS
£666.66 ex VAT
£799.99 inc VAT

Connect Pro 
Bracket 15cm
Product code: SJ9000410
£37.50 ex VAT
£45.00 inc VAT

Connect Pro Enabled Big Beanstalk Bubble Tube 
1.8m
The Connect Pro Enabled Big Beanstalk Bubble Tube is optimised to be able to be used 
with a Connect Pro Switch Controller (available separately) which can link products, control 
colours, colour mix, brightness, bubbles on/off and react to sound. It can also be controlled 
by the roll of a Connect Pro Cube Controller (available separately). Can link with any connect 
pro item through an oval controller which control colours and reactions all at the same time.
1.8m x 15cm diameter.
Please note this item is available in alternative heights,  
please contact us for a quote if this is required.

Product code: SJ9000405LS

Bubble Tube with Interactive Wire-Free Controller
Using the latest in Wire-free technology, the 8-Way Button Switch allows you to choose from seven 
bright vivid colours and to stop and start the bubbles flowing in your column.

The Wire-free Interactive Bubble Tube starts in automatic sequencing mode which can be speeded up 
or slowed down. Press any of the coloured buttons to override this and make the bubble tube red, yellow, 
green, blue, orange, cyan or magenta. The white button stops and starts the bubbles. The 8-way Button 
Switch will also accept any switch. Ideal for basic cause-and-effect, colour recognition and developing 
communication skills.
Available in 2 sixes: 1.5m or 2m. 15cm diameter.

Surcharge to N. Ireland and Republic of Ireland may apply.  
We will endeavour to get the cheapest price.

1.5m: 
Product code: spk50902    
£858.33 ex VAT 
£1029.99 inc VAT

2m: 
Product code: spk50903    
£916.66 ex VAT 
£1099.99 inc VAT

White Bubble Tube 
Bracket 15cm
Product code: SPK50112
£45.83 ex VAT
£55.00 inc VAT

Motorised 
Bubble  

Tube Pump

Fill & Empty 
your Bubble 

Tube with 
ease

Perfect for removing water from bubble 
tubes for cleaning or transport.

You drop the grey pump down into the 
bubble tube (after removing the bubble tube 
top cap), plug the pump wire into the power 
supply, put the end of the pipe into a bucket 
or sink, and switch on. The pump will pump 
out the water into the bucket.

-Prevent accidents and spillages
-Steel
-Extends from 13cm – 22cm
-For 15cm diameter tubes

Bubble tubes should be treated regularly 
with BCB liquid. This reduces the build up 
of bacteria and algae in the water including 
Legionella and the species pseudomonas. 
It is based on an organic biocide that will not 
cloud the column or weaken the joints. We 
suggest a top up every month and the water 
in a 1 metre column should be fine for a year. 
The chemical will also maximise the water 
quality and clarity in your bubble tube.

-Only compatible with Connect Pro tubes
-Stabilise your Bubble tube
-Prevent accidents and spillages
-Steel
-Maximum extension of wall bracket is 54cm   
  from the wall to the middle of the bubble tube.
-For 15cm diameter tubes

12 fish and 12 balls for your Bubble Tubes 
great for visual tracking.

-Stabilise your Bubble tube
-Prevent accidents and spillages
-Steel
-Smallest extension 40cm maximum 55.5cm.
-For 15cm diameter tubes
-Dimensions: 320mmW x 385mm  
  to 500mmL x 50mmD

Bubble Tube Accessories

VAT
Relief

VAT
Relief

Product code: 
SJ9008101

 

£49.00 ex VAT
£58.80 inc VAT

BCB 
Liquid

12 Fish and 
20 Balls 

White 15cm 
Bracket

15cm Bubble 
Tube Bracket

Product code:
SPK50692

 

£29.15 ex VAT
£34.99 inc VAT

Product code:
FSBL

 
£14.15 ex VAT 
£16.99 inc VAT

Product code: 
SPK50112

£45.83 ex VAT 
£55.00 inc VAT

VAT
Relief

Connect 
Pro Bracket 

15cm

Product code: 
 SJ9000410

 

£37.50 ex VAT
£45.00 inc VAT

Product code:  
PL183BR

 

£33.33 ex VAT
£39.99 inc VAT

A bracket to keep sturdy. Bubble 
Tubes are intended for visual 

stimulation and is not a toy - Adult 
Supervision is required 

WE RECOMMEND!

bulk delivery 
charge 

included

bulk delivery 
charge 

included
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Lighting Waterless 
Tubes

Connect Pro 1.8m LED  
Waterless Colour Column
A versatile column of bright LED lights with captivating colour-changing
patterns. Visually stimulating, complete with three sound-responsive modes.
An ideal alternative to traditional water-filled tubes. Maintenance-free.

This LED Light Column is appealing to individuals of all ages and abilities and
can provide stimulation or relaxation. Only one provided.

Connect Pro controller needed inorder to use. If you already have a controller 
for connect pro then you can use it with the colour column. Alternatively, you 
can add a controller option below.
Height 1.8m x 150mm diameter acrylic tube

Colour Column 
No Controller 

Colour Column 
With Controller

£1083.33 ex VAT
£1299.99 inc VAT

£833.33 ex VAT
£999.99 inc VAT

Product code: LSSJ9000802 Product code: LSSJ9000802WC

Interactive Bubble Wall Panel
Description change: A large wall-mounted panel which transforms the 
sensory features of a Bubble Tube into an Interactive Bubble Wall. The 
bubbles rise from the base illuminated by bright colour changing LED 
lights which sequence through a range of eight colours. Input switch 
sockets enable the user to make the lights change to red, yellow, blue or 
green, and the user is also able to turn the bubbles on or off.

The Interactive Bubble Wall Panel is supplied with:
-Set of four Slimline Switches
-BCB liquid for sterilizing the water
-Emptying kit
-Wall-mounting brackets

Size: H1650mm x W600mm x D90mm

Product code: LS50105

£1641.66 ex VAT
£1969.99 inc VAT

Connect Pro Enabled Bubble Wall
-  Mesmerising display of moving bubbles
-  Colour changing button to alter coloured back lighting
-  Lighting pattern is also adjustable
-  Button on the panel to turn the bubbles on and off -ideal for teaching cause and
 effect and for altering the flow of the bubbles
-  Comes complete with 10 sound tracks for added auditory stimulation alternatively
 select no sound to just hear the sounds of the moving bubbles
-  Blow into the mic and see the bubbles react to your actions
-  Teach stillness and peacefulness, as the panel will turn off and bubbles will stop
 whenever a noise is made. Excellent for encouraging quiet time.
-  Connect Pro compatible -use a Connect Pro colour controller to alter the
 background colour remotely. Not included and available separately see pg 28.

Size: 50cm x 90cm x 10cm approx

Product code: CPBW
£1099.99 ex VAT
£1319.99 inc VAT

Bubble Wall (Floor Standing or Wall Hung)

Whether it is in a calming room or an interactive room, the array of changing colours 
and moving bubbles gets everyone attracted to its relaxing effects. People with 
Sensory Processing Disorder (SPD) get a positive response when watching bubble 
tubes in action, since they provide a tracking activity that helps to improve visual 
development and communications skills.

Includes Remote Control
Distilled water is required.

Wall Hung:
95 x 55cm

Product code: PLBWWN

£333.33 ex VAT
£399.99 inc VAT

Floor Standing:
123 cm high 39.5 width x 22 deep

Product code: PLBT120

£358.33 ex VAT
£429.99 inc VAT

Lighting Bubble Walls

Rechargeable Sensory Hurricane 90cm
There’s no water to change or tubes to clean! Provides a calming and 
mesmerising effect. The fan moves the beads, which rise and fall creating 
a stimulating effect and the speed of the fan can be adjusted for varying 
degrees of visual stimulation.

As the tube is rechargeable, when it is in use, there are no visible wires.  
Transition through 7 colours or it can be set to a child’s favourite colour. Not 
suitable for use with colour controllers.

Takes approximately 3 hours to fully charge and will last on continuous 
use for approximately 4 hours. 5 different fan speeds. Tube dimensions - 
150mm diam x 900mm height. Base dimensions 24cm x 24cm square. The 
controls for the fan speed, colour changing and on/off are on the front of he 
base unit, no remote control needed.

Product code: SD10375

£199.95 ex VAT
£239.94 inc VAT

15cm Bracket 
Product code: PL183BR

£33.33 ex VAT
£39.99 inc VAT

Hurricane Tube -Waterless Sensory Column 
1.2m
There’s no water to change or tubes to clean! Provides a calming and 
mesmerising effect. The fan moves the beads, which rise and fall creating a 
stimulating effect and the speed of the fan can be adjusted for varying degrees 
of visual stimulation. Autoflows through colours.
1.2m 15cm Diameter

Product code: 9HC120N12
 
£666.65 ex VAT

£799.99 inc VAT 

bulk delivery 
charge 

included

bulk delivery 
charge 

included

bulk delivery 
charge 

included
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Hand-Held Portable Fibre Optics
Hand held fibre optics that can be used on the go with no need for 
main electricity. The absence of electricity in the polymer fibre tails 
makes them completely safe to touch.

Mode 1  - 10 colour option, flash though all colours option, fade 
through all colours option.

Mode 2 - Flash individual colour Hold down for 2 seconds on your 
colour choice to control the flashing speed 2 sec flashes fast another 
2seconds slows down another 2 seconds back to static colour. 

Mode 3 - sleep mode Hold for 4 seconds for it to go into sleep mode. 
Click again it will go 

AAA batteries supplied.
Comes with 100tails x 1m

Product code: LSSJT003

£199.00  ex VAT
£239.99  inc VAT
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Hand-Held Portable Fibre Optics
Hand held fibre optics that can be used on the go with no need for 
main electricity. The absence of electricity in the polymer fibre tails 
makes them completely safe to touch.

Mode 1  - 10 colour option, flash though all colours option, fade 
through all colours option.

Mode 2 - Flash individual colour Hold down for 2 seconds on your 
colour choice to control the flashing speed 2 sec flashes fast another 
2seconds slows down another 2 seconds back to static colour. 

Mode 3 - sleep mode Hold for 4 seconds for it to go into sleep mode. 
Click again it will go 

AAA batteries supplied.
Comes with 100tails x 1m

Product code: LSSJT003

£199.00  ex VAT
£239.99  inc VAT

Connect Pro 
Lightsource with 
no controller 
(can be used without 
controller)

Connect Pro 
Lightsource 
and Wireless 
controller

Lightsource with 
mini Controller

Deluxe lightsource 
and wireless 
controller

Product code: SJ9002008G

£199.98 ex VAT
£239.98 inc VAT

Product code: SJ9002008GWC

£474.98 ex VAT
£569.98  inc VAT

Product code: LS4000C

£289.00 ex VAT
£346.80 inc VAT

Product code: LS30162

£499.99 ex VAT
£599.99 inc VAT

Lightsources and fibre optics create a fun, safe space to get close to lights. The weight of the tails 
also offers comfort and relaxation for some children.

All our light sources are colour changing. They can be used without their controller where it will  flow through the colours 
automatically.The light sources are powerful, yet efficient and use LED technology therefore no lamps to replace.The absence of 
electricity in the  tails makes them completely safe to touch. They are also Phthalate, glass and latex free. x

Tails are not included and available separately see pg 37.

Lighting Light Sources

Connect Pro 
Lightsource with 
no controller 
(can be used without 
controller)

Connect Pro 
Lightsource 
and Wireless 
controller

Lightsource with 
mini Controller

Deluxe lightsource 
and wireless 
controller

Product code: SJ9002008G

£199.98 ex VAT
£239.98 inc VAT

Product code: SJ9002008GWC

£474.98 ex VAT
£569.98  inc VAT

Product code: LS4000C

£289.00 ex VAT
£346.80 inc VAT

Product code: LSS30162

£499.99 ex VAT
£599.99 inc VAT

Light sources and fibre optics create a fun, safe space to get close to lights. The weight of the tails 
also offers comfort and relaxation for some children.

All our light sources are colour changing. They can be used without their controller where it will  flow through the colours 
automatically. The light sources are powerful, yet efficient and use LED technology therefore no lamps to replace. The absence of 
electricity in the  tails makes them completely safe to touch. They are also Phthalate, glass and latex free.

Tails are not included and available separately see pg 37.

Lighting Lightsources

Sidesparkle Tails Harness Only
SUPER SAFE SIDESPARKLE FIBRE OPTIC 
HARNESSES FOR SENSORY USE.
Mesmerising colour changing side sparkle tails as it flows through the 
array of colours which is soothing to watch.

Ideal fibre optics for multisensory environments with the added safety 
of a pmma fibre core. The absence of electricity in the polymer fibre 
tails makes them completely safe to touch.  Please note that tails are 
clear and the colour all change the same colour at the same time. Our 
harnesses come 150 tails x 2m as standard. If you would like alternative 
number of tails or length measurements, please contact us for a 
quote. All harnesses are fitted with a standard 30mm common end for 
connection to a fibre optic light source. For indoor use only. 

The PVC in these harnesses is phthalate free and the harnesses 
themselves have CPSIA and EN71 toy certifications so you can be sure 
you are purchasing a safe, high quality, UK made product. Lightsource 
available separately.

Product code: DT4245 150 Tail x 2m: 
£189.16 ex VAT
£226.99 inc VAT

150 Tail x 2m: 
£249.99 ex VAT
£299.99 inc VAT

UV Tails Harness Only
SUPER SAFE UV SIDESPARKLE FIBRE 
OPTIC HARNESSES FOR SENSORY USE.
Ideal multicoloured UV reactive fibre optics for multisensory 
environments with the added safety of a pmma fibre core.
The absence of electricity in the polymer fibre tails makes them
completely safe to touch. As well as producing the same sparkle 
effect as the standard sensory harnesses, the tails in these harnesses 
also glow dramatically under UV black light. Please note that as the 
tails are already coloured they don’t change colour but the intensify 
of the colour does change. Our harnesses come 150 tails x 2m 
as standard. If you would like alternative number of tails or length 
measurements, please contact us for a quote. All harnesses are fitted 
with a standard 30mm common end for connection to a fibre optic 
light source. For indoor use only.  

The PVC in these harnesses is phthalate free and the harnesses 
themselves have CPSIA and EN71 toy certifications so you can 
be sure you are purchasing a safe, high quality, UK made product. 
Lightsource available separately.

Product code: DT4247

Lighting Fibre Optic  
Accessories
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Fibre Optic Shower Support 
(lightsource and fibreoptics not included)
Secure your lightsource to this shower support to create beautiful 
flowing lights.

Fibre Optics White Padded Seat 
and Surround
This comfortable high quality seat is designed to house 
your lightsource with a hole for the tails to come out With 
the light source safely enclosed in this high quality padded 
seat, children are free to sit and explore the magical fibres. 
(Lightsource and fibre optics available separately)

Fibre Optic Swing Arm Wall Cascade
(inbuilt lightsouce in arm)
Beautifully designed swing arm has incorporated the lightsource into the 
mounting arm bracket and comes with mini remote.  Can be swung out 90 
degrees or swung back to the wall.
 
Completely safe to touch and play. The arm is 1.2metres and tails are 
available 2m or 3m

47cm x 16cm x 10cm

Product code: FOSS

£83.33 ex VAT
£99.99 inc VAT

30cm x 44cm x 30cm

Product code: FTOTSS

£120.00 ex VAT
£144.00 inc VAT

2 Metres

Product code: SWFO2M

£666.66 ex VAT
£799.99 inc VAT

3 Metres

Product code:SWFO3M

£791.66 ex VAT
£949.99 inc VAT

Lighting

My Very Own Rainbow in my Room - Sensory Light 
Projector
Enchanting light projector uses multi-coloured LEDs to display a rainbow with two illumination 
modes: instant or fade. Auto shut-off saves battery life. Includes a sunlight rainbow crystal. 
Position in a sunny window and watch rainbows dance around your room.  

Product code: BSE2004

£16.66 ex VAT
£19.99 inc VAT

Laser Sphere
A beautiful, relaxing laser projector for when you want to chill out. Multi-coloured, 
phasing laser lights. Can be used with or without the lid - with a lid, it makes a nice 
orb, without a lid, the light goes everywhere. Adaptor included. For the best results, 
place between 1-3 metres from the surface you wish to project onto.  

Product code: FTLF6840

£30.83 ex VAT
£36.99 inc VAT

Ocean Wave Projector with Sounds and Speaker
This small projector lights up the room with beautiful colours, resembling the waves of the 
ocean. It also has speakers, and can be connected to your phone, computer or tablet, or play 
music files from a TF card. USB Charged. Size: 12.6 / 12.6 / 10.5 cm

Product code: LSSOWPM

£24.99 ex VAT
£29.99 inc VAT

Star Projector Cube
Turn your ceiling into a night sky scene. You have the freedom to choose between sound, 
light or both - a handy 30 minute timer ensures you are not woken once you have dropped 
off. With a mixture of lullaby and nature sounds this suits cube a nursery or a bedroom. The 
ever-changing light show helps to relieve stress.  Measures 10.7 x 9.6 x 9.6 cm. Uses 3 x AA 
batteries or optional adapter (neither included, available separately)

Product code: LM1227

£19.15 ex VAT
£22.99 inc VAT

ProjectorsLighting

Disco Dome Ball Speakers with Bluetooth
Plug in and watch with amazement as this beautiful LED Magic Ball Light
mesmerizes with its orange and pink LED lights. Just insert your USB or memory 
card or connect to Bluetooth Device  and dance the night away! Sound Activated. 
Lights change according to the beat of your music.
Features:
SD/USB Slot Compatible, Bluetooth compatible, Mains adapter included

Product code: LSSDBBT

£37.49 ex VAT
£44.99 inc VAT

Fibre Optic  
Accessories
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Laser Twilight
Transform your room  into a virtual planetarium. Myriad stars 
drift gently across the night sky, interspersed with beautiful blue 
nebulae, there’s even the odd shooting star that will dash across 
your instant night sky. Created from powerful green laser and 
holographic technology.

Dimensions: 28 x 24 x 21cm

Product code: FTIL7000

£133.33 ex VAT
£159.99  inc VAT

ProjectorsLighting

Star Ceiling Kit
Create amazing stay lighting effects in any room you want. Each kit contains 100 fibre points of twinkling white light, an energy efficient 
LED light source and small polycarbonate fittings for a neat finish in the ceiling or chosen material. This kit is the perfect addition to sensory 
rooms.

Kit Contents:
Light source: microLED 100T LED light  
source with inbuilt twinkle effect
Dimensions: (L)137mm x (W)114mm x (H)73mm
Fibre Optics: 100 x 0.75mm fibre tails all at 3m length
Fittings: 100 x clear polycarbonate star effect lenses.
100 tails at 3m, Mushroom lens with white twinkle 
lightsource.
Typically installed in: 
Ceilings - access above ceiling is required to drill 
holes. 
Drapes - pierce material and apply silicone to back to 
seal. 
Tiling - fibre tails can be installed in grout between 
tiles.
Professional installation recommended
Product code: YD5245

£208.33 ex VAT
£249.99 inc VAT

Space Galaxy Projector
Flood  any space with thousands of twinkling and moving stars with or without cloud 
formations and even includes the odd shooting star. The projector uses all new green laser 
and holographic technology with the help of 2 built-in precision glass lenses. Powered by a 
USB cable, that’s included. For indoor use only.

Product code: LSIL5000

£66.66 ex VAT
£79.99 inc VAT

8 Inch Rotating Disco Mirror Ball  
Ceiling Light with LEDs
Sound responsive

The integrated motor accelerates the disco ball up to 6 turns per minute and
eighteen multi-colour LEDs light up the surface of the disco ball.
Setting one has flashing lights and a rotating disco ball. Setting two responds to 
music, play your favourite tunes and watch the lights respond to the beat

Product code: LSE18088

£24.99 ex VAT
£29.99 inc VAT

LED Water/Cloud Projector

The LED Water Projector will project a colour changing watery effect onto any surface. 
The projector continually scrolls through a range of colours to give a relaxing effect. It also 
incorporates the option to show a static colour, change speeds and brightness.

Features:
Select a single colour or changing colours
Control speed & brightness
Remote control included
Low energy consumption with LED lights
Size: Base: 19x10x11 cm, projector: 7x10x12 cm
Power Source: Mains

Product code: LSPLSPWP

£49.99 ex VAT
£59.99 inc VAT

Connect Pro Enabled Spot Light  
with Mirror Ball & Motor
This  is optimised to be used with a Connect Pro Switch Controller (available 
separately) which can link Connect Pro products, control colours and react to sound. 
It can also be controlled by the roll of a Connect Pro CubeController. The LED RGBW 
pinspot means no colour wheel is needed. The pinspot autocycles through the full 
rainbow of colours when used standalone. The disco ball is 30cm diameter and has a 
built in loop at the top to attach to the ceiling attachment.
Recommended Pinspot to be installed by a professional for best visual results.

Lighting Projectors

Mirror Ball Kit 
A perfect duo, Multiple shafts of light dance around the room when any 
Pinspot is shone onto the Revolving Mirror Ball. Ideal for promoting tracking 
skills in any darkened environment while creating an amazing visual effect. 
Attach to the ceiling via the supplied Mirror Ball Motor to make the ball 
revolve. Operates on 240v.

Product code:CN5361

£108.33 ex VAT
£129.99 inc VAT

Without Controller:

Product code: LSSJ9002195

£225.00 ex VAT
£270.00 inc VAT

With Connect Pro Controller:

Product code:LSSJ9002195WC

£474.99 ex VAT
£569.99 inc VAT
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Solar 100 LED Projector (including rotator)
The Solar 100 LED effects projector is a compact, lightweight and powerful projector. It is 
perfect for small rooms and has a long life LED lamp with no maintenance. Designed for multi-
sensory effects projection and has 1400 lumen energy efficient 20W LED module. It lasts for 
over 100,000 hours with a high colour temperature, concentrated through our unique optical 
system and fitted 85mm lens, for truer colour projection and better image clarity than any other 
comparable projector on the market. Includes rotator.
Recommended Projection Distance 2-6m
Size L25 H8 W14 OD37 CM

Product code: LSFG2090AGW 

Aura Portable Projector
The Opti Aura Projector is an exciting home projector from the makers of larger 
projectors for sensory rooms. 

The Opti Aura features a fitted off timer and dimmable bright LED, excellent for 
naptimes or even bedtimes to create a more calming, tranquil environment. In 
addition to this, the Aura can be connected to WIFI allowing you remote control of 
the projector from any web enabled device, so you can control the projector even 
if they are not in the same room as the child and the projector. Compatible with 6in 
magnetic wheels, available separately. L23 H22 W23

Included: 
Opti Aura Projector, 1 x 6” liquid wheel, Integral wheel rotator, Mount

Product code: LSOPAP

Pico Genie M550+ 2.0 LED Portable Projector
The Pico Genie M550 Plus 2.0 ultra  is one of the brightest portable shorter throw HD LED 
projectors with inbuilt battery (up to 3 hours). It has great image quality with an impressive 
650 ansi lumens (3900 marketing lumens) allowing it to be viewed at 150” in normal light 
conditions.
This device can be used to make a sensational sensory experience anywhere in your home 
or business and even whilst your on the move. It is ideal for either a school or home setting, 
with functions that allow you to enlarge or decrease the size of the image projected to suit a 
single child’s needs or for the needs of a class or group setting. 19.8 x 12.2 x 4.8 cm

Product code: LSM55020

Standard: 
£144 ex VAT
£172.80  inc VAT

Extra Oil Wheel:
£51.67 ex VAT
£62.00 inc VAT

£391.65 ex VAT
£469.99 inc VAT
inc Rotator

£541.66 ex VAT
£649.99 inc VAT

Lighting Projectors

6 Inch Magnetic Projector Liquid Effect Wheels - 
Compatible with Aura and Solar Projectors
Magnetic 6 inch Liquid Effect Wheels project constantly moving globules of coloured 
liquids have been part of entertainment effects lighting for 40 years and now also 
form an almost essential part of any Multi-Sensory Therapy environment.

£51.67 ex VAT   
£62.00 inc VAT

A Purple, Blue, Pink, Yellow  
Product Code: BA0106A

Cloud         
Product Code: BA0105C

E Red, Yellow, Blue  
Product Code: BA0106E

I Pink, Red  
Product Code: BA0106I

C Pink, Blue  
Product Code: BA0106C

Galaxy  
Product Code: BA0105G

B Green, Red, Yellow, Blue  
Product Code: BA0106B

Seasonal Wood         
Product Code: BA0105SW

F Blue, Green  
Product Code: BA0106F

Deep           
Product Code: BA0105D

J Pink, Purple, Blue, Green  
Product Code: BA0106K

D Red, Pink, Yellow  
Product Code: BA0106D

Tropical Birds                  
Product Code: BA0105TB

G Blue, Purple  
Product Code: BA0106G

Tropical Fish            
Product Code: BA0105TF

H Orange, Yellow  
Product Code: BA0106H

Snow Crystals          
Product Code: BA0105SC

Portable Projector 6 Inch Effect Wheel
Magnetic 6 inch Effect Wheels project continuous images that pan through the 
projected area and repeat in a slow, steady ‘loop’ - perfect for all types of environment.

£36.00 ex VAT   
£43.20 inc VAT

ProjectorsLighting

Blank Wheel and Sticker Pack
The Sticker Pack has been designed to enhance creativity, boost motor skills and 
encourage narrative thinking. The reusable, easy to peel vinyl stickers makes it easy 
for children to create their own stories.
Each sticker pack consists of x1 blank magnetic effect wheel, x1 sticker pack and 
x1 cleaning cloth.
The sticker packs can be used on the Aura and Solar Sensory Led projectors.
OHP washable non-permanent pens can be used on the effect wheel to enhance 
your story and encourage learning.
Available Farm, Zoo, Dino, Space or Princess

OPTFARM  OPTDINO
OPTSPACE OPTPRINCESS

£16.66  ex VAT
£19.99 inc VAT    

See Page 47 
For Extra Oil 

Wheel Options

Aura Projector Wall Bracket Option

Product code: 930019

£12.49 ex VAT
£14.99 inc VAT
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Mathmos Space Projector with Oil Wheel
The Space Projector projects a rotating image of up to 1.5m 
 in diameter onto a wall or ceiling. Comes with a red and yellow  
oil wheel. The effect is a continuously spinning, bubbling, chaotic  
light. Extra oil wheels and graphics packs are available separately.  

Power: Mains power Materials: ABS plastic body

Now comes with a LED Bulb.

Product code: MOS01

Normal:
£104.99 ex VAT
£124.99 inc VAT

Extra Oil Wheel:
£20.38 ex VAT
£24.99 inc VAT

Mathmos Space Projector  
Extra Oil Wheels
Space Projector Extra Oil Wheels - Space 
Projector projects a rotating  colours up to 
1.5m in diameter onto a wall or ceiling. Load an 
oil wheel in to the side of the Space Projector. 
Use the focus ring on the projector to focus 
the image on the desired wall/ceiling. The oil 
wheel turns within the projector creating a 
continuously spinning oil/lava effect on the wall/
ceiling.

Blue/ Green  
Product Code: MOS03BG

Blue/ Red  
Product Code: MOS03BR

Yellow/ Red  
Product Code: MOS03YR

Violet/ Green  
Product Code: MOS03VG

Yellow/ Blue 
Product Code: MOS03YB

Violet/ Blue 
Product Code: MOS03VB

Mathmos Space Projector 
Extra Full Colour Wheels
When use with full colour wheels Space 
Projector creates a rotating image of up to 1.5m 
/ 3 ft in diameter onto walls or ceilings.

Coastal  
Product Code: DT4199C0

Counting Sheep  
Product Code: DT4199CS

Zoo  
Product Code: DT4199ZO

Countryside  
Product Code: DT4199COS

London  
Product Code: DT4199LN

Vehicle  
Product Code: DT4199VH

Mathmos Space Projector 
Extra Graphic Wheel 
Graphic packs work in any current Mathmos 
Space Projector. The pack includes a stainless 
steel, acid etched gobo and 4 colour slides to 
add mood to your projection. The Graphite 
Space Projector projects a rotating image of up 
to 1.5m in diameter onto a wall or ceiling.

Blooms  
Product Code: MOSO4BL

Microcosmic  
Product Code: MOSO4MC

Plug me in  
Product Code: MOSO4PMI

Oktasilian  
Product Code: MOSO4OK

Outer Space  
Product Code: MOSO4OS

You’ll Never Walk Alone   
Product Code: MOSO4NWA  

£20.83 ex VAT 
£24.99 inc VAT   

£16.66 ex VAT
£19.99 inc VAT   

£16.66 ex VAT 
£19.99 inc VAT   

Lighting Projectors Lighting ProjectorsSENse Micro
Ultra portable, play and plug, interactive sensory system.
The SENse Micro creates colourful, engaging floor projections that respond to, 
and interact with, body movement. Lightweight and easy to move from room 
to room, the SENse Micro offers instant ‘plug and play’ operation with no setup 
required. Ideally suited for use in a classroom, or at home, the SENse Micro 
creates bright, stimulating projections which interact with movement and touch.
With the optional Trolley the SENse Micro can project onto a table allowing 
almost any surface, including wheelchair trays, to become interactive.
12cm wide, 23cm high and 15cm deep.  Supplied with click-together, portable 
foam flooring. Projects 1.2m x 0.90m.
Comes with approx. 300 premade pieces of interactive content  from ‘Splat the 
balloons’,  to ‘the interactive fishpond’. You can add any image, video, or audio file 
to create your own interactive content.  

SENse Flex
Mobile, portable interactive Sensory System – Electronically Height adjustable
Can do a range of interactive projection sizes from 1.35m (W) to 1.03m (H) through to 
2.24m (H) x 3.1m (W)
It can do table projection as well as floor projection from the same unit
The Flex combines new technology with simple design to provide an affordable, fully 
portable system for use in schools or at home. The Flex creates colourful, engaging floor 
projections which respond and interact to body movement. Any image, video and audio 
file can be added to the many effects available enabling teachers or parents to design 
specific programmes for individual users.
A range of stimulating interactive and colourful themes includes ‘Splat the Balloons’, 
‘Scatter the Flowers’ and an interactive fish pond. 

Fully Immersive Rooms available
Contact us for more information

SENse Micro: 
Product code: LSING002  
£2750.00 ex VAT
£3300.00 inc VAT

SENse Flex: 
Product code: LSSENFLEX  
£6099.99 ex VAT
£7319.98 inc VAT

Optional Trolley: 
Product code: LSMC793  
£399.99 ex VAT
£479.98 inc VAT

bulk delivery 
charge 

included

bulk delivery 
charge 

included
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Bright Sparks Stalactites Sensory  
Ceiling Tile
Four tubes filled with a continuous row of sound sensitive light tiles hang down 
from a mirrored surface, lighting up from top to bottom in response to any 
noise. When the noise stops, the lights fade slowly from bottom to top. The 
mirrored surface reflects the effect creating the illusion of the illuminated tubes 
being suspended in the air. Ideal for users working on cause and effect or vocal 
sounds production. The tile uses a mains power supply transformed to a safe low 
voltage.

Product code: SPK84103

£416.66 ex VAT
£499.99 inc VAT

Colour Changing Panels
A large illuminated panel with concealed LED strips which provide a colourful and 
atmospheric ambient glow in any darkened room. The Mirror Cloud has a light 
that automatically cycles through a spectrum of colour changes. Powered by low 
voltage transformed from mains with a supplied powered pack.

Lighting Walls, Floors 
& Ceiling Lights

Standard :
Product code: LS14506
£499.99 ex VAT
£599.99 inc VAT

Interactive: 
Product code: LS14508
£666.66 ex VAT
£799.99 inc VAT

Standard :  
Product code: LS14514
£416.66 ex VAT
£499.99 inc VAT

Standard :  
Product code: LS14501M
£499.99 ex VAT
£599.99 inc VAT

Interactive:  
Product code: LS14516
£541.66 ex VAT
£649.99 inc VAT

Interactive:  
Product code: 14503
£624.99 ex VAT
£749.99 inc VAT

Colour Changing Rainbow Panel (Standard or 
Interactive)
Size: 1130mmH x 565mmW (comes with 8-way switch for interactive version)

Colour Changing Mirror Cloud
Cloud - Standard: H760mm x W630mm.
Size: H1000mm x L1900mm.

Colour Shooting Star Mirror Panel 
(Standard or Interactive)

Connect Pro Enabled LED Strip RGB 5M kit 
5 metre Led colour changing strip that plugs in and can be controlled
by a Connect Pro controller. Not included available separately. See page 28

Product code: SJ9002100

£249.99 ex VAT
£299.99 inc VAT
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Connect Pro Enabled LED Strip RGB 5M kit 
5 metre Led colour changing strip that plugs in and can be controlled
by a Connect Pro controller. Not included available separately.

Product code: SJ9002100

£249.99 ex VAT
£299.99 inc VAT

Lighting Walls, Floors 
& Ceiling Lights

DIY LED Tape - 5m Multi  
Coloured Lighting 
5m of bright LED lights to illuminate room edges, plinths, ceilings,
doorways, stairs ... Easy to install, self-adhesive. Comes with mini 
remote.

Product code: LS153727UK

£49.99 ex VAT
£59.99 inc VAT

Ultraviolet UV LED Bar
These UV LED bars are an easy way to enhance 
lighting experience. Fitted with high output 3W 
UV LEDs

Dimensions:510 x 60 x 50mm

Product code: LS160050UK

£33.33 ex VAT
£39.99 inc VAT

Connect Pro Enabled Colour Wash Light
ColourWash is an arrangement of powerful light bars that automatically 
washes your wall with colours by slowly fading through all the colours of 
the rainbow.
Contains several built-in features which are accessible via the control 
panel on the side of the unit. Also features include: Sound active mode, 
strobe, dimming and auto mode. It can be controlled by a connect pro 
oval or cube controller. These are not provided but available separately 
see pg 16.

Product code: LSSJ9008112
With controller  Without controller
£520.75 ex VAT  £270.75 ex VAT
£624.90 inc VAT  £324.90 inc VAT

Lighting Walls, Floors 
& Ceiling Lights

DIY LED Tape - 5m Multi  
Coloured Lighting 
5m of bright LED lights to illuminate room edges, plinths, ceilings,
doorways, stairs ... Easy to install, self-adhesive. Comes with mini 
remote.

Product code: LS153727UK

£49.99 ex VAT
£59.99 inc VAT

Ultraviolet UV LED Bar
These UV LED bars are an easy way to enhance lighting 
experience. Fitted with high output 3W UV LEDs

Dimensions:510 x 60 x 50mm

Product code: LS160050UK

£41.66  ex VAT
£49.99 inc VAT

Connect Pro Enabled Colour Wash Light
ColourWash is an arrangement of powerful light bars that automatically 
washes your wall with colours by slowly fading through all the colours of 
the rainbow.
Contains several built-in features which are accessible via the control 
panel on the side of the unit. Also features include: Sound active mode, 
strobe, dimming and auto mode. It can be controlled by a connect pro 
oval or cube controller. These are not provided but available separately 
see pg 16.

With controller         Without controller
Product code: LSSJ9008112WC         Product code: LSSJ9008112
£520.75 ex VAT          £270.75 ex VAT
£624.90 inc VAT          £324.90 inc VAT

UV LED Tape - 5M Reel
• 60 high output LEDs per metre (5m)
• Ultraviolet light output
• Self-adhesive backing for easy installation

Product code: LT12560UV

£66.66 ex VAT
£79.99 inc VAT
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Lighting Walls, Floors 
& Ceiling Lights

Connect Pro Enabled Digital LED Infinity Panel
Be mesmerised and stimulated by this seemingly never ending infinity tunnel with lights
spreading into the distance! With many pattern modes to choose from, being able to 
control colours speed, brightness and volume opens up a world of possibilities. Comes 
with sound effects but you can even add your own simply by changing the micro SD card.
Compatible with connect pro controllers available separately e.g oval, cube, pg 28

Product code: LSSJT001  

£850.00 ex VAT 
£1020.00 inc VAT  

LED Interactive Infinity Tunnel
The LED Interactive Infinity Tunnel offers users total control over a 
never-ending tunnel of ever-changing coloured LED lights, using 
switches to effect lighting changes in the tunnel. For use by up to 
four pupils, each with their own switch, the LED Interactive Infinity 
Tunnel encourages awareness and develops communication skills.
Includes 4 x Slimline Switches. Operates on 240v

Product code: 40100

£1041.66 ex VAT
£1249.99 inc VAT

Light Up Circular Infinity Mirror 50 cm
Peer into the mirror as it gives the illusion of a sparkly tunnel with beads of 
light that children will be fascinated and enthralled with. Requires 3 x AA 
batteries (not included). Wall Mounted (fixings not included).

Product code: EY11032 

£156.99 ex VAT
£188.38 inc VAT

Lighting Walls, Floors 
& Ceiling Lights

LED Musical Touch Wall
With different programs to explore, the Musical Touch Wall is a fabulous 
magical wall panel which lights up with an ever-changing spectrum of 
coloured LED light. Brush your hand over the Musical Touch Wall to receive a 
rainbow wash of colour and an auditory reward. Ideal for tracking, encouraging 
communication and colour recognition.
Operates the following programs:
Trails Paint with light - wherever you move your hand the light follows
Crosses Touch the screen to create a cross
Plus Touch the screen to create a plus
Radar Touch the screen to create a radar like swirl effect
Squares Touch the screen to create squares
Dimensions H775mm x W670mm x D90mm

Product code: LS14282

£2333.33 ex VAT
£2799.99  inc VAT

Connect Pro Enabled Rhapsody Sound Reactive Panel
Be stimulated by this visual display reacting to sound. With 10 mesmerising sound-responsive 
interactive mode patterns including Spiral Out, Rainbow Ladder, Travelling Snake and Graphic 
Equaliser. See music come to life with the music tracks provided or personalise your own. 
Even better control with your voice encouraging vocalisation, You can control colours, speed, 
brightness and volume which opens up a world of possibilities.
Also compatible with connect pro controllers available separately e.g oval, cube

Product code: LSSJT002

£850.00 ex VAT
£1020.00   inc VAT

Interactive LED Fanlite
Recently developed, the Fanlite uses LED technology to provide crisp, bright 
colours which can be controlled in a variety of modes.
Eight modes are available, three automatic and five which are activated by 
sound. Features an internal microphone, socket for external microphone, 
sensitivity and speed controls. Attention grabbing and great for developing 
vocalization skills, it’s sure to be a winner in schools, clinics and hospitals alike. 
A lovely product which fascinates children and adults. The unit operates on low 
voltage via a transformer (supplied) and measures 40” W x 25” H x 5” D. Weight 
30 lbs.

Product code: EA091

£891.66 ex VAT
£1070.00 inc VAT

Musical Hopscotch Pad
Each time a coloured square on the Hopscotch Pad is pressed, a corresponding 
colour square illuminates on the wall panel and a musical note or tune is played. 
Teachers and carers can choose from a selection of 64 pre-loaded nursery rhymes 
and effect sounds that the children will enjoy.
Enjoy your own collection of musical sounds by loading them through the USB 
Interface from your computer. Operates on 240v.
Dimensions:Floor Pad: 1200mmW x 600mmD x 90mmH
Wall Pad: 1170mmW x 605mmH x 90mmD

Product code: SPK34136

£1399.99 ex VAT
£1679.99 inc VATbulk delivery 

charge 
included
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Sensory Mood Colour 
Changing Ball

Sensory Mood 
Pebble

Sensory Mood Colour 
Changing Egg (small 
or large)
Small 22x32 cm 
(not connect pro)

Product code: LSSLUFE22 
£50.00 ex VAT
£59.99 inc VAT

Connect Pro Enabled: 
42x30cm
Product code: LSINTEGG 
£166.66 ex VAT
£199.99 inc VAT

Large 42x30cm 
(not connect pro)

Product code: LSSLUFE22L 
£83.33 ex VAT 
£99.99 inc VAT

40cm 
Product code:  LSSLUFB40

£66.66 ex VAT 
£79.99 inc VAT

Dimension of 28 x 28 x 17 cm
Product code: LSSLUFP28

£44.16 ex VAT
£52.99 inc VAT

Lighting Large Light
Up Items

Sensory Mood Cube
Completely portable and lasting up to 12 hours after a full charge the 
mood lighting can be used indoors and outdoors. Use the mini remote 
to change between light modes, phases and colours or simply set to 
fade between the 6 main colours. Battery life approximately 10-12 hours. 
Charge time approximately 4-5 hours for a full charge (only one provided).

Dimension of 40 x 40 x 40 cm

Standard:
Product code: LSSLUFC40
£83.33 ex VAT
£99.99 inc VAT

Connect Pro Enabled:
Product code: LSINTCUBE
£191.66 ex VAT
£229.99 inc VAT

Colour Changing Furniture
Colour changing furniture is the ultimate in mood lighting. Completely portable and lasting up to 12 hours after a full charge the mood lighting 
can be used indoors and outdoors. Use the mini remote to change between light modes, phases and colours or simply set to fade between 
the 6 main colours. The mini remote control can also be used to control multiple units. Battery life approximately 10-12 hours. Charge time 
approximately 4-5 hours for a full charge. 

Connect Pro Enabled doesn't come with mini remote . It can be controlled 
by a connect pro oval or cube controller. These are not provided but 
available separately see pg 28. Dimension of 40 x 40 x 40 cm
Product code: LSSLUFC40

Connect Pro Enabled doesn't 
come with mini remote . It can be 
controlled by a connect pro oval 
or cube controller. These are not 
provided but available separately 
see pg 28.

Sensory Colour Changing Mood Light Table*
The ultra-strong illuminated hollow plastic table is an aesthetically
pleasing cotton reel shape. Using the mini remote control you can choose one 
of 16 different colours or set to fade smoothly through the entire spectrum of 
shades from a cool ultra-violet to a warm red. Powered by safe low voltage mains 
power supply, and with a 6 hour charge cycle it can be used wherever required, 
providing an average of 10 hours of light. Water resistant rated
IP65 and tested up to 80Kg of load. Dimensions: Size: 700 x 700 x 400mm.
Product code: LS75557

£174.99 ex VAT
£209.99 inc VAT

Lighting Large Light
Up Items

Sparkle Softplay Biff Bag
A magical Softplay punching bag that lights up when pushed 
or punched, with the sparkle effect altering in illumination in 
accordance with the velocity of the push or punch. The Sparkle 
Biff Bag is made from wipe-clean nylon reinforced PVC and uses 
battery powered elements which can easily be replaced using the 
zipped cover.

The bag comes complete with a ceiling bracket and rope for fixing 
to a ceiling height of between 2.4 and 3 metres.

Size: L1000mm x 250mm Dia. (6kg)     

Product Code: LS84110

£291.66 ex VAT
£349.99 inc VAT

Sensory Mood Discovery Table
This sturdy, lightweight, colour-changing Discovery Table has a raised rim 
to the outside edge, creating an enticing area for learning through play and 
sensory exploration. Providing a soft coloured or white light which is adjusted 
using the remote control, the discovery area can be used for sorting objects, 
exploring materials (liquid, sand, jelly, foam) and makes the ideal base for 
imaginative activities. An 8-hour charge cycle will provide an average of 5-10 
hours of light (depending on program setting). Play accessories shown not 
included. Size: 450mm x 690mm dia. Depth of discovery area is 60mm

Product code: 75563

£169.99 ex VAT
£199.99 inc VAT

Sensory Mood Water Table
Providing a soft light which changes colour using the mini remote control, the 
shallow well can be filled with water, sand, jelly, foam or translucent objects for 
a wide variety of ways to explore using light and colour. Charging is via the safe 
low voltage 5V DC unit supplied. With an 8-hour charge cycle the light well can 
be used inside or out, providing an average of 5-10 hours of light (depending 
on program setting). Water resistant  Size: 580 x 800mm dia. Well depth 
185mm.

Product code: LS75561

£183.32 ex VAT
£219.99 inc VAT

mini remote

mini remote

mini remote
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Large Lightup LED Jelly Fish Tank
The Jellyfish Tank is an ideal living room or bedroom feature, that will impress and 
delight those who see it. The tank compromises of 7 beautiful Jellyfish that are 
so realistic they fascinate with their movements. The tank has a specifically timed 
water jet system that let Jellyfish twist and turn in a realistic way. The colours can be 
randomly set that with each stare the colours have changed providing a new delight 
to the eyes and senses. This will calm down even the most agitated children. Can 
be used in a dark room for the ultimate sensory experience or in a regular daylight 
environment to enjoy with the colourful 3D backing. Approximate Size - 44 x 23 x 7cm

Product code: PLNJFT1

£66.66 ex VAT
£79.99 inc VAT Light Panel A2 (standard or colour 

changing)
LED light panels with 3 light settings, easy to operate with lock 
function to prevent panel from being turned off unintentionally.
Low energy LEDs provide a cool, clean, bright illuminated background 
ideal for the investigation of light, colour and shape. Slimline design 
with rounded edges, these light panels are tough, portable, and 
easy to clean. Supplied with a low voltage mains power supply, but 
alternatively they can also be used with the new TickiT rechargeable 
power pack (73040). Typical life span for the LED light source is 
approx 50,000 hours. Light panel guide included. Size: 635 x 460 x 
8mm. Illuminated area: 585 x 410mm. Weight 3Kg

Light Panel A3*
LED light panels with 3 light settings, easy to operate with lock 
function to prevent panel from being turned off unintentionally.
Low energy LEDs provide a cool, clean, bright illuminated background 
ideal for the investigation of light, colour and shape. Slimline design 
with rounded edges, these light panels are tough, portable, and 
easy to clean. Supplied with a low voltage mains power supply, but 
alternatively they can also be used with the new rechargeable power 
pack (73040). Typical life span for the LED light source is approx 
50,000 hours. Light panel guide included. Size: 460 x 340 x 8mm. 
Illuminated area: 410 x 285mm, Weight 2.25Kg.

Product code: LSCN73046

£83.32 ex VAT
£99.99 inc VAT

Light Panel Accessory Kit
This set contains the essentials for getting the most out of 
your sensory mood shapes and light panels.
The set contains:
Splats
Sensory Squares 
Acrylic Letters
Acrylic Numbers
Geometric Shapes
Colour Paddles
(alternatives may be 
supplied due to stock)
Product Code: LSCMACC
£83.33 ex VAT
£99.99 VAT 

Folding Table for A2 
Light Panel
Low level table for the A2 Light 
Panel only. Fold out legs lock into 
place with an Allen key. 
Size: 575 x 402 x 282mm. 
S table only - panel not included.
Product Code: LS73374
£41.66 ex VAT
£49.99 inc VAT 

Lighting Large Light
Up Items

Standard: 

Product code: LSCN73048
£108.33 ex VAT
£129.99 inc VAT

Colour Changing:
Product code: LS73018
£166.65 ex VAT
£199.99 inc VAT

Illuminated Sensory Glow Pebbles 12pcs
A set of 12 rechargeable illuminated pebbles that can be stacked and rolled for engaging 
sensory learning. The pebbles are in three sizes and are charged by placing them in the docking 
station. Choose from static or set to sequence mode. The pebbles take 4 hours to fully charge 
and have a battery life of 10-12 hours. A great resource for sensory rooms and a novel way of 
encouraging children to experiment and explore. Largest pebble has a diameter of 15cm.
Wipe clean with damp cloth. Do not submerge in water. Glow Pebbles  10mths+
Product code: EY07307

£199.99 ex VAT
£239.99 inc VAT

Lighting Small Light
Up Items

Bright Sparks Shake & Shimmer 
A wide, robust, transparent tube with easy-to-grip handles at both ends. Shake the 
tube to see light tiles inside bounce, rattle and illuminate, creating a pleasing sound 
and visual effect which is mirrored by a reflective rod that runs through the middle of 
the tube. The immediacy of this activity makes it ideal for engaging sensory learners 
working at an early cause and effect level. Size: L310mm x W175mm.
Product Code: SPK84102

£74.99 ex VAT
£89.99 inc VAT

Bright Sparks Roll & Glow 
This wide, robust, transparent tube encloses an opaque ball that rolls backwards and 
forwards within the tube. The ball contains several light tiles that are activated with the 
rolling. The immediacy of this activity will engage sensory learners working at an early cause 
and effect level. Size: H320mm x 100mm
Product Code: SPK84101

£58.33 ex VAT
£69.99 inc VAT

Illuminated Glow Roller Shakers 6pk
An engaging set of six metallic cylinders with illuminated contents for rolling, shaking, stacking, 
and turning. The shakers light up when switched on and provide an engaging and multisensory 
experience. An attractive docking station charges them and provides easy self access. Docking 
station measures L28 cm. The roller stays on the chosen colour when it is turned on/off. They 
take 4 hours to fully charge and last approximately 5-6 hours. Wipe clean with a damp cloth, do 
not submerge in water. Size: Length 14 cm Diameter:7 cm
Product code: EY07202

£129.16 ex VAT
£154.99 inc VAT

Connecting Glow Tiles
Create your own illuminated patterns with these magnetic tiles that light up when connected 
together. Discover the colour of each tile as you connect it. Use for sorting, matching,  
sequencing activities etc.  25 x glow tiles (five of each colour), 1 x rechargeable power hub. 
Each tile has 2 magnets on each side. The tiles will light up when north and south are joined 
together. Please note that to power the tiles, they must be connected to the power hub. If 
north and north/south and south are joined, the tiles will not glow. Connect one to the power 
hub then create lines, patterns and mosaics that will glow as long as they are connected. 
Product code: EY10018

£74.99 ex VAT
£89.99 inc VAT
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Portable Bluetooth Party Speakers
Take the party with you wherever you go, with a portable Bluetooth speaker with colourful LED 
light show. Simply connect the microphone to showcase your talents and record sing-alongs 
with the voice record function. Play your tunes via Bluetooth from your smart device, use the 
inbuilt media ports or even FM radio. This speaker is light enough to be carried by shoulder strap 
and features an internal rechargeable battery with up to 3 hours from a single charge. Stylish and 
rugged design.
Product code: LS100615UK

£44.16 ex VAT
£52.99 inc VAT

Light Up Strobe Bar
The perfect item for a party celebration or just everyday fun. Play your favourite music and 
watch the 9 super bright LED lights on the sound sensor bar dance to your favourite beat. 
Or just talk and watch the lights react to the sound of your voice. Alternatively flick the 
switch for a random light show. Requires 4 x AA batteries included. Comes with AC jack input 
(adaptor not supplied) for optional mains supply. H4 x W26cmSuitable for age 6 +
Product code: FTLF6300

£13.33 ex VAT
£15.99 inc VAT

Flashing Tambourine
A musical clear light up tambourine with LEDs 
inside, this musical piece flashes with three cool 
modes that light up throughout the instrument. 
3 x AAA batteries (included) Colours May Vary
Product code: LSLSTAM

£5.83 ex VAT
£6.99 inc VAT

Flashing Prism Light Gun
Pull the trigger on the flashing prism gun for 
huge colourful effects! Finished with a multi 
faceted rotating disco ball, multi coloured 
LEDs shine through the ball to create amazing 
kaleidoscopic effects. Batteries included! 
Colours may vary.
Product code: LSFLASHPRISMGUN

£4.16 ex VAT
£4.99 inc VAT

Four of the six multi coloured LEDs top four 
windmill arms that spin whilst the head of the 
spinner rotates too resulting in mesmerising 
3D spheres of colourful light! At 18cm tall. 
Batteries are included.
Product code: FLASHCYCLONESPIN

£4.99 ex VAT
£5.99 inc VAT

Double Disco Stick
A handheld LED disco stick that casts bright 
colourful light projections from the clear 
crystal disco balls at either end. Colourful 
LED’s project light in three funky modes 
that work best in a darkened atmosphere. 
Colours vary and batteries included.
Product code: FLASHDOUBLEDISCO

£4.16 ex VAT
£4.99 inc VAT

Fibre Optic Torch
Colour change fibre optics burst from the star 
and handle of the Fibre Optic Torch. Colour 
change LEDs in the clear handle add to the five 
different multi coloured effects.
Product code: LSTORCH

£2.92 ex VAT
£3.50 inc VAT

Flashing Rainbow 
Windmill Light
A three armed windmill with foam arms is 
packed full of colourful LED’s. When switched 
on it creates outstanding circles of bright and 
colourful light. Batteries are included.
Product code: LSFLASHWINDMILL

£5.42 ex VAT
£6.50 inc VAT

Lighting Small Light
Up Items

Flashing Cyclone 
Spinner Light

Soothing Sounds
Relax to the sounds and special colour change light effect 5 nature sounds (brook, summer 
night, sea, bird song and dawn) Options of sound only, light only or light with sound. Option of 
auto off after around 30 minutes. ouch on/off control. Uses 3 x AA batteries (not included)
Product code: LM792

£16.66 ex VAT
£19.99 inc VAT

Moon Beam - The LED Light that brings  
the power of the moon to your room
The LED Light that brings the power of the moon to illuminate your room. Tap the metallic 
charging point on the base of the Moonbeam once to turn the light on. Tap again to change the 
colour of the LED light from warm white to bright white and tap a third time to turn the light off. 
To recharge the light plug in the USB charging cable provided and connect to a power source.
Product code: LSLF6930

£14.16 ex VAT
£16.99inc VAT

Lighting Small Light
Up Items

Double Ended Light Up Cosmic Ray Wand
Tap either end of the rubber wand for a 15 second multi-coloured light 
show. Colours may vary
Product Code: LSSFDBB

£3.33 ex VAT
£3.99 inc VAT

Infinity Light Tunnel Lamp
An infinity mirror is a set of mirrors set up so that the one-way or partially reflective mirror 
reflects the LEDS back onto the fully reflective mirror creating a series of smaller and smaller 
reflections that recede into an infinite distance. Uses 3 x AA batteries
Product code: PLSIM6

£12.49ex VAT
£14.99 inc VAT

Sensory Flashing Balls (Textured) - Pk4
These sensory textured balls that light up and flash when they are bounced. Each ball has a 
different surface texture for inquisitive hands to explore. 4 bright balls: purple, pink, yellow & 
clear, each containing a colour LED which lasts approx. 1200 flashing cycles.
Product code: CN72207

£16.66 ex VAT
£19.99 inc VAT

Spikey Flashing Ball
Brightly coloured spiky ball that lights up when bounced. Toss this ball at a hard surface and it will 
illuminate, with its internal light flashing for several seconds as it continues to roll about. It’s a great 
tactile toy too, thanks to the tiny spikes that cover it surface.  Colours vary. One Supplied
Product code: LSSV10297

£1.25 ex VAT
£1.50 inc VAT

All products pg58 and 59
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Items and colours may

Dark Den Sensory Buddy Set
Create a visually stimulating den area.

Set includes:
Spikey Flashing Ball
Prism Handheld Light
Glow in the Dark Ball
Flashing Gloves
Tactile Bobble Ball
Tunnel Pendant
Shake and Shine Light
Flamingo Light
Light Up Strobe Bar
Light Up Smiley Ball
Survival Foil Space Blanket
Mini Disco Ball
Mini Aquarium

Items and colours may vary

Product code: LSLUD1

£58.33 ex VAT
£69.99 inc VAT

Light Up Sensory Buddy Set
The following Light Up sensory set is perfect for your Dark Den. 
Use this to illuminate story time, or help soothe anxiety within 
dark dens. The light up items here are perfect for creating the 
perfect sensory dark area within your home or school setting.

Set includes:
Mathmos Space Projector With Oil Wheel Red/Yellow in Silver
Flashing Bobble Ball
Energy Cosmic Ball - Sensory educational lightup toy
Moonglow Projector
Light Up Strobe Bar
Flashing Rubber Duck Sensory Toy
Mini Disco Ball
Spikey Flashing Ball
Disco Dome Speakers
Star Projector Cube

Items and colours may vary

Product code: LSLUSS0
£208.33 ex VAT
£249.99 inc VAT

Deluxe Dark Den Sensory Buddy Set
Here we have a kit thats sure to amaze and dazzle everyone, from 
flashing lights to glowing products, a projector to a light up egg, this set 
has everything you would need for your deluxe dark den experience.

Set includes:
Glow in the dark Sensory Ball
Light Up Smiley Ball
Flamingo Bath Light
Light Up Strobe Bar
Survival Foil Space Blanket
Flashing Balls Set of 4
Disco Dome Speakers
Double Disco Stick

£166.66 ex VAT
£199.99 inc VAT

See wider 
range  
online

Lighting Small Light
Up Items

Non Light Up

Fluorescent Mirror Chimeabout
A carousel of fluorescent perspex strips that jingles and 
glows as it turns when used under UV light. Ideal for sensory 
rooms. A beautifully made and durable toy.  
H 24cm. Base 20cm.

Product code: TME0129

£66.66 ex VAT
£79.99 inc VAT

Vertical Sorting Bar
Children will enjoy practising their fine motor and problem 
solving skills with this colourful Vertical Sorting Bar. Rotate 
the discs so that they pass cleanly over each stage of the 
bar to complete the puzzle! Fully removable discs make this 
suitable for children aged 10 months +

Product code: YD6494

£54.99 ex VAT
£65.99 inc VAT

Clacking Windmill
A high quality, sturdy wooden double windmill, which when 
spun round makes a wonderful clacking noise. A very low 
effort toy that delivers a quick reward, ideal for children with 
special needs and limited movement.
Approx Size: Base 24cm x 20cm Height 32cm.

Product code: LSLWE00CW

£69.16 ex VAT
£82.99  inc VAT

Sight & Sound Drum
Ideal for any early years setting, as it 
will stimulate most children. It consists 
of 5 individual tubes, each consisting 
of different and visually interesting 
materials and creating different 
sounds as they spin. The entire drum 
rotates at the slightest touch giving 
maximum reward for little effort. Base 
size: 26 x 22cm.

Product code: LSLWE02

£88.33  ex VAT
£105.99  inc VAT

Warnings:
Remove all packaging before allowing a child to use this product. This product should not be cut, punctured or pierced with sharp implements. It is 
important that you maintain your toys properly to keep them safe for play. It is recommended that children are supervised at all times whilst playing with 
this toy Care: Clean with a soft, damp cloth. Do not soak a wooden toy. Do not store in direct sunlight. Do not leave this product outdoors unless it is 
specifically designed for outdoor use. Periodically inspect for cracks, breaks, loose parts and/or malfunctions, remove the product from service when any 
condition develops that might make operation unsafe. Please retain instructions provided with the item for future reference.

Rotating Sensory Spiral
Spin the wheel slowly and watch as the spiral turns ever 
inwards. Featuring a fascinating spiral design this Rotating 
Sensory Spiral is ideal for instigating auditory and visual 
stimulation. The enclosed marbles roll mesmerizingly 
around the spiral track as the hub is turned. The wooden 
frame is sturdy and robust and can be used on either the 
floor or on a table top.

Hand-made from wood, the Rotating Sensory Spiral will 
delight children in your setting for years.

Product code: LSE0242

£88.33  ex VAT
£105.99  inc VAT

Fluorescent Tube 
Ladder
Four clear tubes on a high-quality 
wooden stand that move when rolled. 
Each tube contains a multitude of 
colourful granules that tumble around 
the tube and fluoresce when the 
product is placed under a UV light 
source.

Product code: LSE0133

£83.33  ex VAT
£99.99  inc VAT

See online 
for more

Visual Fun

Moond Egg Small
Ocean Wave Speakers
Star Projector Cube
Dymo Torch

Items and colours may vary

Product code: LSIODM1
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Sensory Bubble Complete Starter Pack
Turn any of these colourful liquid sets upside down and watch the 
streams or bubbles of liquid cascade to show the passage of time, a 
dynamic that will captivate and fascinate. 
Set includes:
-Sensory Bubble Small Set of 3
-Sensory Bubble Small Set of 4
-Sensory Bubble Jump Bean Set of 4
-Sensory Bubble Large Spiral Tube Set of 3 
-Sensory Bubble Large Set of 4
- Sensory Bubble Dual Colour Large Set of 3
PLEASE NOTE THESE ITEMS ARE NOT SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3

Product code:  CN92092
£75.00 ex VAT
£89.99 inc VAT

Visual Fun Buddy Set 
A fun visual set of sensory, brightly coloured items. Provides hours of 
visual stimulation and a calming atmosphere.
Set includes: 
-Twidget
-Spiral Magic Tube
-Sand Timer Large
-Shake and Shine Light
-Rainbospinner Visual Musical Instrument - Textured baby toy
-Squidgy Sparkle Fish
-Mini Aquarium

Items and colours may vary
Product code: LSGDSS01
£56.66 ex VAT
£67.99 inc VAT

Deluxe Sensory Ball Buddy Set
The sensory Ball Buddy Set has a range of tactile and massage 
balls perfect for your multisensory needs. The tactile balls are great 
for stimulating hands and feet whilst the light up balls are great at 
encouraging movement and improving reactions.
This is the deluxe range which features some brand new items for a 
more advanced sensory ball experience.
Set includes:
-Energy Cosmic Ball
-Glow in the dark Sensory Ball
-Sensory Ball Pk20 Assorted
-Large Light Ball Set
-Constellation Ball
-Hoberman Sphere Ball
-Battat Shapes and Balls Set

Glow In The Dark Sensory Buddy Set
This Glow in the Dark sensory set is great for creating a fun and an out of 
this world glowing atmosphere. Perfect for use in sensory rooms, dark dens 
and dark areas in the home or in school.
Set includes:
-Glow Push Pop Fidget
-Glow in the Dark Sensory Ball
-Tellatale Wooden Head Finger Puppet Skeleton glow in the dark
-Star Ball Glow in Dark
-Glow Creations Glow-in-the-Dark Pens - Perfect for craft activities
-Cosmic Glow Moon & Stars - Plastic Sticky Child Sensory Toy
-Great Explorations 3D Planets - in a Tube
-Glow Sketch Interactive Glow in the Dark Pillow Case: Noughts
-Glow Gloves
-Glow Stretchy Spaghetti - Tactile, Sensory Toy

Items and colours may vary
Product code: LSGDSS3
£54.99  ex VAT
£65.99  inc VAT

The Dark Den
The Dark Den is a portable and easy to put up, ready-made sensory 
environment. It’s perfect for children who need either stimulation 
via glowing objects or a distraction free environment. This can be 
used anywhere at home or in the classroom as it folds away into a 
handy storage bag. Use The Dark Den with UV Fibre Optics or our 
Sensory Glow In The Dark Buddy Set to create an ever changing 
environment for your child.

Dimensions: 1m x 1m x 1m

Product code: LSEY00254

£74.99 ex VAT
£89.99 inc VAT

The Giant Dark Den
This versatile giant version of our Dark Den is able to fit a group of children 
or accommodate those who need a little more space. It’s ideal as a 
semipermanent sensory room, and is large enough to accommodate 
Bubble Tubes, Fibre Optics and other items that may not fit into the original 
Dark Den. With a thick cover to keep light out, large door panel and easy to 
pack away, it’s great for those settings short on space. Also great for using 
without the cover as a giant den frame.

Height 180cm, Base 120cm x 120cm

Product code: LSEY01100

£116.65 ex VAT
£139.99 inc VAT

White Sensory Projector Tent
This large white sensory projector tent is ideal for projected 
images – it allows users to get close to or touch the colour and 
movement. Sit in the tent to enjoy the magical light show when 
using with a projector (available separately).

Weight: Approx: 200 g.

105cm (H) x 100cm (W) x 116cm (D)

Product code: LSSWPUT

£29.16 ex VAT
£34.99 inc VAT

Myspace Sensory Pop Up Dark Den
Pop up or take away in seconds with this amazing blackout den design.  
Kids love this den as it creates a nice safe space den to have some quiet 
time and explore away from everything else. Teachers and parents love 
it for its convenient portable ability to use where and when you need it. 
Comes also with handy storage bag.
 
Unique design and safety touches we have added are 
Hole feature at the back to allow access for plugs. It has a flap to ensure 
blackout. Latches and hinges on the side are covered by a sleeve cord 
Extra safety with a knotted cord at top (no loop) It also is CE marked. 
(please note similar models on market dont have these added features 
and are not ce marked)
 
150cm x 150cm. So perfect in a classroom or home.

Product code: LSMYDEN

£74.99 ex VAT
£89.99 inc VAT

Non Light UpNon Light Up
Dark DensVisual Sets

EXCLUSIVE

Items and colours may vary
Product code: LSDSBBS
£116.66  ex VAT
£139.99 inc VAT
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Pop Up Sensory Space
A calming and safe sensory space for children to relax, unwind or explore. This lightweight pop-up 
area can be used anywhere, takes seconds to erect and quickly folds down. Perfect as a relaxing 
quiet or calm zone away from noise and distractions for children to chill out. Alternatively use with 
lighted objects and UV equipment for sensory exploration.
Sensory equipment inside den not included.
142cm (H) x 142cm (W) x 142cm (D)

Product code: LSTTSSD10015
£99.99  ex VAT
£119.99  inc VAT

Large Sensory Blackout Hexaden
The Large Sensory Blackout Hexaden is a great place to seek calm and relaxation. Create a visual 
sensory experience by using lights and UV items. It is very simple to install, light and safe. It is dark 
inside even in the daylight, but don’t worry there are windows to let the light in if needed or just to 
peek outside. Great for home or school use and comes with its own portable bag! 
139cm (H) x 100cm (W) x 121cm (D).

Product code: BA0113
£129.16ex VAT
£154.99 inc VAT

Double-sided Multi-Sensory Den 1.2m x 1.2m
Lightweight Folding Double-sided Multi-Sensory Den 1.2m x 1.2m
“ a superb resource for SEN activities as well as for role play “
-Black one side, white the other
 -For multi-sensory activities
- Velcro receptive
- Folds flat for storage

Product code: BA0107
£299.99 ex VAT
£359.99 inc VAT

The Sensory Bed Den - Single or Double
Helps to reduce stimuli to become a great calming, sanctuary den.
Designed to block all light, once the zips are sealed it will be completely pitched black even if it 
was in a bright room. Zip or mesh sides  offer ventilation. Bed & Bed Frame Not Included
Double Pod size fits 3/4 double mattress’ & Single Pod size fits small or large single mattress’

Product code: LSSNUGSG Single
£116.66 ex VAT
£139.99 inc VAT

Softplay Hideaway Den
A cosy intimate space for hiding away with your favourite toy. Constructed from soft foam with inner 
reinforced ribs and a white nylon cover inside and out, the Softplay Hideaway makes an ideal space 
for sensory work. It comes flat packed and fixes easily together with Velcro tabs. A 75mm floor mat 
is included and the roof is made from breathable fabric with a blackout flap.
Size: H1500mm x L1400mm x W1400mm

Product code: LS75373
£541.66ex VAT
£650.00 inc VAT

Product code: LSSNUGDB Double
£124.99 ex VAT
£149.99 inc VAT

UV Rainbow Ripple Woven Mat
UV Rainbow Ripple Mat is a tough, durable multi-coloured play mat which 
produces an amazingly bright glowing effect when used with a UV light. 
Woven from stretchy PVC, the mat stimulates the visual senses whilst 
also providing a great tactile experience. Bound edges ensure a smooth, 
safe finish. The PVC used in this product is phthalate free. 

1000mmx1000mm

Product code: BA0101

£224.99 ex VAT
£269.99 inc VAT

Large Liquid Filled Sensory Floor Tile 
- Pack of 6
A wonderful visual and tactile experience that really will encourage 
you to move around and explore the surfaces. Ideal for use 
in sensory rooms or environments, the bright colours and 
ever changing shapes encourage visual stimulation as well as 
movement and touch.

Measures approx 50cm x 50cm each

Product code: LSSFT6

£183.33 ex VAT
£219.99 inc VAT

Floors & Walls

Bright Sparks Softplay Flashy Floor
An amazing Softplay floor that lights up in a myriad of bright colours when
anyone walks, runs or jumps on it. Highly effective in encouraging
movement and motor development. The Bright Sparks Softplay Flashy Floor 
is constructed from high density foam covered in wipe clean reinforced nylon. 
The tough and hard wearing lights are encased in a high density plastic tubing.
Please note that the floor uses special elements made exclusively for our
Deluxe Sensory Range  that will require replacement periodically.

We expect a two year life expectancy for these elements and a complete
a replacement set is available separately.

Product code: SPK84108

£333.33 ex VAT
£399.99 inc VAT

Tactile Walls  
& Floors

Non Light Up
Dark Dens
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Crocodile Activity Wall Panel Toy

Total length 1745mm. Section lengths: head 360mm, front legs 347mm. middle 
347mm, hind legs 347mm, tail 344mm. 12m+

Product code: LS76023

£166.66 ex VAT
£199.99 inc VAT

Aeroplane Activity Wall Panel Toy

Activity wall made in five pieces, each with a different set of manipulative 
activities to encourage hand-eye coordination and fine motor skills including: 
a clock with moving hands, wire bead maze, magnetic pens, shape maze and 
interlocking gears. The aeroplane comes fully assembled with fixing holes and 
attachment screws for easy fitting to a wall.
Size: 1800 x 600 x 50mm. 12m+

Product code: LSCN76083

£166.66 ex VAT
£199.99 inc VAT

Animal Activity Wall Panel Toy Set of 3

Panels are styled as a brown horse with wire beads and moving gears, a yellow 
giraffe with fruit puzzle blocks to mix and complete, and a black and white zebra 
with colourful shapes to identify and match.

Size of each panel: 360 x 550 x 35mm. 12m+

Product code: LSCN76089

£124.99 ex VAT
£149.99 inc VAT

Bear Activity Wall Panel Toy

Size: 910 x 320mm. 12months+

Product code: LS76029

£83.33 ex VAT
£99.99 inc VAT

Hippo Activity Wall Panel Toy

Size: 910 x 320mm. 12months+

Product code: LS76027

£83.33 ex VAT
£99.99 inc VAT

Activity Wall Panel Toy
Visually stunning and providing a range of interesting manipulative activities for a single child, or group of children playing and exploring 
together. They are excellent for the development of hand-eye coordination, finger control and fine motor skills. Also providing problem solving 
challenges appropriate to young children whilst engaging children in conversations about what they are doing. Includes fixing screws.

Floors & Walls
Tactile Walls  

& Floors

Giant Padded Flip Sequin Board 
(GREY FRAME) 840mm sq

Flip the silver sequins to make a picture or pattern from the 
rainbow!
Flip them back and start all over again!

Midnight Rainbow Giant Padded Flip Sequin Board

Sequins are silver top with reverse Rainbow print.

840mm square – our largest flip sequin board.

Product code: L1050W

£99.99 ex VAT
£119.99 inc VAT

Floors & Walls
Soft Padding

Acoustic Tactile Wall Panel
The panel has many acoustic as well as visual and tactile experiences:

-Beat the wooden chimes 
-Ring the fluorescent mirror bells
-Bang on the tambourine
-Turn the mirror rattle disc
-Drop the coloured shaped blocks through the sort and shapes holes to 
hear and see them clatter through the pegs to the trough below
-See funny faces in the mirror disc
The interaction is endless.

Size - 1200mmW x 200mmD x 1500mmH. Surcharge to N. Ireland may 
apply. We will endeavour to get the cheapest price.

Product code: SPK23122

£1199.99 ex VAT
£1439.99 inc VAT

Lumiglo Screen and LED Torch
The Lumiglo Screen glows brightly when exposed to light. Using 
your hand as a mask, shine the LED Torch onto the screen and 
then remove your hand to see the outline lingering on the glowing 
screen. Write, draw and make patterns on the screen using the 
LED Torch.

The Lumiglo Screen comes complete with LED Torch and wall 
mounting brackets.

Size: H1000mm x W600 mm.

Product code: SPK34119

£233.33 ex VAT
£279.99 inc VAT

Floors & Walls Tactile Walls  
& Floors

bulk delivery 
charge 

included
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Floors & Walls
Mirrors

Giant Sensory Mirror
Large Sensory Mirror -For indoor or outdoor use: may be used flat on 
the floor for supervised sensory sessions.

Impact resistant, drop-proof, sensory mirror with waves & bubbles 
for multiple image bending fun-filled reflections. Best mounted on 
the wall but can be used flat on the floor (do not bend) with teacher/
therapist/adult supervision.

Product Code: LSM3003W

£83.33 ex VAT
£99.99 inc VAT

Giant 9 Dome Sensory Bubble Mirror
800mm square… this is the original iconic moulded “bubbles” 
mirror for the school or home environment. 9 fascinating convex 
bubbles scatter light and reflections.

Product Code: LSM3011

£88.33 ex VAT
£105.99 inc VAT

Soft Frame 9 Bubble Mirror
 Very popular “9 bubbles” mirror with a large 850mm square padded frame. A 
myriad of images multiply with this wonderful moulded plastic safety mirror. Set 
in a colourful soft foam filled frame, the mirror is from a really durable, hammer 
tough, shatter resistant, safety plastic. The frame, made from phthalate free,  
fire retardant materials, wipes clean. With wooden back.

If using in the baby room, mount at ground level. The soft frame is made of safety 
padding and not designed as an aid to help babies pull themselves up to standing. 
Mounting plates are provided but the wall fixings are not. Use mounted on a wall. 
Indoor use only

Soft frame mirrors are available in all the following colours:

Soft Frame 9 Bubble Mirror 
Black/White -M3012BW  
Green - M3012GR  
Blue - M3012BL   
Multicolour - M3012MC  
Brown/Cream - M3012BC  
White - M3012WH   

£129.16 ex VAT   £79.16ex VAT
£154.99 inc VAT   £94.99 inc VAT

Soft Frame Flat Mirror
Black/White - M3020BW 
Green - M302GR 
Blue - M3020BL 
Multicolour - M3020MC 
Brown/Cream - M3020BT 
White - M3020WH

Soft Mirror Shapes (3 Pack)
Set of three 600mm shaped mirrors. For use at home on the wall or floor, 
these flexible mirrors are padded with 25mm thick foam and framed with 
durable, wipe clean PVC.

Mirror EN71, non-shatter, non-splinter safety plastic. All materials are fire 
retardant.

Product code: PRM3101

£92.49 ex VAT
£110.99 inc VAT

Plain Semi Circle Mat with Rectangular 
Mirror Set
The semi circle mat and mirror set is perfect for tummy times and 
comprises of a large wall mirror, paired with a wipe clean mat

Age 0-2 years

Contains:
1 x Large Rectangle Wall Mirror 1.150m x 0.550m; 1 x 1.2m x 25mm 
thick semi circle mat. Choose from Blue, Green, Red, White and 
Yellow.

Please state colour when ordering

Product code: PRM3051

£99.99 ex VAT
£119.99 inc VAT

Floors & Walls
Mirrors

Jungle Mirror Set
Set of 4 lightweight plastic safety mirrors with decorative stickers. 
with self-adhesive pads for wall mounting (indoors). No mountings 
for outdoor use supplied. Decorative stickers for indoor use. Each 
mirror approx 500mm X 500mm. For indoor or outdoor use

Product code: PRM2001

£79.16 ex VAT
£94.99 inc VAT
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Floors & Walls

Triple Mirror Soft Play Set
Four soft foam filled panels with velcro style hook and loop fastener sewn in 
connect for all the fun of the Hall of Mirrors at the fair! Mirrors remove (adult 
recommended) to enable use as soft play. Stand up against a wall or use flat 
on the floor. Stacks for storage.

Available in multi-colour, brown/white and black  and white (natural colours).

Age: 0 - 4yrs

Comprises (with sizes): Size: 4 x 600mm square panels: large removable/
replaceable mirrors in their own sealed wipe clean pocket. Arch (where 
supplied) attaches into elasticated pouches (concave piece only).

Product code: LSN1304

£199.99 ex VAT
£239.99 inc VAT

Playsofty Caterpillar Mirror Bumps
A caterpillar with mirror sides to climb and ride on. Folds to make a 
butterfly. Colour options: Multi-colour, Black/white, Natural

Age: 0 - 3yrs

Comprises (with sizes): Size: 400mm(w) x 1600mm(l) (open) x 
300mm(h) highest bump, 200mm(h) lowest bump. 2 large mirrors 
feature on one side only are removable/replaceable.

Available in multi-colour, brown/white and black  and white (natural 
colours).

Product code: LST1300

£124.99 ex VAT
£149.99 inc VAT

Playsofty Mini Mirror Bug - Develop self 
awareness
For Babies Only (I.E. Pre-Walkers), the Playsofty Mini Mirror Bug helps with:
-Developing self-awareness
-Early communication skills,
-Physical development

Available in multi-colour, brown/white and black  and white (natural 
colours).

Made From Durable Pvc Size: Each Conjoined Block 200 X 200 X 200mm

8 Plastic Safety Mirrors Encased In Soft Safe Fabric And Foam. En71 Safe. 
Bs 7176 Contract Furnishing (Low Hazard) Cigarette And Match.

Product code: LSLTN1301

£74.99 ex VAT
£89.99 inc VAT

Floors & Walls

Plastic Rectangular Safety Mirror Pack of 2
2 x 1100mm x 550mm plastic mirror. Supplied with double-sided adhesive pads. Additional wall 
fixings may be required, e.g. No More Nails adhesive

Mount horizontal or vertical. Clean only with domestic furniture polish or damp cloth, never with 
abrasive cleaner which will damage the mirror. 

Caution: direct sunlight reflected in mirrors can cause a dazzle hazard or an ignition source 
always perform a risk assessment when selecting a location for a mirror indoors or out. Mount at 
a height above floor appropriate to the height and age of the group using the mirror.

Product code: LSM1003

£94.99 ex VAT
£113.99 inc VAT

Acrylic Mirror Woodback 1200 x 900mm x 2
Acrylic Mirrors can be used in a corner to create the impression of multiple bubble tubes. They 
are 5 mm deep  and screw to the walls with the supplied screws. They are considerably safer than 
using glass mirrors but optically not quite as sharp. They are mdf backed to prevent bubbling.

Size 1200 x 900 mm x 2

Product code: 50503P

£349.99 ex VAT
£399.99 inc VAT

Corner High Cloud Acrylic Mirrors with Plywood back
Safe acrylic mirrors with rounded edges and plywood back  Looks great with a plinth and bubble 
tube. They arrive with protective film that requires removing after mirrors have been fixed to the 
wall. These mirrors are not suitable for any wet areas or for outdoor use.

High Cloud Comes in 2 pieces - 1800 mm H x 900 W  x 2 (1800 mm  W Overall)

Product code: 50540P

£349.99 ex VAT
£399.99 inc VAT

Floors & Walls
Mirrors

Mirrors
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F
(TALLF)

G
(TALLG)

H
(TALLH)

Plinths A-E
Comes with 15cm bubble tube hole as standard
(100cmL x 100cmW x 40cmH)
£349.99 ex VAT each £419.99 inc VAT  

A
(PLINTHA)

Please note: Each plinth can have a fiberoptic hole for no additonal charge

Tall padding F,G,H  
( 130cmL x 100cmW x 9cmH)
£249.99 ex VAT £299.99 inc VAT each 

Short padding I, J, K  
(100cmL x 100cmW x 9cmH)
£166.66 ex VAT each  £199.99 inc  VAT  

Product Code: CORNER1
Comes with L & D (Mirrors sold separately)

£695.83 ex VAT
£834.99 inc VAT

Product Code: CORNER2
Comes with B, E, K, L & I (Mirrors sold separately)
£1379.16 ex VAT
£1654.99 inc VAT

B
(PLINTHB)

C
(PLINTHC)

C1
(PLINTHC1)

D
(PLINTHD)

D1
(PLINTHD1)

E
(PLINTHE)

E1
(PLINTHE1)

I
(SHORTI)

J
(SHORTJ)

I
(SHORTI)

K
(SHORTK)

Build as you go your 
softplay plinth area

Curved floor L  
£349.99 ex VAT  £419.99 inc VAT  for pair 

L
(CURVEL)

Build as you go your 
softplay plinth area

Inspiration

Available 
in Blue

Contact us to discuss 
other colours

See bubble 
tubes on 

pages 17-25

Images for illustration purposes only. Images for illustration purposes only.
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Extra Large Bean Bag For Bubble Tube
Extra large slab style bean bag designed to fit around existing bubble tube or fibre optic 
installation. Features adjustable strap and opening to fit around sensory equipment 
which the bean bag will adapt to suit. Designed specifically so the gap is offset to one 
side, enabling wheelchair users to sit up close to the sensory equipment as well as 
those sat on the bean bag itself. 

White on one side and blue on the other. 
We strongly recommend using a bracket to support your bubble tube with this cushion.
Adjustable opening for use with sensory equipment 
(*bubble tube not included)
Our Bean bag is 1.4m x 100cm wide x 25cm high. 
This will fit 10cm & 15cm tube due to the larger tab

Product code: LSEDBB1

Bubble Tube 
Not Included

Floors & Walls

Waterbed  
(Waterbed only plinth available separately)
A waterbed mattress which heats and moulds itself to the shape of 
your body. Provides unrestricted support and tactile experience after 
movement. Image shows waterbed and plinth for demonstration 
purposes.

Please state your chosen colour upon ordering. 

Single size
H200mm x L2440mm x 

W1220mm.

Product code: SPK70201  
£941.66 ex VAT
£1129.99 inc VAT

Double size
H200mm x L2440mm x 
W1470mm. 

Product code: SPK70202  
£1083.33 ex VAT
£1299.99 inc VAT

Waterbed Plinth 
(Waterbed plinth only add waterbed separately)
Place the Waterbed on a Waterbed Plinth to raise it to a seat height 
of 400mm. The Plinth also allows easy mobile hoist access for lifting a 
person on or off the Waterbed. Image shows waterbed and plinth for 
demonstration purposes. 

Please state your chosen colour upon ordering. 

Single 1220mm x 
2440mm 
H200mm x L2440mm x 
W1220mm. 

Product code: SPK70203        
£441.66 ex VAT
£529.99 inc VAT

Double 1470mm x 
2440mm 
H200mm x L2440mm x 
W1470mm. 

Product code: SPK70204        
£524.99 ex VAT
£629.99 inc VAT

Folding Rainbow Mat
Folding Rainbow Mat  (Extendable) Fold in half for storage, and can 
be extended to any length with additional mats which attach with 
hook and loop fastener (Provided). Fitted with carry handle. Not 
suitable for use as crash mats 

Size: 1.2m X 1.2m X 40m

Product code: PRT1424

£99.99 ex VAT
£119.99 inc VAT

Single Square Mat (with colour options)
Floor or Wall Square Padding 1.2m (with colour options)
4cm thick, durable, wipe clean fabric.  Will
mount on the wall as padding. Remove shoes before play. Not
designed as gymnastic crash mats, but for use in schools and
nurseries in supervised play. 
Size: 1.2m x 1.2m square x 40mm thick.
Addition of a design is charged extra.
Product codes: 
PRH5034BL - Blue
PRH5034RD - Red
PRH5034OE - Yellow
PRH5034GR - Green

£99.99 ex VAT
£119.99 inc VAT

Essentials Indoor/Outdoor Folding Floor Mat
Foldable foam filled mats featuring print design. Use flat or transform into a
corner segment for individuals. Suitable from birth. Supervision required.
The dimensions are 124cm diameter and 3cm high.
Galaxy- Product code: LSED1FOLDMATGAL
Beige- Product code: LSED1FOLDMAT070BG
Blue- Product code: LSED1FOLDMAT070BL

£133.33 ex VAT
£159.99 inc VAT

Gymnastics Folding Mat 200 x 100 x 8 cm
The robust surface of the mat consists of a high-quality skin-friendly synthetic leather and 
is non-slip, washable and saliva-resistant. The lining consists of a high-quality foam with 
increased density. The use of this foam gives the mat softness and at the same time the 
necessary protection when falling.
high-quality gymnastics mat with a cover made of gymnastics mat material
well suited for children and adults for gymnastics
ideal for risk-free gymnastics in the nursery
for a harmonious development of children and adults
Colours and product codes:
Blue/Yellow  LSMAT2001008BY
Red/Yellow LSMAT2001008RY
Yellow/Blue LSMAT2001008YB

£199.99 ex VAT
£239.99 inc VAT

 See more 
galaxy themed 

softplay on 
page 78

Floors & Walls
Soft PaddingPlinths &  

Padding

£191.66 ex VAT
£229.99 inc VAT

Vibroacoustic Water Bed Single Including Sound System
A Softplay Water Bed with built-in vibro-acoustic speakers which relax and calm. Let the deep sound resonance work through the water and into 
body to help relax.
Supplied in 2 parts bed and speaker seat amplifier. The amplifier unit has an inbuilt speaker with a separate volume to allow the carer to adjust the 
room volume as well as the volume to the vibro speaker. The amplifier has a blue tooth option so you can hook up to your phone or tablet. Please 
note if you are not using bluetooth you can connect to any other sound source the using the supplied 3.5 mm jack lead.
Combined size: H400mm x W2440mm x D1220mm.

Product code: 34145M  
£1774.99 ex VAT
£2129.99 in VAT

bulk delivery 
charge 

included

bulk delivery 
charge 

included

bulk delivery 
charge 

included

bulk delivery 
charge 

included

bulk delivery 
charge 

included
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Sofamat
A comfy Softplay sofa formed from a trio of connected chunky 
pads which makes a compact addition to any sensory or Softplay 
room. The bifold design enables the sofa to be quickly and easily 
transformed into a bouncy three-storey bench, platform or 
a large floor mat, by either folding up or folding out the three 
sections. Made from dense foam and covered in easy-to-clean, 
flame retardant, nylon reinforced vinyl, the Softplay SofaMat is 
available in the full range of colour options - please state colour 
when ordering.

Bench size: H600mm x 
W1200mm x D400mm.

Floor mat size: H200mm x 
W1200mm x D1200mm.

Product code: 70161

£333.33 ex VAT
£399.99 inc VAT

Floors & Walls
Soft Padding

Bouncy Hop Mattress
This bouncing and jumping mattress is great not only  
great for releasing excess energy but great for relaxing too!

• Blue / red, Stable and high-quality bouncy mattress
• For jumping , sitting, resting, reading ...
• Strengthens balance, muscles, bones
• Playfully trains motor skills
• Ökotex 100 fabric washable at 40 °
• Pollutant-free and washable side parts
•Stable steel springs inside and non-slip gymnastics 
  mat material on the underside for stability.

please state  
colour upon  

ordering

Sensory Touch Tags Bean Bag Floor Cushion
This giant bean bag and floor cushion has a massive and comfortable surface to sit 
on, along with integrated Sensory Touch Tags fastened around the edge. Designed 
specifically to calm children who are inclined to fidget, the touch tags provide an 
outlet for fidgeting in a controlled way that doesn’t disturb the class or lesson.

Allows children to explore different textures and receive the sensory input they crave 
without being disruptive

This bean bag is direct filled with no inner liner. The reason for this is an inner liner can 
restrict the movement of the beans and effect the overall comfort of the product

L 125cm x W 100cm

Product code: ED1TAGOD013

£95.83 ex VAT
£114.99 inc VAT

Floors & Walls

Firefly Go To Seat 
Go To is a postural support seat that lets children participate in all those moments that make life special. 
The lightweight, portable seating solution for children needing additional postural support and stability. 
Families worldwide use their Go To seats on shopping carts, swings, dining chairs. A Go To makes your 
daily tasks easier and keeps your little one involved. And now this popular support seat has dozens of 
upgrades as requested by parents and therapists. It is available either with standard or advanced head 
rest, depending on the amount of head support needed. 
Comes with floor sitter.
Please specify colour when ordering Colours: Blue/Navy, Purple/Pink, Red Vinyl.

Size 1 Red Vinyl 
£375.00 ex VAT
£450.00 inc VAT

Size 1 
£315.00 ex VAT
£378.00 inc VAT

Size 2 Red Vinyl 
£415.00 ex VAT
£498.00 inc VAT

Size 2
£355.00 ex VAT
£426.00 inc VAT

Standard Headrest: Size 1 code: LSFFGTS1S  
Size 2 code: LSFFGTS2S

Sensory Touch Tags Support Seat
Designed as a supportive seat for one, fringed with six different textured 
tags, that can be used throughout early years and key stage 1 and 2.
In early years environments, use this seat as a safe and supportive space for 
infants or as a comfortable seat for circle time with toddlers.
In key stages 1 and 2, use the Sensory Touch Tags Support Seat as a 
comfortable back rest when reading or neck rest when lying back with a book.
Featuring six different coloured fabric tags to explore through touch.
Size: H25 x W70 x D50cm

£54.15 ex VAT
£64.99 inc VAT

Product code: ED1TAGSUPS

Size 1 Red Vinyl 
£395.00 ex VAT
£474.00 inc VAT

Size 1 
£335.00 ex VAT
£402.00 inc VAT

Size 2 Red Vinyl 
£435.00 ex VAT
£522.00 inc VAT

Size 2
£375.00 ex VAT
£450.00 inc VAT

Advanced Headrest: Size 1 code: LSFFGTS1A   
Size 2 code: LSFFGTS2A

See more 
mobility aids 

online

Beanbags  
& Seating

For 
Trampolines 
see page 96

130x90x25cm• loadable up to70 kg Colour options: 

BMLBB blue/ice blue : TRA99154

Jeans blue/red : TRA99153 

Grey/pink: TRA99155

£308.33 ex VAT
£369.99 inc VAT

EXCLUSIVE
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White UV Reactive Bean Bag*
Designed specifically for a sensory area using UV lighting.

The neutral white fabric helps to create a relaxing environment to provide 
a lifting or calming sensation. This also allows lights and other visual 
stimulation to take centre stage. When used in UV rooms, the white fabric 
also reflects UV light – making it a stand out feature. Sponge wipe clean and 
leave to dry naturally.

W 65cm x H 75cm

Product code: ED1HEXOD006

£74.99 ex VAT
£89.99 inc VAT

Galaxy Print Childrens Bean Bag 
- UV Reactive
Let natural curiosity lead exploration of light, sound and movement as 
children develop mentally and socially through sensory exploration. 
Features high definition Galaxy themed print which glows under UV lighting 
which, is ideal for creating a learning areas based on outer-space.

Reduces stress by providing a less formal environment

Water resistant fabric

Also take the seating outside to learn outside and make the most of the 
whole school environment

Size H70cm x W62cm x D62cm

Product code: LSED1KPOGALAXY

£83.33 ex VAT
£99.99 inc VAT

Star Print and Galaxy Childrens Bean Bag 
Floor Cushion -UV Reactive
Giant bean bag floor cushion with beautiful galaxy star print design. 

Designed specifically for use in sensory environments where the contrast 
of the white stars will aid visual stimulation, whilst also reflecting a UV light. 
Suitable as a cross-curriculum learning aid to fit with common themes of night 
and day, the galaxy and space exploration. The enveloping nature of the bean 
bag gives comfort and reassurance by providing proprioceptive pressure.
Waterproof wipe clean fabric.
Giant size big enough for two!
L125cm x W 100cm

Star Print: Product code: ED1KBGSTARS
Galaxy Print: Product code: LSED1KBGGALAXY

£99.99 ex VAT
£119.99 inc VAT

Floors & Walls Beanbags  
& Seating

Fatboy® Junior - Beanbag for kids
The iconic beanbag with children in mind. Snuggly and kid proof.
• Uniquely designed with children in mind.
• High-quality fabric and filling for long-lasting use.
• The Junior Beanbag is designed for indoor use.
• The Junior Beanbag is made of Nylon.
• Water- and dirt repellent.
• You can find the batch number of the original in the  

cover behind the zipper, on a white label near the zipper.

Product code: LS100883
LS100883 Red
LS100843 Blue 
LS100878 Grey

£141.66 ex VAT
£169.99 inc VAT

Fatboy® Original Beanbag
The one and only nylon beanbag filled with tiny balls that wrap themselves 
around your body, in whatever position you sit or lounge. Water- and 
dirt-resistant. Matches perfectly with the metal rocking frame Rock ‘n Roll 
available separately see pg 80.

101300  Blue

101309 Grey

101318 Red

Product code: LS101318

£183.33 ex VAT
£219.99 inc VAT

Floors & Walls Beanbags  
& Seating
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Therapy Rocker
Fully supporting with raised sides. Experience 
complete relaxation and security.

Size: W850mm x D1500mm x H1000mm

Product code: LS76769

£808.33 ex VAT
£969.99 inc VAT

Rock n Roll Rocking Chair
The Fatboy Rock ‘n Roll turns the Original or Buggle up into a modern rocking chair. It features 
a modular frame and 8 sturdy straps, on which you can simply place your Original. There it is, a 
gigantic black rocking chair! One that is suitable for both indoors and outdoors, and is made of 
water-repellent material. This metal is galvanized and powder coated for extra durability. The 
Rock ‘n Roll also has an anti-slip coating and can be secured thanks to the included rock blockers. 
Rocker only beanbag available separately.

Product code: LS103161

£249.99  ex VAT 
£299.99 inc VAT

Bouncing Chairs
The perpetual motion of the bouncing chair provides vestibular and proprioceptive input 
for children with a range of sensory processing disorders. When the child moves, the chair 
moves and kinetic energy keeps it moving until it gradually slows down and then stops, 
requiring the child to move again in order to continue bouncing.

The size you’ll need will depend on the weight and height of the child – the following is 
provided as a guideline only as the head is the heaviest part of the body and has most 
leverage in the chair.

Three sizes available:

Light (8BOCHL) in Light Blue for children weighing 16-20kg; age recommendation up to 
6yrs; height from seat to top of frame 53cms; width 50cms; depth of seat 16cms.

Standard (8BOCH) in Dark blue for children weighing 20-25kg; age recommendation up to 
6ys; height from seat to top of frame 63cms; width 50cms; depth of seat 21cms.

Bigger (8BOCHX) in Red for children weighing between 25 and 30kg; age recommendation 
up to 9 yrs; height from seat to top of frame 80cms; width 50cms; depth of seat 27cms.

BEANBAG 
NOT 

INCLUDED

Carousel
The seat is placed at a slight angle to allow the child to propel the 
Carousel by shifting their centre of gravity. It is also possible for 
younger children to use their feet to set the seat in motion. Seat has 
a thick edge for children to get a firm grip and hold tight when the 
carousel is moving. Develops muscle integration as well as strength. 

Dimensions: H250 x Dia 560mm
Suitable for children aged 3- 10 years.

Product code: PE2167

£141.65 ex VAT
£169.99 inc VAT

Movement and Body 
Awareness

Movement and Body 
Awareness

SpinRock

Whizzy Dizzy
Hours and hours of entertaining for ages 3 and up, this is a toy that will 
be popular for generations to come. Not only will it improve a child’s hand 
and eye co-ordination, it’s great for developing gross motor skills. Healthy 
exercise and good fun rolled into one! 

21-1/2” diam. x 12”H

Product code: LS75090

£99.99 ex VAT
£119.99 inc VAT

Spinner - Sit And Spin - Develop balance 
and proprioceptive skills
This brightly coloured spinner will help your little one to develop their 
balance and provide hours of fun as they spin around the house or slide 
through the snow, holding tightly to the handles on either side.

Alternative colours may be given.

Suitable Age: 12 Months +

Product code: BJGW63122

£16.66 ex VAT
£19.99 inc VAT

Top, Sit and Spin
The Top is suitable for 1 or 2 children. Lots of uses: use it to rock 
from side to side, spin it, build a den etc. Small children can even 
use it as a boat in the pool (only under adult supervision). 

Develops children’s physical coordination while they play. Made of 
strong plastic for both indoor and outdoor play. Very suitable for 
basic physical coordination training with disabled people.

Product code: PE2101

£54.16 ex VAT
£64.99 inc VAT

See Swurl 
Spinner  

Page 104

Bigger:
Product code: TFH8BOCHBG
£202.49 ex VAT 
£242.99 inc VAT

Standard:
Product code: TFH8BOCHST
£169.16 ex VAT 
£202.99 inc VAT

Light:
Product code: TFH8BOCHLT
£169.16 ex VAT 
£202.99 inc VAT

bulk delivery 
charge 

included
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Spooner Board
Great boards for balancing, rocking, twisting, walking, and spinning. Although both Spooner models are suitable for all ages, we 
recommend the Freestyle for kids under 4ft tall (around 3-8 years). This board is slightly shorter and lighter than the Pro making it more 
manageable for smaller riders.

Teeter Popper
A unique instrument for play... how it’s used is up to the kids!
Whether they rock it, roll it, pin, wiggle, sit in it or stand... kids want to move with Teeter Popper! 
“POP-POP-POP... POP-POP-POP!” Senses go for a ride every time they play.
Dimensions (inches): 28 L x 11.5 W x 7.5 D
Weight limit: Approximately 110 lbs

Product code: LSFBFA0952
LSF0951ML Teeter Popper Blue
LSF0953ML Teeter Popper Pink
LSF0952ML Teeter Popper Green

£24.99 ex VAT
£29.99 inc VAT

Freestyle Board Blue:
Dimensions: 22.5” x 11.25” 2.5 lbs 
Weight limit – 500lbs 
Preferred under 4ft. tall 
Product code: SPOONFRBLU

Spooner Board - PRO Board Red:
Dimensions: 25.5”x11.25” 3 lbs 
Weight limit – 500 lbs 
Preferred under 4ft. tall 

Product code: SPOONPRRED

£41.65 ex VAT 
£49.99 inc VAT

Movement and Body 
Awareness Balance

Rock Around
Sit in it and rock it from side to side, or spin around. Use indoors 
or outdoors. H:140mm - D:760mm 18 months - 5 years 

Product code: PE2104

£49.99 ex VAT
£59.99 inc VAT

Balancing Board
Balance and patience will be perfected with this item. The 3 
colourful wooden balls should be rolled through the labyrinth 
using feet and legs.

Product code: LS1572

£24.99 ex VAT
£29.99 inc VAT

Round Seesaw
The Round Seesaw amuses and excites children as it can move in all directions. 
One or two children can fit comfortably on it within the age range of 3-5 years old. 
The robust handles are covered with soft foam. 
Size: D: 76cm, H: 60cm.

Product code: PE2106

£133.33 ex VAT
£159.99 inc VAT

Balancing Board Wood Hemisphere
These balancing boards are very suitable for balancing exercises and retraining 
of both children and adults. Ideal for young children as the balancing boards are 
completely smooth all the way round. 35cm. (Reverse image shown above only one 
provided)

Product code: PE2110

£33.33 ex VAT
£39.99 inc VAT

Movement and Body 
Awareness Balance

£37.493 ex VAT 
£44.99 inc VAT
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Air Boards
A unique balancing board with a hard surface on a soft inflatable base – ideal for exercising motor control and strengthening muscles in the ankle, 
legs and upper body. The hard surface offers a grip for the feet whilst the soft base ensures smooth and gentle movements. The Gonge Air Board 
can be made more or less challenging by simply adjusting the air pressure. Suitable for play and rehabilitation at all ages. Maximum load 100kg.

Air Board 
H120 x W390mm

Product code: LS2179

£47.49 ex VAT
£56.99 inc VAT

Product code: LS2268
£124.99 ex VAT
£149.99 inc VAT

Large 2269 Dia 590 x W290mm

Product code: LS2269
£141.66 ex VAT
£169.99 inc VAT

Giant Air Board 
Dia 580 x H170mm

Product code: LS2185

£98.33 ex VAT
£117.99 inc VAT

Giant Airboard & Air Boards Set
The Giant AirboardDia 580 x H170mm  Red, Green 
and Yellow Air board Dia 390 x H120mm 

Product code: 2185SET

£191.65 ex VAT
£229.99 inc VAT

The Body Wheel Small or Large
Change The Body Wheel Small or Large The Body Wheel is an exciting new physical activity designed to challenge 
children of all ages. Even small children can set the wheel in motion, providing an excellent exercise to practise body 
agility, strength and balance. Multiple Body Wheels can also be stacked to form a tower, with the large hole in the middle 
allowing children to play inside or crawl through. Maximum load 100kg. The Body Wheel has a soft synthetic rubber rim 
to protect children.

Small Dia 460 x W300mm  

Movement and Body 
Awareness Balance

Movement and Body 
Awareness BalanceStep-A-Logs Pk6 - 

Help develop balance and proprioceptive skills
This set of 6 logs provide an excellent gross motor activity where balance and direction are developed. 
Gaining confidence and a sense of achievement result from improved coordination, balance 
and correct movement. Each log has a ribbed top platform to help prevent slipping. The logs are 
connected with rope, which may be adjusted to different lengths for different combinations and 
degrees of difficulty. Specification: Size:100 x 500 x 100mm

Product Code: CN72227

£66.66 ex VAT
£79.99 inc VAT

Sensory Walk and Hop Pathway
Exclusive Design by Learning SPACE
What greater way to make a mundane routine into a fun routine encouraging movement 
and getting a greater sense of where the body is. This can be done with movements such as 
pushing walls and frog jumps. All these movements are non descriptive and not only does this 
have benefits for all children helping them meet the ‘Daily Mile’ challenge but is proving very 
beneficial for those who have Autism, ADHD and sensory needs. There are opportunities for 
literacy, numeracy, health and wellbeing development. Have fun with your children to design 
the layout and they can help in putting them down as they are so easy to lay down with their 
self adhesion and anti slip coating. It can be spread over a whopping 23 metres space or made 
more condensed. I t comes with a 1 year warranty and if you need to take them up it will not 
leave a residue. Available funky or primary colours. (White paper available see online)
Sensory Walk and Hop Pathway Primary Colours: LSSP001PC
Sensory Walk and Hop Pathway Funky Colours: LSSP001FN

£499.99 ex VAT
£599.99 inc VAT

Hilltops - Set Of 5 
Great balance and vestibular aid
Five hilltops in different heights which will inspire children to jump 
from top to top. Hilltops develop children’s ability to estimate 
distances and make them familiar with heights. Each top is 
provided with rubber feet which prevent them from slipping 
and protect the floor. Hilltops are designed so that they cannot 
overturn.

Product code: PE2121

£83.33 ex VAT
£99.99 inc VAT

Step-A-Forest Set 
Step-A-Forest Set - Perfect for developing balance, individual and 
collaborative play skills. Tree themed balance bases made from 
non-slip durable plastic will be a great addition to any physical play 
collection. Specification: 30 piece set containing: 6 Step-a-Leaves 
(15 x 265 x 187mm); 6 Step-a-Stumps (133 x 288 x 280mm); 10 
Step-a-Trails (2 x Y-Shaped Logs 64 x 460 x 374mm, 8 x Logs 64 x 
480 x 136mm); and a handy storage bag.

Product code: CN74604

£208.33 ex VAT
£249.99 inc VAT
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Dancing Ribbons Pk6 -  
For Movement and Dance
6 Dancing Ribbons, each one has six strands of 1 metre long 
colourful ribbon and a strong hand strap made from woven nylon.

Product code: CN74596

£13.33 ex VAT
£15.99 inc VAT

Accessible Basketball Stand
Free standing tubular steel basketball hoop with a nylon rope net. Designed for young children to help 
improve hand eye co-ordination and provide a challenge and reachable goal. Weather proofed so can be 
used inside and out. Simple self assembly required. Specification Height 860mm, hoop diameter 400mm.

Product code: CN75530

£58.33 ex VAT
£69.99 inc VAT

Foot Marks  
Set Of 6 Pairs
The 12 feet come in 6 different coloured 
pairs and are made from anti skid soft 
plastic. Size: 90 x 230mm

Product code :CN53372

£10.83 ex VAT
£12.99 inc VAT

Parachute
A fun way of developing basic physical co-ordination. Games and 
activities can be played with groups of children or grown-ups.

Hand Marks Set Of 6 Pairs
You get 12 hands composed of 6 different coloured pairs 
which are made from anti skid soft plastic. Size: 190 x 190mm

Product code: CN53364

£11.66 ex VAT
£13.99 inc VAT

Movement and Body 
Awareness Scoot

Floor Surfer
The Floor Surfer is a roller board for play and therapy. It combines play and training 
of motor skills and was developed in partnership with physiotherapists to ensure 
safe use by any child, irrespective of motor skills level. H140 x W370 x D560mm 
From 2+ years Maximum load: 100kg

Product code: PE2168

£83.33 ex VAT
£99.99 inc VAT

Tri-Flyer Scoot
Kids can push themselves around using their feet and arms: 
Scoot sitting down and use feet and leg strength to glide around 
Scoot on knees and use upper body and core strength to glide 
Lay on stomach and use upper body and core strength to glide  
Unique triangular design is more ergonomic for all the different ways kids move  
Includes three (3) professional grade caster wheels  
2”  durable wheels  
Each wheel spins 360 degrees using metal swivel caster 
Non-slip silicone pad on top will prevent kids from sliding off 
Max weight: 200lbs 
Ages 2+ 

Product code:B4APLZ63

£41.66 ex VAT
£49.99 inc VAT

Scooter Board
These scooters have very strong wheels, making them very 
durable but also giving them the quickest turning radius making it 
easier for children to move. Moreover, ergonomic details are built 
into the scooters to allow students to easily kneel, sit and hold the 
scooters. Colours may vary, only 1 supplied.  Size: 34 x 44cm

Product code: M591511

£30.83 ex VAT
£36.99 inc VAT

Firefly Scoot 4-In-1
Scoot’s 4-in-1 design means 4 times the fun and 4-times as many 
chances to fulfil potential.1 Crawl 2 Scoot 3 Ride 4: Poosh Comes with 
an adjustable backrest. The advanced backrest cushion is now height 
adjustable. The lateral can be raised higher or lower depending on the 
height and size of the child. It will offer a ‘supportive hug’ around the
child’s trunk. Max weight 22kgs.

Without Additional Backrest 
Product code: LSFFSCOOT   
£415.00 ex VAT
£498.00 inc VAT

With Additional Backrest 
Product code: LSFFSCOOTBR       
£490.00 ex VAT
£588.00 inc VAT

6.00 metres
Product code:  PE2304 
£70.85 ex VAT 
£84.99 inc VAT

7.00 metres
Product code:  PE2305 
£83.33 ex VAT 
£99.99 inc VAT

5.00 metres
Product code:  PE2303 
£58.32 ex VAT 
£69.99 inc VAT

3.50 metres
Product code:  PE2302 
£27.49 ex VAT 
£32.99 inc VAT

1.75 metres
Product code:  PE2301 
£19.99 ex VAT 
£23.99 inc VAT
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Plush Weighted Blankets
A super plush Weighted Blanket providing all the sensory input you could need. Pick the size, 
colour and weight you need based on your requirements, then lay back and enjoy.

However, they offer much more than just a hug. Studies have shown that using a weighted 
blanket increases the level of serotonin and melatonin as well as reduces cortisol. Also, 
weighted blankets contribute to the improvement of your mood by helping you to achieve a 
restful sleep throughout the night.

To be used under supervision

3kg Weighted Blanket

90 x 100cm
Product code: WB3KGSBG

£83.33 ex VAT
£99.99  inc VAT
Blue/Grey: WB3KGBLREY
Pink/Grey: WB3KGSP
Blue/Green: WB3KGSBG
Grey: WB3KGSBGGY

4kg Weighted Blanket

100 x 150cm
Product code: LSWB4KG

£92.49 ex VAT
£110.99  inc VAT
Blue/Grey: WB4KGMBG
Pink/Grey: WB4KGMP
Blue/Green: WB4KGMGRE
Grey: WB4KGMG

5kg Weighted Blanket

150 x 200cm
Product code: LSWB5KG

£99.99 ex VAT
£119.99  inc VAT
Blue/Grey: LSWB5KGBG
Pink/Grey: LSWB5KG
Blue/Green: WB5KGLBG
Grey: LSWB5KGG

3.2 kg 
Product code: SDADJ32

£136.66 ex VAT
£163.99  inc VAT

4.5 kg 
Product code: SDADJ45

£141.66 ex VAT
£169.99  inc VAT

6 kg 
Product code: SDADJ6

£146.66 ex VAT
£175.99  inc VAT

7 kg 
Product code: SDADJ7

£151.66 ex VAT
£181.99  inc VAT

8 kg 
Product code: SDADJ8

£156.66 ex VAT
£187.99 inc VAT

Single Bed Size     200 x 135cm

3 kg 
Product code: SDADJC3

£124.99 ex VAT
£149.99  inc VAT

3.6 kg 
Product code: SDADJC36

£124.99 ex VAT
£154.99  inc VAT

Cot Bed Size     150 x 120cm

2.5 kg 
Product code: SDADJC25

£120.83 ex VAT
£144.99  inc VAT

Adjustable Weighted Blankets in  
Cot Bed size or Single Bed size 
Weighted blankets alleviate the symptoms of sensory  
processing disorder and can:

Promote a calming effect
Encourage relaxation and better sleep
Provide a safe and effective therapeutic solution
Prevent melt-downs and repetitive behaviours
Relieve anxiety and stress
Ease transitions
Safety

Weighted products should be used under the supervision of a suitably qualified 
person at all times. We recommend that you consult with your Occupational 
Therapist or other healthcare professional prior to using a weighted blanket 
or other weighted product. It is important that the weight of your blanket is in 
proportion to the bodyweight of the person using it. The commonly accepted 
principal verified by Occupational Therapists is that the weighted blanket should 
not exceed 10% of the users bodyweight.

The calming weight is contained in our uniquely designed tamper  
proof pockets ensuring even weight distribution across the  
blanket for maximum safety and effectiveness.

Body Sock
The 4-way stretch lycra body sock is an all round movement, proprioceptive, tactile, and deep pressure 
experience. Once inside, the stretchy material gently resists your movements encouraging experimentation. 
The resistant walls of the Body Sock provide a tactile means of self-referencing that improves body 
awareness, and assists in developing spatial awareness through balance and resistance The Body Sock is 
an essential part of any sensory diet to reinforce resistive awareness and encourage creative movement. 
colours may vary.

Movement and Body 
Awareness Deep Pressure

Small
Product code: SDBSS
£24.99 ex VAT
£29.99 inc VAT

Medium
Product code: SDBSM
£24.99 ex VAT
£29.99 inc VAT

Large
Product code: SDBSL
£24.99 ex VAT
£29.99 inc VAT

Squeeze Machine
Squeeze Machine will provide you with proprioception sensory input and deep pressure touch stimulation for 
those that need a little bit extra. As you squeeze yourself through the Squeeze Machine, you will be comforted by 
a calming squeeze that makes you feel like you are tightly wrapped, making it the perfect toy for little ones who 
have the need to feel a little extra pressure. Squeeze Machine is lightweight and easily moved. 100 x 60 x 50cm

Product code: TFH8SQMC

£283.33  ex VAT
£339.99  inc VAT

Squease Pressure Vest
Your own personal hug. Do you feel restless, anxious or 
overstimulated? The hug-like pressure gives a calming, safe and 
secure feeling and helps you cope with stressful and stimuli-rich 
situations. Lightweight, inflatable pressure vest which delivers 
firm pressure around your upper body in a discreet and effective 
way. Each vest comes with a hand pump and quick release valve. 
Hoody available separately.

Extra extra small

5-7 years
Product code: SDSQ01XXS

Extra small 

8-10 years
Product code: SDSQ01XS

Teen/Adult Small 

70-90cm chest       
Product code: SDSQ02S

Teen/Adult Medium 

80 - 100cm chest     
Product code: SDSQ02M

Teen/Adult Large 

110cm chest              
Product code: SDSQ02L

Deep Pressure Compression Vest
Deep Pressure Vests for autism  applies compression and deep pressure to the wearer, offering proprioceptive 
feedback to the body and shoulders. No weight is used - instead a deep pressure is applied to the body by the 
tight wrapping of the vest around the body. Challenging and sensory seeking behaviours are often reduced 
with the application of deep pressure. Anxiety and distress can be reduced by lowering the heart rate, calming 
breathing, in turn promoting a feeling of security. Some autistic children and adults enjoy tight clothing or 
wrapping themselves up in sheets or a gym mat to give them the pressure they crave - the compression vest 
works on the same principle and benefits those with tactile and proprioceptive sensory problems.
Measurements :
SMALL - bodywrap 60cm x 20cm, shoulder straps 35cm (ages 3-7 approx) 
MEDIUM - bodywrap 81cm x 20cm, shoulder straps 40cm (ages 7 -14 approx)
LARGE - bodywrap 103cm x 28cm, shoulder straps 51cm (older children, teens and adults)

Small
Product code: SDDPV05BLKS
£58.33 ex VAT
£69.99 inc VAT

Medium
Product code: SDDPV05BLKM 
£62.49 ex VAT
£74.99 inc VAT

Large
Product code: SDDPV05BLKL  
£66.66 ex VAT
£79.99 inc VAT

£204.17  ex VAT
£204.17  inc VAT

£204.17  ex VAT
£245.00  inc VAT
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48” Comfy Hugging 

Peapod- Blue
Product code: PD48BL
£133.33 ex VAT
£159.99 inc VAT

60” Comfy Hugging 

Peapod - Green
Product code: PD60GR
£141.66 ex VAT
£169.99 inc VAT

Cocoon
The Cocoon is a perfect calming space for children. The cocoon is made in two sections which are filled with 
polystyrene beads; these two pieces fasten together on the bottom and at the two ends using wide Velcro 
flaps, making the cocoon adjustable to suit the needs of the child. Most children can get in the Cocoon 
themselves, applying deep, even pressure to many sensitive areas of the body. Some children like to gently 
rock side-to side, for that perfect “cocooning-calm” or they can just sit, relax or read a book. The inside 
surface is made from soft feel suede and the outer surface is made from a durable Phthalate free material, 
and has a moisture resistant nylon inner liner 
Size: 120cm x 60cm x 60cm
Product code: YD0134

£274.99 ex VAT
£329.99 inc VAT

Comfy Hugging Peapod
Comfy Hugging Peapod’s soothing deep pressure offers a comforting caressing hug, enabling a 
calming sense of security. Just a few minutes in the Comfy Peapod relaxes, quiets and calms down 
most kids. Perfect for those who are fidgety and can’t sit still to read, study, or just relax.     Safety 
Tested – Latex and phthalate free  Surface wash – Air dry  Includes electric pump & repair kit
Green 60” Ages 6-12 up to 3-5’1” Tall  60x30x17”and holds up to 350 lbs 
Blue 48” Ages 3-6 up to 4’ Tall 48x26.5x17” and holds up to 220 lbs

Square Ball Pool with Steps and Slide*
The Square Ball Pool helps to promote the all-round development of children 
through hours of imaginative play in a safe environment in their very own brightly 
coloured Ball Pool, whilst interacting and socialising with other children.
Available without Steps and Slide, see website for more information

Product code: CN5357

£391.65 ex VAT
£469.99 inc VAT

LED Ball Pool
The LED Ball Pool is a favourite place for children to play – it is one of the most therapeutic types 
of play that involves both tactile and visual stimuli. The new LED Ball Pool is a convenient size ball 
pool that will fit into rooms, even with a limited amount of space. Made of foam and covered with 
durable vinyl which is easy to wipe clean. The ball pool has a 3cm mattress base with LED lighting. 
1500 clear colour balls are included, made up of 5 colours (blue, red, white, green, yellow) . Plug 
and adapter supplied. Ages 3 months. Dimensions 400 x W1180mm (internal) 1480mm (external)

Product code: LS101482LED

£833.33 ex VAT
£999.99 inc VAT

Standard Sensory Therapeutic Body Roller
This is the standard-sized roller. By pressing between the rolls, children stimulate their sense 
of proprioception. There is the option to modulate the pressure exerted by the roller.

Product code: SI211

£358.33 ex VAT
£429.99 inc VAT

Deep Pressure

Physio Roll
The Physio Roll was born from joining two balls together and creating a tool which allows for a great use of variety and a higher stability against 
the ball. It has been used in the physiotherapy sector for many years and it is ideal for those who have coordination and balance difficulties, for 
disabled people, for elderly people, and also for nursery schools. This product belongs to the Medical Device Class. 

30cm
Product code: VMPHY30

£24.99 ex VAT
£29.99  inc VAT

55cm
Product code: VMPHY55

£37.49 ex VAT
£44.99  inc VAT

40cm
Product code: VMPHY40

£29.16 ex VAT
£34.99  inc VAT

70cm
Product code: VMPHY70

£45.83 ex VAT
£54.99 inc VAT

85cm
Product code: VMPHY85

£66.66 ex VAT
£79.99 inc VAT

Sensoroll
Sensory Tactile Peanut Ball - The popular physio-roll ball, now with a textured bumpy 
surface. The ball can be used to improve your posture, or as a stable base for balance 
and stretching exercises. 

50cm diameter 80cm length Recommended weight: max. 120 kg & 270 lbs / Tested 
load capacity: max. 300 kg & 660 lbs Comes deflated, pump sold separately.

L 138cm x W 100cm x H 25cm

Product code: GC8806

£33.33 ex VAT
£39.99 inc VAT

Activity Ball - Spatial Perception  
Therapy Ball
This Activity Ball is a very special Opti ball that contains 
coloured balls. It is very highly recommended for therapy use to 
promote three dimensional sight and coordination.
Warning! For body weight exercise only. Lifting weights while 
using the product may cause injuries to the user.
Age/Years: 5+
Adult supervision is required.
Recommended weight: max. 120 kg – 270 lbs / Tested load 
capacity: max. 300 kg – 660 lbs.
20 inches/50cm when inflated

Product code: GC9602

£24.99 ex VAT
£29.99 inc VAT

See non roll 
weighted 

balls pg 95
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80”  Adult Version

Peapods - Blue
Product code: PD80BL
£208.33 ex VAT
£249.99 inc VAT
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Pressure
Vibrating Snake
The smooth version of our very popular battery-
operated flexible vibrating snake. Allows the user to move 
the vibration behind their back. Choice of 2 speeds
Dimensions: 58cm Please note batteries must be 
put into both ends of the snake before it will function. 
Requires 2 x C batteries

Massage Set - Sensory Resource 
with Rollers and Shapes
An ideal sensory resource with rollers and shapes made out of 
smooth birch wood. Packed in a willow and seagrass basket.

Product code: MS8

£20.83ex VAT
£24.99 inc VAT

Vibrating Cushion
The Senseez Vibrating Children’s Pillows are colourful, lightweight, fun shaped and offer a gentle vibration when they 
are squeezed or sat on, making it a great way to calm anxiety, help with focus, and improve concentration. Ideal for 
special needs children. Portable and perfectly sized for chairs and benches; use it anywhere. Dimensions: 26cm x 
26cm x 8cm, Depth: 3 inches. Recommended Age 3+. Made from vinyl. Requires two AA batteries (not included). 
Senseez are intended for use with children with parental supervision. Cordless and battery operated. Please 
note: Senseez are not a medical device and should not be used for medical or therapeutic purposes. They are not 
waterproof and should never be used around or submerged in water

Blue 
Product code: LS3STVSB   
£24.99 ex VAT
£29.99 inc VAT

Orange 
Product code: TFH3STVS       
£24.99 ex VAT
£29.99 inc VAT

Vibrating Red Octagon Cushion 
Product code: SZROCT       
£33.33 ex VAT
£39.99 inc VAT

Vibrating Blue Square Cushion 
Product code: LSSENZ58698       
£33.33 ex VAT
£39.99 inc VAT

Movement and Body 
Awareness Fidget & 

Movement

Bouncyband® Movement band for chairs and desks
The ORIGINAL Bouncyband for Primary School chairs and desks is a great way for children to enjoy bouncing their feet and feeling the tension 
from the band on their feet to relieve their stress and increase their concentration. The patented support pipes on the Bouncyband prevents it 
from slipping down the legs onto the floor, becoming a nuisance. Teachers love how Bouncybands are quiet and don’t
disturb or distract other students
Chairs can be stacked and moved as normal
Easy to install - no tools required
Safety tested and latex free

Let them wiggle while they work!
Bouncybands have been clinically proven to improve students’ 
ability to focus and stay on task while moving their legs relieving 
anxiety, stress, frustration and boredom.  
Movement is important to help us learn.

Bouncyband® Movement 
band for chairs
The ORIGINAL Bouncyband for School Chairs 
stretches to fit chairs with legs 13”-17” apart
The support pipes are 4” long and 1.5” in 
diameter

Product code: LSCEBU

£16.66 ex VAT
£19.99 inc VAT

Bouncyband® Movement 
band for desks
The ORIGINAL Bouncyband movement bands 
for desks  stretches to fit desks with legs 20”-
28” apart
The support pipes are 8” long and 1.5” in 
diameter

Product code: LSDKBK

£19.16 ex VAT
£22.99 inc VAT

Bouncyband for Middle/High 
School Chairs
Black Bouncyband for Middle/High School Chairs
The band stretches to fit chairs with legs 17”-24” 
apart. The support pipes are 4” long and 1.5” in 
diameter. Safety tested and latex free  

Product code: YD6930

£19.16 ex VAT
£22.99 inc VAT

Universal  Bouncyband Chair
This  Black universal bouncy band elevated and stretches to fit chairs 
from 10”-24” wide (fits around a circular leg that is 2.25” thick and a 
square leg that is 1.75” thick or any shape up to 7.25” around)

Product code: BBSPFR

£22.49 ex VAT
£26.99 inc VAT
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Bouncyband® Wiggle Feet
Fidgeting with Wiggle Feet allows excess energy to be expelled while 
sitting at a desk or in any chair, helping to achieve greater focus.
Quietly enables movements while working as the relaxing deep 
pressure fosters the ability to stay on task and be more productive.
Provide a calming influence as the dual textured surfaces, on one 
side flexible nubs and on the other small bumps, facilitate just the 
right amount of tactile stimulation.
Excellent for bilateral coordination, improving balance and 
stabilization
One size fits all - 12”x15”x2.5”
Customize firmness to contour exactly to each individual’s needs
Anti-burst, slip-resistant high quality material
Comes inflated with easy-inflation pump included

Product code: LSWFBL

£24.99 ex VAT
£29.99 inc VAT

Wiggle Wobble Chair Feet
Transform a standard school chair into a Wobble Chair enabling 
kids to have an outlet for excess energy while working, alleviating 
anxiety, hyperactivity and boredom. Kids can rock back, forth and 
all around as the continuous movement increases blood flow to 
the brain enabling a greater ability to focus. Rocking in all directions 
engages and strengthens core muscles resulting in better posture. 
Installation is simple as each “foot” snaps right onto the standard 
round school chair glide (measuring between 1.125 and 1.25” in 
diameter) turning the seat into a Wobble Chair -No tools required! 
The 2.6” H and 3.8” diameter Wiggle Wobble Chair Feet can be used 
on tile, wood and carpeted floors

Product code: LSWWCF

£22.49  ex VAT
£26.99  inc VAT

Bouncyband® Foot Roller
Bouncyband fidget Foot Roller silently enables the release of excess 
energy while sitting or standing alleviating anxiety and increasing focus.
 
STAYS IN PLACE – 7x6x3” Foot Roller Rubber has rubber feet that grip 
keeping it in place while in use on both hard surfaces and carpet

Product code: LSFDFR

£24.99 ex VAT
£29.99 inc VAT

Movement and Body 
Awareness Fidget & 

Movement

Bouncyband® Non Roll Weighted Ball Chair
Non-roll away weighted yoga ball offers a flexible chair for school and
home enabling increased focus and improved performance
Builds core strength and a healthy posture. Keeps the mind engaged as the constant ball 
movements increase blood flow to the brain.
Anti-burst, slip-resistant high-quality material
Safety tested and latex free
Includes Pump, 2 stoppers, measuring tape, and a stopper remover

Size: 45cm diameter - for kids up to 5’ tall in Blue
Size: 55cm diameter - for kids & adults between 5’ and 5’6” tall - in green
Size: 65cm diameter - for kids & adults above 5’6” tall - in green

Small: 
Product Code: LSWBS45BUBL

£21.66 ex VAT
£25.99 inc VAT

Medium 
Product Code: LSWBS55GRGN

£23.33 ex VAT
£27.99 inc VAT

Large: 
Product Code: WBS65BU

£24.99 ex VAT
£29.99 inc VAT

Movement and Body 
Awareness

Bouncyband® Wiggle Seat Sensory Cushion
Specially designed wiggle seats for children which help calm, and focus, those in school and at home who have a hard time sitting still. Comes in 
NEW exclusive appealing butterfly, monster and basketball designs. Flexible nubs on one side and small bumps on the other can easily be felt, 
giving a choice for just the right amount of tactile stimulation. Ergonomic disc causes the body to stabilize itself, improving posture. Portable 
alternative to balance balls with the same benefits. Easy-inflation pump is included and firmness can be customized to contour exactly to each 
child’s needs. Effective on chairs, benches, or directly on floors. Safety tested

Small-10.75”/27cm diameter comfortably fits a young child perfectly

Blue  Purple  Green
LSWS27BL LSWS27PU LSWS27GR

£16.66 ex VAT
£19.99 inc VAT

Medium-13”/33cm diameter

Blue  Purple  Green
LSWS33BL LSWS33PU LSWS33GR

£20.83 ex VAT
£24.99 inc VAT

Bouncyband ® Butterfly 

Style Wiggle Seat

Product code: LSWSSBUPU
£24.99 ex VAT £29.99 inc VAT

Bouncyband ® Monster Style  
Wiggle Seat

Product code: LSWSSMOGR
£24.99 ex VAT £29.99 inc VAT

Bouncyband ® Basketball Style  
Wiggle Seat

Product code: LSWSSBAOR
£24.99 ex VAT £29.99 inc VAT

Fidget & 
Movement
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Build your own Sensory Room

Mono Trampoline
The Gonge Mono Trampoline is the best toddler trampoline money can buy. The most 
beautiful and most suitable trampoline ever seen in the home or playgroup. The sloped 
protective cushion with high rear edge (13 cm) yields utmost protection during play. 
Foam-covered handle is included. Reinforced spring sheet suspended in steel springs.

Product code: PE2400

£391.66 ex VAT
£469.99 inc VAT

Jumbo Jumper 6ft
6.5’ tall colourful steel powder coated poles provide support while jumpers bounce on 5’ 
diameter high bounce inner tube. Great for children age 4+, Combined weight up to 800lbs. 
Compressed air pump required not provided.

Product code: B4A125C

£291.66 ex VAT
£350.00 inc VAT

Baby Trampoline
For children from 1 1/2 to 4 years – with a focus on safety. On this trampoline, very small children 
can practise trampoline jumping. The canvas is tensioned so that even small children will experience 
a springing effect, which they would be too light to feel on ordinary trampolines. The spring sheet 
is only 12 cm above the floor. The rubber cover yields protection against the metal frame and the 
supporting handles are covered with foam to protect face and teeth. The construction is solid – the 
beautiful design combines simplicity and function.

Dia700 x H140/650mm

Product code: PE2406

£199.99 ex VAT
£239.99 inc VAT

For  more 
outside 

trampolines  
see our  
website

Movement and Body 
Awareness Bounce

Sawdust and Rainbows 
Wooden Range

WeeUn Wooden Climbing Frame
Open 91cm x 77cm x 62cm high • Closed 17cm x 77cm x 77cm

Natural: LSWEEU03  Pastel Colours: LSWEEU03PSC
Black/ White: LSWEEU03BW Rainbow: LSWEEU03R

£162.50 ex VAT
£195.00 inc VAT

LittleUn Wodden Climbing Frame
Open 76cm x 54cm x 52cm high • Closed 15cm x 54cm x 65cm high

Natural: LSMLU01  Pastel Colours: LSMLU01PSC
Black/ White: LSMLU01BW Rainbow: LSMLU01R

£112.50 ex VAT
£135.00  inc VAT

Finn Giant Climbing Hump
Finn can be used as an aid for learning to sit, crawl, stand, cruise and climb!
birth to 50kg • 137cm x 77cm x 62cm high • This item is delivered flat pack

Natural: LSFNN01  Pastel Colours: LSFNN01PSC
Black/ White: LSFNN01BW Rainbow: LSFNN01R

£249.17 ex VAT
£299.00 inc VAT

Folding Hump Climbing Frame
Introducing The Folding Hump! This Folding Hump frame can be used as 
an aid for learning to sit, crawl, stand, cruise and climb! • 99cm x 52cm x 
48cm high • This item is delivered partly assembled • For indoor use only

Natural: LSRFH01  Pastel Colours: LSRFH01PSC
Black/ White: LSRFH01BW Rainbow: LSRFH01R

£158.33 ex VAT
£195.00 inc VAT

Open Cube for Stardust and Rainbow Range
The Cube is a new novel product from ourselves. It is a simple design but yet has 
thousands of possibilities. You can climb on it, climb in it, use it as a table or many 
more things. Designed to compliment the rest of our range it effortlessly connects to 
the slide or ladder.

Natural: LSOPCU  Pastel Colours: LSOPCUPSC
Black/ White: LSOPCUBW Rainbow: LSOPCUR

£137.50 ex VAT
£165.00 inc VAT

Climb & Slide
Climbing Frame
These folding indoor climbing frame are perfect for your little ones to climb, but it is not limited to just climbing, It’s also a den, a tunnel, a seat, baby 
gym and so much more. With loads of accessories and compilatory products from our range the play is truly open ended
• birth to 50kg • Made from FSC engineered birch plywood and engineered FSC redwood dowels • Made from FSC engineered birch plywood and 
engineered FSC redwood dowels • Shipped fully assembled so it is ready to use out of the box. No tools required

Bouncy Hop Mattress
This bouncing and jumping mattress is great not only  
great for releasing excess energy but great for relaxing too!

• Blue / red, Stable and high-quality bouncy mattress
• For jumping , sitting, resting, reading ...
• Strengthens balance, muscles, bones
• Playfully trains motor skills
• Ökotex 100 fabric washable at 40 °
• Pollutant-free and washable side parts
•Stable steel springs inside and non-slip gymnastics 
  mat material on the underside for stability.
Large:
130x90x25cm• loadable up to70 kg

Product code:  TRA99-153 
£308.33 ex VAT 
£369.99 inc VAT

Colour options: 
BMLBB blue/ice blue : TRA99154
BMLGP grey/pink: TRA99155
BMLBR jeans blue/red: TRA99153 

EXCLUSIVE
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Small Therapeutic Sensory Roller Slide
This Roller Slide is suitable for a variety of exercises and helping with tactile 
defensiveness
Size:
Length: 274cm
Width: 74cm
Height: 100cm

Product code: LSSI220

£833.25 ex VAT
£999.99 inc VAT

Medium Wooden Climb System

 With this Wooden Climb System, children can stimulate and 
train their sense of spatial orientation and balance.
Children suffering from sensory processing disorder or 
autism can often have fears of falling and losing balance. 
Through SI Therapy sessions where they combine 
movement with balance, they can learn to overcome these 
fears. The Wooden Climb System provides them with a safe 
environment to do so.

Product code: LSSI217

£1199.99 ex VAT
£1439.99 inc VAT

Climbing Sensory Wall
This tall Wooden Climbing Wall is great for developing  
balance, spatial orientation and motor skills.
The wall has 24 different climbing holds and a hook where a 
rope can be attached in order to ensure safe climbing.
Size: 120x250cm.

Product code: LSSI216

£599.99 ex VAT
£719.99 inc VAT

Ball Run For Slide
Natural: LSNBR01  
Pastel Colours: LSNBR01PSC
Rainbow: LSNBR01R

£25.00 ex VAT
£34.99 inc VAT

Slide
The Slide is a reversible slide and more. The slide opens up a whole new dimension of 
open-ended play. Use it as a slide, a ramp, a bridge. Flip it over and you can add a range of 
attachments available separately. Dimensions: 115cm length x 35cm width, 6.5cm depth. 
Slide only frame available separately.

Product Code: LSSL01  (only in Natural Wood)

£100.00 ex VAT
£120.00  inc VAT

Ring Toss for Slide
Natural: LSRRT01 
Rainbow: LSRRT01R

£25.00 ex VAT
£34.99 inc VAT

Climbing Discs
Natural: LSNCD01
Pastel Colours: LSNCD01PSC
Rainbow: LSNCD01R

£25.00 ex VAT
£34.99 inc VAT

Tunnel for Sawdust and Rainbows Range
The Tunnel is a simple design but yet has thousands of possibilities. 
You can climb on it, climb in it, use it as a table or many more things. 
Effortlessly connects to the slide or ladder.

Natural: LSTUNN01  Pastel Colours: LSTUNN01PSC
Black/ White: LSTUNN01BW Rainbow: LSTUNN01R

£200.00 ex VAT
£240.00 inc VAT

Ladder for Sawdust and Rainbows Range
This could be used with the Saw Dust and Rainbow range. It can be used as a ladder 
to climb on, a bridge between frames and more! The spacing between the rungs 
differs from the Wee’UN increasing the level of challenge when climbing. Includes 
two clamps for one end on the ladder (only the Ladder is provided, Other item in the 
image is the Hump).

Natural: LSRL01  
Pastel Colours: LSRL01PSC
Rainbow: LSRL01R

£95.83 ex VAT
£115.00 inc VAT

Climb and slideClimb and slide

bulk delivery 
charge 

included

bulk delivery 
charge 

included

bulk delivery 
charge 

included

slide not included

slide not included
slide not included
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Suspension Steel Frame for Sensory Integration
Suspension Steel Frame swing  is made up of a strong and durable steel and high 
strength aluminium frame that can withstand heavy loads of up to 150kgs. This 
frame is great for children suffering from sensory processing disorder or vestibular 
issues. It helps them to attain the maximum benefit of the treatment.
Its structure is designed in such a way that the sides and base are protected with a 
special sponge covered with leather. This ensures comfort and safety while playing.
Size: Suspension Steel Swing Frame has a height of 2.45m height and a width is 
about 3 meters. • 1 x hook clamp • 1x swivel to attach • 4 x carbines

Product code: LSSI306Z

£1708.33 ex VAT
£2049.99 inc VAT

The Foldaway Swing Frame
The Foldaway Swing Frame is a great addition to any sensory room, classroom 
or home for immediate sensory input with the convenience of a strong folding 
frame that can be put aside when it’s time for other activities!
Galvanized Steel frame may be used indoors or outdoors and folds away for 
storage. Weight limit of 140 lbs. Price includes frame only
Dimensions: H: 213 x W: 180 x D: 210cm. Power: 65kg max

Product code: TFH8TLFS

£166.66ex VAT
£199.99 inc VAT

SENSIS System
This large wooden frame is called the SENSIS System. A lot of our products 
can be attached to it and detached again in order to facilitate as many 
different exercises as possible. Included in the set are:
Climbing wall (with professional climbing harness, safety rope • Squeeze 
Machine with a ladder • Rope net • Climbing rope • Additional swinging 
rope • 5 length adjustment ropes • 10carbiners • 4 pieces of bungee rope 
(can be used e.g. with suspended trampolines or any other standard 
suspendable equipment) • Single suspended attachable ladder • Thick rope 
for use with skateboard with attachments • Size: 3 x 3 m / 4 x 4 m.
Assembly required

Product code: LSSI311

£5,416.67 ex VAT
£6,500.00 inc VAT

Wooden Ladder Climbing Frame
This excellent freestanding Wooden Climbing Frame made 
of quality wood is excellent for sensory therapy sessions.
Size: 3 x 3 x 2.36(*height) meter

Product code: LSSI313

£2,499.99 ex VAT
£2,999.99 inc VAT

Rocking Horse with 
2 x 50cm Extensions
150 x 20 x 20cm

Product code: LSSI111

£249.99 ex VAT
£299.99 inc VAT

Elastic Therapeutic 
Hammock Swing
100 x 90cm

Product code: LSSI103

£208.33 ex VAT
£249.99 inc VAT

Sensory Therapy 
Mushroom Swing
130 x 60cm Diameter

Product code: LSSI107M

£233.33 ex VAT
£279.99inc VAT

Sensory Therapy Suspended 
Pear Beanbag Swing
110 x 90cm Diameter

Product code: LSSI128

£249.99 ex VAT
£299.99 inc VAT

Therapeutic 
Cocoon 
Hammock 
Swing
140cm

Product code: LSSI400

£166.66 ex VAT
£199.99 inc VAT

Swing Frames Swings

bulk delivery 
charge 

included

bulk delivery 
charge 

included

bulk delivery 
charge 

included

Suspension Steel Frame Medium
LSSI310Z
£1666.66 ex VAT
£1999.99 inc VAT

Suspension Steel Frame Large
LSSI306Z
£1708.33 ex VAT
£2049.99 inc VAT
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Large Sensory 
Therapeutic 
Hammock Swing
120 x 40cm

Product code: LSSI102

£208.33 ex VAT
£249.99 inc VAT

Square Sensory 
Therapeutic Swing
76 x 76cm

Product code: LSSI108M

£233.33 ex VAT
£279.99 inc VAT

Therapeutic 
Relaxation 
Hammock Swing
120 x 130cm

Product code: LSSI104

£208.33 ex VAT
£249.99 inc VAT

Therapeutic 
Sensory Hammock 
with Plastic Balls
170 x 70cm Diameter

Product code: LSSI124

£249.99 ex VAT
£299.99 inc VAT

Medium Hammock
100 x 90cm

Product code: LSSI105

£166.66 ex VAT
£199.99 inc VAT

Sensory Therapeutic 
Frog Swing
80cm

Product code: LSSI118

£208.33 ex VAT
£249.99 inc VAT

Sensory Therapy 
Double Trapeze 
Swing
60cm Wide

Product code: LSSI117

£74.99 ex VAT
£89.99 inc VAT

Bolstero - Sensory 
Integration Sensory Toy
Size 82 x 33cms. Weight limit 90kgs

Frame sold separately

Product code: LS8BRBL

£91.66 ex VAT
£109.99 inc VAT

Therapeutic Sensory 
Tire Swing
140cm External diameter

85cm internal diameter

Product code: LSSI113

£333.33 ex VAT
£399.99 inc VAT

Small Footbridge for Therapeutic 
Sensory Balance Exercises
125cm

Product code: LSSI122

£399.99 ex VAT
£479.99 inc VAT

SwingsSwings

swing only frame 
available separately
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Swing Accessories Swing Accessories

Swivel Deluxe
This clever spinning chain-link will  
convert any one of our swings into “spins”.

Product code: LS8SWVL

£54.16 ex VAT
£64.99 inc VAT

Swurl Spinner -Convert a Swing into 
a Spinner
Swurl Spinner is a great accessory to have to gain vestibular 
sensory input. Comes with everything you need to turn tour 
swing into a spinner! Wooden bar, rope, swivel, quick release 
clips and a bracket. Swing Frame and Seat sold separately.

Product code: LS8SWRL

£74.99 ex VAT
£89.99 inc VAT

Gym 1 Core Unit - Bar Only*
Gym 1 Core Unit - Indoor Sensory Swing Unit - Bar Only
A compact fitness platform that allows you to run, box, kick, swing, weight train and even 
enjoy yoga* Lightweight and portable – ASTM certified for up to 300 lbs. Attaches to your 
door frame in seconds with no tools or drilling
Provides strength-training and cardio exercise with almost no impact to your joints or 
doorway*. Attachment Available Separately. Fits door frames 25” to 36” (63-92cm)

Product code: LSG1001GGYM

£83.33 ex VAT
£99.99 inc VAT

Carabiner Steel 
Hook
Product code: LSSI302

£6.66 ex VAT
£7.99 inc VAT

Extenders 50cm
Product code: LSEXT50

£13.33 ex VAT
£15.99 inc VAT

Extenders 100cm
Product code: LSEXT100

£15.83 ex VAT
£18.99 inc VAT

Climbing Harness
Product code: LST172

£49.99 ex VAT
£59.99 inc VAT

Swivel Connectors
Product code: LSSI303

£12.49 ex VAT
£14.99 inc VAT

Gym 1 Kids Indoor Deluxe 
Playground Swing Kit - 5 
Attachments
Includes core doorway unit plus indoor swing, rings, 
rope, ladder, and trapeze. Lightweight and portable; 
easily adjusts to the desired height. Swing, climb and 
play in the comfort and safety of your home. Assembles 
in minutes, installs and swaps out attachments in 
seconds. Fits door frames 25” to 36” (63-92cm). Fast, 
easy, and affordable way to climb and swing in your own 
home!

Product code: LSG1021PIPG

£166.66 ex VAT
£199.99 inc VAT
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Outdoor Swings Outdoor Swings

Frammock
Our Frammock Swing is just like a hammock only its in a frame! The cool 
design means it’s very similar to a hammock and because we have used a 
frame it makes it so much easier to get in and out. It includes soft ropes that 
make it very pleasant for the user to sit on and will not feel uncomfortable. 
The Frammock is long enough for an adult to enjoy or for children to share. 
Providing sensory integration and stimulating vestibular sensory input, 
once you are swinging on Frammock you will feel like you are flying. Requires 
assembly. 60 x 140cm, 100kg max. (Swing Frame sold separately.)

Product code: TFH8BRFM

£187.49 ex VAT
£224.99 inc VAT

Skeleton Swing
A new swing seat designed for comfort, not stiff like most seats 
or clingy like a belt seat, it has a nice amount of give. The swing 
is 46cm wide in total, the sitting area between the ropes is 
39cm.

Product code: TF8BRSS

£49.99 ex VAT
£59.99 inc VAT

Nest Swing
Our Nest Swing can swing from side to side, round in circles, 
and works indoors as well as out. The basket style seat 
also helps users with sensory integration as they can safely 
see the ground ‘moving’ below them. The ropes are soft 
and adjustable. The foam surround ensures the swing is 
comfortable to use.
Frame sold separately.

Product code: TFH8BRNS

£129.16 ex VAT
£154.99  inc VAT

Full Support Swing Seats
Full Support Swing Seats have been a favourite of children, teens, and adults for 
generations! Swinging is the perfect vestibular activity and can help to provide input 
for a range of sensory processing disorders. Seats are moulded from high-density 
polyethene, a strong but comfortable plastic, and are UV resistant. Orders include 
ropes, clips, a pommel, and a Deluxe Harness made from breathable nylon with 
adjustable snap buckles for safety. Our ropes are of the highest quality and allow 
full adjustment both in terms of height and rake (recline of seat). The ropes are UV 
stabilized and long enough for 10’ high connections or you can attach the seat to 
any two connection points using our suspension hooks. Adult seat safety tested to 
360kgs static weight. We recommend pairing the seat with our Single Swing Frame 
(8TSFS).Choose the right size by considering the width of the rider’s hips: Up to 
30cm Child, Over 38cm Adult

Used by parents and professionals               Available in 3 sizes Child, Teenage, & Adult.
Suitable for indoor and outdoor use.           Deluxe Harness included.
Features UV resistant seat & ropes.            *Swing Frame sold separately.

Monkey Swing
Monkey Swing is used in sensory integration development as well as 
providing vestibular stimulation. This swing is a challenge to hang on but 
it is very comfortable and fun. The 2m rope that is provided is very soft 
to touch so no rough or cut hands when you are done swinging. You are 
developing motor skills as you play due to the strength used to hold on. 
Please note that children on the Monkey Swing must be attended by an 
adult. Weight limit 80kgs. Swing/Suspension Frame sold separately.

Product code: TFH8MKSW

£49.99 ex VAT
£59.99 inc VAT

Full Support Swing Seat Liners
Our TFH Seat Liner would be perfect on your swing seat as not only does it look 
good, it adds more comfort for the user. Our Seat Liners come in 3 different sizes 
that are designed for our Full Support Swing Seats; child, teenage, adult. Please 
note that when not in use please bring indoors as they are not waterproof.  Made 
by TFH Special Needs Specialists. Swing Seat; Swing Frame; and anything apart 
form the liner itself, is sold separately.

Child
H: 56 x W: 33 x D: 30cm – age 2-7 yrs

Product code: TFH8TSPS

£133.33 ex VAT
£159.99 inc VAT

Child

Product code: TFH7TSPS

£29.16 ex VAT
£34.99 inc VAT

Teenage
H: 69 x W: 43 x D:34cm – 7+ slim build

Product code: TFH8TTSS

£149.99 ex VAT
£179.99 inc VAT

Teenage

Product code: TFH7TTSS

£33.54 ex VAT
£39.99 inc VAT

Adult
H: 81 x W: 51 x D: 36cm – Adult

Product code: TFH8TASS

£220.00 ex VAT
£239.99 inc VAT

Adult

Product code: 7TASS

£39.99 ex VAT
£79.99 inc VAT

VAT
Relief
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Outdoor Swings 
& Frames

Outdoor Swings 
& Frames

Single Galvanized Steel Swing Frame  
(Frame only)
Very high quality swing frame. Made from galvanized steel, which does not 
rust. Our Swing Frames are made from thick (2”) tubes and so are very strong.  
Comes with hooked stakes to pin the frame to the ground and 1 pair of 
suspension brackets. Overall Dimensions - 226cm wide, 244cm deep, and 
228cm tall, our swing frames are among the tallest available. Swing Seats are 
sold separately.

Product code: TFH8TSFS

£166.66 ex VAT
£199.99 inc VAT

Double Width Swing Frame (Frame only)
Our swing frames are very sturdy and designed for both adults and children to 
enjoy! Comes with everything you need to assemble including ground stakes 
to secure your swing and adjustable brackets to attach your favourite swings. 
Can swing 2 swings at once, or 1 large swing such as the Nest Swing and a 
small swing. Overall Dimensions - 318cm wide, 245cm deep, and 228cm tall. 
We also recommend that you leave 2m of space around your frame for safety. 
The Double Frame can take a maximum weight of 350kg spread across its 
length. *Assembly required. Dimensions: H: 228 x W: 318 x D: 245cm

Product code: TFH8TSFD

£216.66 ex VAT
£259.99 inc VAT

Double Width Swing Frame - EN1176 
Certified
Perfect for use by Schools, Hospitals, Nursing homes and other Institutional 
settings. Councils or other bodies considering our EN1176 certified Frame 
for a public playground must take further advice as they are not built to 
withstand vandalism. Swing Seats sold separately.

Product code: TFH8TSFD7

£233.33 ex VAT
£279.99 inc VAT

Indoor Swing Frame Feet 
- Sensory Integration 
Sensory Toy
Turn your Swing frame (not included) into an 
Indoor frame with the addition of 4 levelling 
feet. Enjoy the fun of the outdoors on a 
rainy day!

Product code: LS8TSFTN

£99.99 ex VAT
£119.99  inc VAT

Single Galvanized Steel Swing Frame  
(Frame only) - EN1176 Certified
Perfect for use by Schools, Hospitals, Nursing homes and other 
Institutional settings. Councils or other bodies considering our EN1176 
certified Frame for a public playground must take further advice as they 
are not built to withstand vandalism. Swing Seats sold separately.

Product code: 8TSFS7

£216.66 ex VAT
£259.99 inc VAT

Turn any of these 
outdoor swings 

indoor by adding feet.

Double Swung Frame Only - No need for pushing, you swing, they swing
Double Swung is a brilliant design where you no longer have to push someone on a swing, you can sit beside them and both swing 
together. This is perfect for a parent, child, brother, sister, friend, anyone! And It’s a perfect way to bond together, encouraging eye contact 
and a great shared experience. Overall Dimensions - 244cm wide, 244cm deep, and 228cm tall, our swing frames are among the tallest 
available. One swing swings the other. Price does not include the swing seats. H: 229 x W: 254 x D: 244cm

Product code: LS8SWNG

£233.33 ex VAT
£279.99  inc VAT

UFO Nest Swing with Frame
An A frame swing only moves in one direction, whereas our UFO swing can move in all directions, a 360 degree swing. 
Its yellow EVA foam will provide added comfort for kids. Its swing material is made of permatron, the same base as a 
trampoline, it is very comfortable to sit/lie on and can hold more than one child, up to a weight limit of 90kg. This outdoor 
swing has extra securing sections to attach a normal swing seat if required, making it very adaptable. Size 58cm x 200cm x 
206cm (DxWxH). Frame 32mm black legs, 25mm yellow leg connector, 38mm yellow connector. Seat 48” round steel frame

Product code: LSJK001

£174.99 ex VAT
£209.99 inc VAT
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Hammocks Hammocks

Stand for Hammock Chairs
Space-saving and height-adjustable hammock chair stand with suspension 
point. Made of powder-coated steel for basic hammock chairs and other non-
energetic swings. Because its height is adjustable, it is suitable for different 
sizes of hammock chairs.
Product weight: 21.0 kg
Weight capacity: 130 kg
Fabric surface: 130 x 115 cm
Total height: 200 - 240 cm

Product code: LSAMMEA129

£241.66 ex VAT
£289.99 inc VAT

Single Classic Hammock
Traditional cloth hammock for one person. 
Tip: it’s most comfortable when lying diagonally – giving your back the best 
possible support and opening the hammock with your body.
High-quality cotton. Comes with many suspension cords for extra comfort. 
Adult supervision required
Minimum distance required for hanging: 270 cm
Maximum weight: 120 kg
Material: 100% cotton | suspension: 50% cotton, 50% polyester

Product code: LSLSCIH143

£66.66 ex VAT
£79.99 inc VAT

Universal Rope for Hammock Chairs 
including Ceiling Suspension Kit
Suspension set for flexible installation on walls, ceilings, beams or trees. 
Hammock chairs and JOKIs are beyond easy to suspend or take back 
down when you use the UNIVERSAL ROPE. The SmartHook allows you 
to easily adjust the length of the rope. The hook can be mounted with 
everyday tools and is suitable for attachment to all kinds of different 
surfaces. Its triangular shape with 3 holes ensures optimal weight 
distribution. It’s also weatherproof. Weight capacity: 160 kg. Rope: 2 x 9 ft 
10 in | Ø 0.28 in

Product Code: LSAMURC2

£49.99 ex VAT
£59.99 inc VAT

Universal Rope for Hammocks including 
Ceiling Suspension Kit
Universal Rope For Hammocks - Suspension set for flexible installation on walls, 
ceilings, beams or between trees. Hammocks are easy to suspend or remove using 
the UNIVERSAL ROPE. The SmartHooks allow easy adjustment of rope length. The 
hooks can be installed using everyday tools and are suitable for attachment to various 
surfaces. Its triangular shape with 3 holes ensures optimal weight distribution.
Carrying capacity: 440 lbs
Rope: 2 x 9 ft 10 in | Ø 0.28 in

Product Code:  LSAMURH3

£58.33 ex VAT
£69.99 nc VAT

Basic Hammock Chair 
Others available online
Hammock chair is made of pure, high-quality cotton. Hammock chairs provide deep 
pressure, vestibular movement and most people find gentle rocking soothing. This 
hammock chair features a tearproof selvage created by doubling the weft threads. The 
fabric of theline is densely woven and colour-fast. The spreader bar is made of high-
quality hardwood from well-managed forests
Chair only provided. Suitable for indoor and outdoor use. Use under supervision.
Stands and ropes available separately.
Weight capacity: 130 kg
Minimum height: 200 cm
Width of wooden bar: 110 cm
Seat length: 140 cm
Seating width: 105 cm
Total height: 155 cm

Product code: LSAMSNC14

£74.99 ex VAT
£89.99 inc VAT

Stand for Single Hammocks
Hammock stand made of powder-coated steel tubes. Put it up, or take 
it down, in a flash using the PlugTube System – simply connect the tubes 
until they click.
Length : 295 - 325 cm
Height : 94 - 110 cm
Base width : 107 cm
Carrying capacity : 120 kg

Product code: LSNAS1219

£191.66 ex VAT
£229.99 inc VAT

HEADDEMOCK HAMMOCK
This large luxury hammock and stand for up to two people (or up to 150 
kg). Made of durable polyester, and the frame is made of metal and rubber. 
Thanks to the water and dirt repellent and UV-resistant fabric, you’ll enjoy 
this masterpiece for years to come. It is a foldable hammock that comes 
with a matching carrying bag so you can easily store the Headdemock at 
the end of the summer. Exposure to direct sunlight can cause 
colour-fading.
Product code: LS100396

£366.66 ex VAT
£439.99 inc VAT

See online 
for more 

hammocks & 
chairs!
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VAT INFO
Learning SPACE will help you get the best price for your products and 
where possible can provide certain products to you without charging VAT. 
This is only applicable to certain products that are designed specifically and 
solely for children with special educational needs
and is dependent upon the Tax Authority in your country. If eligible, all you 
need to do is complete a 5min survey on our website. This link gives more 
information on who is eligible.
https://www.learningspaceuk.co.uk/ vat -relief-i36

Below we have outlined the options for various customers*:

Families in the UK and ROI - You are eligible for VAT relief on the products 
with the VAT relief sticker if you are taking care of a child  
with a disability or illness.

Charities in the UK and ROI - If the items you are purchasing for are for the 
use of an individual with a disability or illness then you are eligible for VAT 

relief on the products with the VAT relief sticker. Please note you may be 
able to claim all your VAT back in your tax returns.

Schools, Nurseries and Businesses in the UK - You are not eligible to claim 
VAT relief upon ordering but may be able to claim VAT back if you are VAT 
Registered.

Schools, Nurseries, Charities and Businesses in the ROI - If you are VAT 
registered in the Republic of Ireland you will not have to pay any VAT on 
your order, but we will need your VAT number. If you are not VAT registered, 
then you will need to pay VAT but it will be calculated at
the UK rate of 20% not the ROI 23%.

* This advice is to the best of our knowledge at the time of print.  
The final VAT decisions will be that of the Tax Authority each customer 
resides under.

VAT
Relief

1. Definitions 
(1.1) The term “Buyer”, ‘’you’’ means the Account Applicant or person who 
buys or agrees to buy Goods from the Seller. 
(1.2) The term “Seller”, ‘us’, ‘we’ means Learning SPACE
(1.3) “Conditions” means the Conditions of Sale set out in this document and 
any special conditions agreed in writing by the Seller.
 
2. Conditions
(2.1) These “Terms and Conditions of Sale” does not affect your statutory 
rights as a consumer. 
(2.2) All contracts of sale made by the Seller shall be deemed to incorporate 
these terms and conditions which shall prevail over any other document or 
communication from the Buyer.
(2.3) If any amendments to these terms and conditions are required they must 
be confirmed in writing. 
(2.4) Acceptance of delivery of Goods shall be deemed conclusive evidence of 
the Buyers’ acceptance of these Conditions.

(3). Description
Colours and styles may vary. Whilst we take every care to ensure illustrations 
and descriptions within the catalogue and website are accurate, we reserve 
the right to change specifications or improve our products. In the event of any 
substituted product not being acceptable, we will gladly issue a full refund, 
provided the goods in question are returned within 28 working days of delivery 
and in an ‘as new’ re-saleable condition. Prior authorisation is required see our 
returns policy. 

(4) Availability
(4.1) If an item is out of stock, we will inform The Buyer and endeavour to supply 
the item or an alternative as soon as possible. Goods in the catalogue and on 
the website are subject to availability. 
(4.2) On occasion goods will be discontinued for reasons beyond our control. 
We reserve the right to withdraw an item where a print error has occurred.

5. Age Suitability
(5.1) All Products are unsuitable for children under 3 unless otherwise stated.
(5.2) All age recommendations and suitabilities in this catalogue and on our site 
are a guide only.

6. Prices and Payment Terms
(6.1) Prices on catalogues and quotes are valid for 3 months from issue. Please 
note prices online may vary.
(6.2) We reserve the right to change our prices from time to time. This 
may include (but is not limited to) the right to increase our prices to reflect 
increases in raw material costs. If there is a change of the price of a product 
between receipt of order and dispatch, we will notify you of any such increase 
and give you the option to cancel the order and receive a full refund.
(6.3) Quotations are subject to confirmation upon receipt of order and the right 
is reserved to amend any accidental errors and/or omissions on the quotation 
or invoice. 
(6.4) The Seller reserves the right to alter or change any credit terms offered, 
following their receipt of credit checks or due to past history.
(6.5) In the case of consumer sales, payment must be made in full before 
dispatch of any Goods. 
(6.6) Approved Credit Terms Account holders payment terms are 30days after 
order dispatch. For New account holders payment terms are prior to order 
being dispatched. For approved account holders with previous order history, 
orders over £5,000 payment 50% prior to order being dispatched and 50% 
30 days after dispatch. Learning SPACE reserves the right to cancel account 
holder terms at their discretion.
(6.7) The date of completion is the date our Installation Team leave site and 
one of your representatives sign to confirm that all equipment is on site 
and installed. For general orders date of completion is when the last item is 
received. 
(6.8) It is important to keep to payment terms and any failure to pay shall entitle 
the Seller at its option to treat the Contract as repudiated by the Buyer or to 
delay delivery until paid.
(6.9) If any act or proceedings shall be commenced in which the Buyer’s 
solvency is concerned, all monies under any transaction covered by these 
conditions shall become immediately due and payable. 
(6.10) All installation quotations are based on 12 hours access being available to 
the Sellers installation team unless stated otherwise by the Seller.
(6.11) Discounts are not applicable on certain items marked with  
a * or otherwise highlighted
(6.12) We accept payment by major credit cards. Contact our Accounts 
Department for details of BACS details to make payments. When making 
payments online feel confident in shopping securely with Sage Pay or PayPal. 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
For non-invoice account holders items will only be dispatched when full 
payment has been received, not when the order is placed. We do not 
store credit card details nor do we share customer details with any 3rd 
parties.
(6.13) Late Payments. We reserve the right to charge interest on all 
overdue accounts at 5% above bank of Ireland Ltd base rate on the 
amount of time outstanding. If we pass to a collection agency, which 
will have authority to collect money on our behalf, costs of this will be 
added to the accrued account.
(6.14) Organisations - How to order ‘on account’ 
We are delighted to accept orders ‘on account’ from establishments if 
you are a limited company, registered charity or public sector funded 
organisation. You can send us your official purchase orders by post, fax, 
email (sales@learningspaceuk.co.uk), phone (02890319360), through 
our educational resources consultants or selecting the order on 
account button at the checkout.  
Please note the following terms and conditions apply: 
Depending on your organisation account and order value, items will 
either be sent:
o    When payment is received (proforma sent and payment made 
      via BACS, Credit card or Paypal)
o    When deposit is paid
o    With 30 days invoice 
Your order is not officially placed until it has been verified and confirmed 
with your organisation. 
Please ensure the delivery address provided is for the organisation, 
as orders can only be delivered to the organisation address. You must 
provide the organisation name and a contact number. 
Please add your organisation’s purchase order number if applicable. 
By selecting ‘on account’ you are confirming you have the authority to 
place an order on behalf of the organisation.
Learning SPACE reserves the right to reject or withdraw the account. 
Accounts are only available for Schools and Organisations within the UK 
and Ireland.
If you are an international school or establishment a 30 day invoice 
account is not available.
Please register and pay via credit card or Paypal. Alternatively choose 
Order on Account. 
You will be emailed relevant BACs information. 
Invoice will be sent when items are all dispatched 
Named person must be authorised by the school/childcare 
establishment to buy on their behalf. 
Choosing Resources ‘On Account’ Instore:
Have fun choosing items from our premier store in Belfast.
Depending on the organisation account and the order value, items can 
either be:
Taken on the day
Prior notice (either by phone or email to info@learningspaceuk.co.uk) is 
needed by an authorised buyer. An in-store authorisation code (which 
can take up to 3 days due to security checks) will be given once verified. 
Show your authorisation code along with ID at the checkout in order to 
take your products on the day. Your organisation will then be sent a 30 
day invoice. 
Collected or Delivered
Once your order has been verified by your organisation and payment 
or deposit has been made. Your order can then be collected in store (ID 
must be shown) or delivered to the organisations address. 
(6.15) On Account Orders and Quotations (Sterling and Euro)
Quotations are valid for 3 months, after this we will be happy to send 
you a revised quote. The price payable for our products will be in the 
currency you have selected when placing your order. All payments are 
to be honored in that currency irrespective of exchange rates at the 
time of transfer. 

(7). Value Added Tax
(7.1) Prices are quoted inclusive and exclusive of 20% VAT. VAT shall be 
charged on invoices at the rate in force. The Buyer’s tax status shall be a 
matter between The Buyer and the appropriate tax authority. VAT rates 
are subject to change and the prevailing rates set by the government 
will always apply.
Vat Free (Zero Rated) Products
(7.2) Some items qualify to be VAT free (zero rated) provided they are 
being purchased by, or on behalf of someone who is “chronically sick or 
disabled” and the goods purchased are for “personal or domestic use”. 
Eligible items are marked with VAT Relief logo and give an option to 
choose if you are eligible for VAT relief. Please note that not all items are 
eligible as they are not specifically designed and made for those with a 
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Seller with appropriate shipping receipts (s) / invoice (s) We will arrange the 
return of fixed goods at no cost to the buyer.
(9.5c) The Seller may at their discretion have an item collected by their 
elected carrier.
(9.5d) If the fault present is deemed to be a non-manufacturing fault e.g 
due to an accident, negligence, not using items for what it was intended 
or needs new batteries or other consumable we are unable to offer a 
replacement or a refund. The buyer will be liable for the full cost of repair 
and shipping.
(9.6) Many products are covered under 1 year warranty against 
manufacturing faults unless otherwise specified. Where possible we will 
replace damaged parts. If this isn’t possible a replacement or credit will be 
given.
(9.7) Learning SPACE unfortunately cannot be held responsible for any 
arising issues caused by Self-Assembly by you or any third party.

(10) Cancellation of Orders
(10.1) The Buyer has the right to cancel the contract with the seller at any 
time before items have been sent. The Buyer will receive a full refund of the 
purchase price and the delivery charge. See exceptions 10.3
(10.2) If items have been dispatched The Buyer will incur any delivery costs 
and any restocking fees that may apply. 
(10.3a) Not applicable on bespoke items, made to order, personalised, 
photocopiable, sensory room installations or specially ordered items 
except with our written agreement and on terms that The Buyer shall 
indemnify the seller in full against all losses (including loss of profit), costs 
(including the cost of all labour and material used), damages, charges 
and expenses incurred by the seller as a result of cancellation. Our order 
cancellation policy is as follows and does not affect statutory rights: 
(10.3b)  If the goods are not procured or manufactured the cancellation 
charge will be charged at 0% of the ex VAT order value.
(10.3c) If raw materials for the goods have been procured but the goods 
have not been manufactured the cancellation charge will be 40% of the ex 
VAT order value. 
(10.3d) If the goods have been manufactured and still not dispatched, 
cancellation will be charged at 75% of the ex VAT order value.
(10.3e) If the goods have been dispatched, cancellation will be charged at 
100% of the ex VAT order value. 
(10.3f) If the goods ordered are of a non-standard specification, Learning 
SPACE reserve the right to charge 100% of the ex VAT order value from the 
point of Order Acknowledgement.  
(10.3g) Any order amendments will be assessed and charged on a case by 
case basis. 
(10.3h) If it is agreed that the goods are to be returned: - a) a Goods Returns 
Authorisation Number obtained from the Seller must be clearly shown on 
the returned parcels. b) The Buyer will be liable for cost of remedying any 
damage to the Goods returned where such damage has, in the opinion of 
the Seller, been caused by the Goods being inadequately packaged by the 
Buyer or through the Buyer’s fault.
Please contact our customer services team by emailing sales@
learningspaceuk.co.uk or ring us on 02890319360 who will be happy to 
advise on the process.

(11) Delivery
(11.1) Delivery (Mainland UK and Northern Ireland)
£3 under £20, £5 up to £150, Free over £150 except for oversize items 
marked with heavy circle. Surcharge will be charged for large, bulky and 
extra bulky. For costs see either catalogue or printed pricelist depending 
on the catalogue version. Please note Extra delivery costs may be added 
for Isle of Wight, Offshore Islands and some parts of Scotland. If this is the 
case the customer will be contacted prior to processing the order. We will 
endeavour to get the cheapest quote.  
If the quote is not suitable, a full refund will be given.
(11.2) Deliver (Outside Mainland UK and Ireland)
Ordering from outside the UK mainland and Ireland postage is subject to 
quotation. Please place the order and we will contact you with the
delivery cost if it is greater than that at delivery. We will endeavour to get 
the cheapest quote. If the quote is not suitable, a full refund will be
given.

(12) Terms for delivery
(12.1) All products are sent by courier or Royal Mail. 
(12.2) For express delivery contact the seller for costs and availability.
(12.3)  The Buyer bears the risk once the products have been received 
signed for/delivered.
(12.4) Learning SPACE accepts no liability for any loss, damages or 
expenses arising from the late delivery of goods by the seller, our agents or 

disability - for example games and balls.
(7.3) Chronically sick or disabled is defined as a person with a physical or mental 
impairment which has a long-term and substantial adverse effect upon his/
her ability to carry out everyday activities; OR a person with a condition which 
the medical profession treats as a chronic sickness. A statement of special 
educational needs or a diagnosis of a condition is not necessary.
(7.4) Therefore, if the Buyer is a parent or carer of a child who is chronically sick 
or disabled and purchasing one of our products that are eligible for VAT relief, 
the Buyer will not need to pay VAT on that product. Select eligibility for VAT 
relief and fill in the VAT Exemption Declaration form.
(7.5) Please note that as VAT must be charged on delivery a VAT value will still 
be displayed.  
(7.6) Charities qualify for VAT exemption where these conditions are met, 
however schools may not qualify as the goods are not for domestic use, 
however they may be able to reclaim the VAT from Customs & Excise. If the 
organisation qualifies please download and complete the VAT exemption 
declaration form and send this with the order.
(7.7) If not placing an order through the website please ensure a VAT 
Exemption Declaration form is complete. A hard copy form and stamped 
addressed envelope can be sent if requested. 
(7.8) Goods sold at 0% VAT can only be released if a declaration form has been 
completed
(7.9) By selecting eligibility for  VAT exemption on VAT relief products and 
completing the VAT exemption declaration form you are declaring you are 
claiming relief from Value Added Tax under Group 12 of the Zero Rate Schedule 
8 of the VAT Act 1994.  
(7.10) If you are in any doubt as to whether you are eligible to receive zero 
rated goods you should contact the HM Revenue & Customs National Advice 
Service on 0845 010 9000 or call our Helpline on 02890319360 before signing a 
declaration.  It is an offence to make a false VAT declaration.

(8). Title of Goods
Ownership (title) of the goods only passes to The Buyer on full payment of the 
appropriate invoice.

(9). Returns Policy Unwanted items and Faulty Items
(9.1) We hope that you are pleased with your purchase. In the unlikely event 
you are not satisfied please contact us via info@learningspaceuk.co.uk, phone 
02890319360 or call into our premier Belfast store. If applicable, we will give 
a Returns Authorisation Number (RAN). Please do not attempt to return any 
goods without prior authorisation and a RAN. We regret that any returns 
received without a RAN will not be accepted. The return address may vary 
depending on the product and situation. Any returned goods must be received 
within 28days of receipt. We regret that any returns received after this period 
will not be accepted.
(9.2) Refunds may take up to 28 days from the date the returned item is 
received by us. 
(9.3) Please note that we cannot accept responsibility for returned goods until 
they reach requested warehouse; therefore we would advise that you return 
the item with suitable packaging and via recorded delivery to confirm receipt. 
Alternatively, items can be collected for a charge (we will endeavour to get the 
cheapest quote).  If you would like us to collect your item, please specify when 
contacting and we will arrange collection. 
(9.4a) Unwanted items. We are happy to exchange or refund, most unwanted/ 
items ordered in error, if they are returned within 28 days of purchase, provided 
the goods are unused and in a re-saleable condition, in original packaging, a 
RAN is given and proof of purchase is provided. Without proof of purchase 
an exchange will be given under the discretion of management. If there has 
been an error on our part we will arrange the return of the goods at no cost 
to the buyer. If there has been no error on our part, under our returns policy 
we will refund the cost of the items only. We are unable to refund the cost of 
delivery or cover the cost of return. This specific returns policy does not apply 
to bespoke items, made to order, personalised, photocopiable, sensory room 
installations or specially ordered items as they are non-refundable.
(9.4b) On certain products there will be a restocking charge of 30%  of the 
total order value of the product or £15, whichever is the greater amount, and 
original carriage will not be credited. Goods cannot be returned if they have 
been assembled or part assembled.  
(9.5a) Faulty Items: In the unlikely event that a product is faulty we are happy 
to exchange or refund merchandise if it has been returned within 28days of 
purchase.  A valid learning SPACE RAN must be given and proof of purchase 
provided. If a faulty item is returned to the seller without proof of purchase an 
exchange may be given under the discretion of management.  
(9.5b) It is the Buyers responsibility to meet the cost of shipping to the Seller. 
This will be reimbursed in full if a fault is found with the item, upon supplying the 

our agents’ carriers due to any cause whatsoever. Any delivery time or date for 
dispatch or delivery date which we may specify is accordingly a best estimate 
only and should not be relied upon. We will however, seek to achieve delivery 
dates specified as far as it is within our power to do so.
(12.5) It is our policy to try to fulfil standard delivery orders within seven 
working days and if  The Buyer specifies a certain day we will aim to deliver by 
that named day. We aim to ensure that items dispatched directly from the 
manufacturer are delivered within 21 days of our receipt of the order.
(12.6) Some items may take up to 14-21 days to deliver which will be highlighted 
on the website. If order is made up of a mixture of in stock items and 14-21 
days then the complete order will be sent in 14-21 days. If you have any delivery 
concerns please ring us and we will do our best to help.
(12.7) Items that or bespoke or made to order can take up to 6 - 8 weeks.
(12.8) Delayed Delivery on Buyers Behalf. In the event that goods are ready 
for delivery and delivery is delayed pursuant to Buyer’s instructions or any 
other reason beyond the Company’s control the Company will have the right 
to invoice the Buyer and the Buyer agrees to pay the invoice for all goods so 
delayed.
(12.9) In case of installation of goods, it is the responsibility of the Buyer to 
ensure the Seller has a suitably secure area to store goods until installation 
is complete and all delivery documents are fully completed. The Buyer will be 
responsible for any items lost or stolen due to lack of security or secure area.

(13). Passing of Property
The risk in the goods supplied shall pass to the Buyer on delivery into the 
Buyer’s possession or to the carrier or place of delivery nominated by you. 
Learning SPACE shall be under no liability whatsoever for any loss or damage 
occurring thereafter.

(14) Notice of Damage / Incorrect Delivery / Missing Orders
(14.1) When requested, deliveries must be signed for. Ensure the correct box 
quantity is stated and record any box damages or discrepancies.
(14.2)  If upon delivery you discover that the Goods are damaged or have not 
been delivered in accordance with your Order then you must notify the seller of 
this within 5 working days of the date of delivery. If you fail to do so then we will 
not be obliged to remedy the defect. It is not sufficient to sign the delivery as 
unchecked if parcels are damaged. They should either be refused or signed for 
as damaged. Keep all original packing.
(14.3) Delivery of the Goods shall be made to the Buyer’s address and the Buyer 
shall make all arrangements necessary to take delivery of the Goods.
(14.4) Online orders will be notified of dispatch. If you do not receive goods 
within 5days of notification contact the seller.
(14.5) For invoice orders notification of non-delivery of goods should be made 
within 5 days of the invoice date. 
(14.6) Do not attempt to return any goods without prior authorisation and a 
relevant reference number.
(14.7) Proof of Delivery 
A signed proof of delivery document may be available from Learning SPACE for 
a period of 90 days from date on invoice. After this period, Learning SPACE may 
refuse such request for proof of delivery or impose a charge for its supply. In 
any event after this period  The Buyer shall be liable for payment of monies due 
in respect of the goods supplied.
(14.8) Refused Delivery 
Learning SPACE reserves the right to make a carriage charge plus a 20% 
handling charge, or minimum of £10 whichever is greater, on all consignments 
that are refused without reason. To assist with deliveries during school holidays 
please indicate opening times when placing orders.

(15) Design and Installation 
(15.1) The Sellers design service is free of charge and are offered at the 
discretion of the Seller. The Seller reserves the right to withdraw this service 
at any time without prior notice. The design is an artist’s impression of the 
finished room and is not to scale so must not be used for any other purpose. 
(15.2) If the Buyer requires any additional design plans, the Seller requires a 
purchase order or letter stating the Buyers intention to order the product 
inventory in full. If the Buyer does not fulfil the aforementioned, 10% of the 
total order value will be chargeable. 
(15.3) Requests for installation from the Buyer shall be arranged at the 
convenience of the Seller. Failure to have an area, suitably ready for the Seller 
by the agreed installation date and clear of any obstacles including debris 
or Buyers contractors / subcontractors or any other items that will impede 
installation (the list is not exhaustive) will result in extra charges being incurred 
and the possibility that the installation will not be completed on time. This may 
also result in further site visits in future and incur further costs to the Buyer. 
(15.4) Where the room specification has changed since final site survey and 
installation, a charge may be made for additional time and travel costs and any 
additional labour involved in additional works. 

(15.5) With new build projects, the Seller may carry out a full site survey prior to 
manufacture and installation of the goods ordered. If the room is incomplete 
and the seller is unable to carry out the survey, this may result in a site visit 
charge being made to cover additional time and travel. 
(15.6) Completion of installation shall be when the seller’s engineers leave the 
buyers establishment. 
(15.7) The Buyer accepts completion of installation when relevant paperwork 
is signed. 8.8 The Buyer must provide a 240v power supply, running water, a 
secure parking space, adequate lighting and any other reasonable request to 
allow a safe installation to take place.

(16) Force Majeure
Learning SPACE shall not be liable for failure to perform or delay in performing 
any of their contractual obligations when this is caused by circumstances 
beyond their reasonable control.

(17). No Waiver 
The Seller’s failure to insist upon strict performance of any provision of 
these Conditions shall not be deemed to be a waiver of its rights or remedies 
in respect of any present or future default of the Buyer in performance or 
compliance with any of these conditions.

18. Liability 
(18.1) Except as may be implied by law where the Buyer is dealing as a 
consumer, in the event of any breach of these Conditions by the Seller 
the remedies of the Buyer shall be limited to damages which shall in no 
circumstances exceed the price of the Goods and the Seller shall under no 
circumstances be liable for any indirect, incidental or consequential damage. 
(18.2) Except for the death of or personal injury of the Buyer or any other 
person which arises directly from the negligence of the Seller neither the 
Seller nor its employees, agents or representatives shall be liable for any loss, 
damage or injury of any kind whatsoever to the Buyer or any other person 
howsoever caused (unless such loss, damage or injury gives the Seller a right of 
indemnity against its insurers) 

(19). Copyright 
The design, specification or illustration of any goods, and the copyright of 
all marketing material and of any computer software including discs, graphs, 
charts or slides, computer printouts, formulae and programmes, photocopies 
and all other software whether written or otherwise and any drawing or 
illustration supplied with goods or otherwise are the property of the Seller or 
where noted, the copyright holder and the Buyer shall have no right to use such 
design, specification or illustration for the benefit of any third party without the 
prior written consent of the Seller or where noted, the copyright holder

(20). Complaints 
(20.1) If you have a complaint about our service or any goods or services you 
purchase from the seller then please contact the seller immediately. You will be 
contacted as soon as possible and within 24 working hrs). 
(20.2)  All complaints will be dealt with in a fair and confidential manner. 

(21) Miscellaneous 
(21.1) Where computer equipment is supplied by the Seller, it is recommended 
that all data is frequently backed up. The Seller cannot be held responsible for 
any loss of data however caused. 
(21.2) Where training on the use of any software is given, the Seller assumes 
the Buyer to have a basic working knowledge of IT, computers and the 
Windows™or Apple ™ operating system. 
(21.3) Lamp/bulb clause: if a lamp fails within six weeks from receipt of goods 
the Seller will send the Buyer a replacement free of charge except where the 
unit is not used in accordance with its instruction manual. 
(21.4) Any contracts shall in all respects be construed and operate as an UK 
contract and in conformity with UK law. 
(21.5) If any part of these terms and conditions that is not fundamental is 
found to be illegal or unenforceable, such finding will not affect the validity or 
enforceability of the remainder of these terms and conditions.
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